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ABSTRACT
AN EXAMINATION OF THE FORMULAS BY WHICH FEDERAL FUNDS
ARE ALLOCATED TO THE STATES FOR THREE FEDERAL STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS: THEIR HISTORY, THEIR PRESENT
FORM, AND SEVERAL PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
MAY 1580
David Allen Sartwell, A.S., Champlain College,
B.A., Goddard College, M.A., University of Vermont,
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by; Dr. Arthur Eve
Over the past forty years the federal government
has become deeply involved in the funding of student
financial aid. In fact, starting with the National
Youth Administration of the 1930'5, it has grown to
become an $11,000,000,000 a year industry, comprising
seven major programs, dozens of smaller ones, and, as
is typical with most federal programs, mounds of
paperwork.
In spite of this massive outpouring of federal
student aid dollars there are still many capable
students being denied a po s t - s e con d a i' y education
because of a lack of resources to meet the ever-
rising costs of that education. Although some have
suggested that the ansv;er to this problem is for the
Congress to simply appropriate more money for these
progran-s, there are many professional financial aid
V
officers who feel that many more students could be
aided under the current appropriation levels if the
inequities and inefficiencies of the present dis-
tribution system could be corrected. Coming under
increasing attack especially is the process of
distribution used for the National Direct Student
Loan Program (N.D.S.L.), the College Vork/Study
Program (C.W.S.), and the Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant Program (S.E.O.G.).
This study sought to:
(1) examine the history of the federal student
financial aid legislation to determine
as clearly as possible how we arrived at
the present allocation system;
(2) describe in detail the formulas by which
the funds are allocated to the states
for the National Direct Student Loan, the
College V/ork/Study, and the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant programs;
(3) examine fully the factors which consti-
tute the three different formulas;
{k) describe existing weaknesses in the
formulas, if any;
(5) examine several distribution alternatives
and
(6) draw conclusions and make recommendations
where appropriate.
vi
After examining the formulas used to distribute
the funds in the National Direct Student Loan,
College Wo r U/ S t ud y , an d Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant programs, this study has found that
the present state allotment system does not distri-
bute the available funds in an equitable manner.
It has been demonstrated that a student could receive
widely different financial aid packages simply be-
cause he chose to go to college in one state rather
than anot her.
After an examination of the formulas and several
alternatives this study has concluded that the
C.Y.S.E.O.G. program presently being used represents
the best practical alternative for the distribution
of all of the campus-based federal financial aid
programs. It appears to be the formula that most
clearly responds to demonstrated financial need of
the students rather than other more artificial
measures.
And finally, it is obvious that the present
system of distribution needs to be re-examined by
the Congress to insure that the student financial
aid funds in these three programs are being
expended in the manner that best meets the finan-
cial needs of the low and middle-income students
vl i
of this country.
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Preface
Can v;e continue to permit the accidents of
birthplace and race and the uneven economic
resources of our states to determine educational
opportunity? ...Higher Education in the United
States has always been untidy; it will probably
never be an orderly house; surely, however, it
has now reached a point at which it can take a
responsible inventory of its resources for
student aid, make some effort to understand
their historical and philosophical foundations
and tendencies, and undertake a new and bold
adventure in ^ubsidies for wisdom, investments
in democracy.
Frederick Rudolph, "The Origins of Student Aid in the
United States", Snj^d^nt Fi nancial Aid and Hat iona l_ Purpose^
(Princeton: College Entrance Examination Board, I962), p. 11
xi i
CHAPTER I
OUTI I ME AND INTRODUCTION
A Genera] Statement of the Prob 1 em
"Today, the denial of equal opportunity for higher educa-
tion is also the denial of equal access to full partnership in
2American Society."
Over the past forty years the federal government has be-
come deeply involved in the funding of student financial aid.
In fact, starting with the National Youth Administration of the
1930 's, it has grov/n to become an $1 1,000,000,000 a year
industry, comprising seven major programs, dozens of smaller
ones, and, as is typical with most federal programs, mounds of
paperwork
.
In spite of this massive outpouring of federal student aid
dollars there are still many capable students being denied a
post-secondary education because of lack of resources to meet
^'Carneg i e Commi ss ion
,
A Chancy to Lea rn : An Act i on for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Ed ucation (New York; KcGraw-Hill
iysoT," p.
'
27:
1 1
the evcj-rising costs of that education.^ Although some have sug
gested that the answer to this problem is for the Congress to simply
appropriate more money for these programs, there are many profes-
sional financial aid officers who feel that many more students
could be aided under the current appropriation levels if the
inequities and inefficiencies of the present distribution system
could be corrected. Coming under increasing attack especially is
the process of distribution used for the National Direct Student
Loan Program (N.D.S.L.), the College Work/Study Program (C.W.S.),
and the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant Program
(S.E.O.C.)
.
The funds for these three programs flow from the Congress
to the students in basically a four-step process. First, the
funds for the programs are appropriated by the Congress. After
the appropriations are made, they are given to the Division of
Student Financial Aid, Bureau of Student Financial Assistance in
the Department of H.E.W. for distribution and administration.
From there the funds are distributed among tlie States using
a set of formulas that are distinct for each program.
3See Alice Rivlin, Tov/ard a Long-Range Plan for Federal
Fi nanc i a 1_ Suppor t for H i gher ~E ducat i on (Wa s h i ng ton , D . C . : U . S .
Government Printing Office, Jan. 1965^; Allan M. Cartter,
"Student Financial Aid", Unive rsal Higher Ed ucat ion: Cost and
Bene f i ts (V.'ash i ngton
,
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1971)
Carnegie Commission, Qua 1 i t y and Equ a lity : Nev/ Levels of Federal
Respons i b i 1 i ty for H i gher Educat i on (New York: McGraw-Ui 1 1
,
19 ^8^ ; Carnegie Commission, Hi gher Educ atio n: '/ho Pays, V/ho
Benefits, V/ho Should Pay? (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973)-
3
Once these funds arc divided among the States, the colleges within
eacn state apply for the funds. Using a complex and complicated
application form designed by the Division of Student Financial Aid,
each college is compared to the others in that state in terms of
tiie relative financial need of its present and anticipated students.
The funds are then allocated to the colleges.
After the colleges receive their share of the state dollars,
the funds are distributed to the students. The students apply for
these funds using a standardized form that helps the financial aid
officer at that institution determine each student's relative
financial need. Following the statutes and regulations governing
these programs, the funds are then distributed by the colleges to
•the students v;ho have demonstrated financial need.
The preceding outline is a simplification of a very complex
process. There seems to be sufficient data available, however, to
give at least some credence to the growing criticism that the pro-
cess previously described does not distribute the funds in these
programs in a manner that either accomplishes the intent of the
Congress when it legislated them into existence, or in a way that
treats all of the recipients of these funds in a fair and equitable
manner. It would appear that students with similar financial abilities
are given financial aid packages that are significantly different
among colleges in the same state and among colleges in different
states
.
The intent of the Congress for these programs has been made
fairly clear. For example, in Sec. 101 of the National Defense
Education Act of I 958
,
which created the National Defense Student
Loan Program, it states that:
We must increase our efforts to identify and
educate more of the talent of our Nation. This re-
quires programs that will give assurance that no
student of ability will be denied an opportunity
for higher education because of financial need; will
correct as rapidly as possible the existing im-
balances in our educational programs.^
The purpose of the Educational Opportunity Grant Program,
which eventually became the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program, as stated in the law was to:
...provide, through institutions of higher
education, educational opportunity grants to assist
in making available the benefits of higher educa-
tion to qualified high school graduates of excep-
tional financial need, who for the lack of financial
means of their own or of their families would be
unable to obtain such benefits without such aid.
5
Similar comments were made in the legislation enacting the
College Work/Study Program. However, in the opinion of many
financial aid directors the distribution system prescribed by the
legislation and the Division of Student Financial Aid regulations
V. L. 85”86^, National Defense Education Act of 1988 ,
(1558).
“
^P. L. 89 - 329
.
The Higher Education Act of 1985, (1965)-
5subvert the stated ^oal of equal educational opportunity for finan-
cially needy students.
If you understand how the system works,*' says P.
Jerome Cunningham, Director of Financial Aid at Wesleyan
University, "you understand why students complain that
they are offered substantially different aid packages by
colleges and universities to whicli they apply. It is
not just how much money students actually need that de-
cides how much they get. I don't like the word
'grantsmanship,
' but that's precisely what it is. The
people who have been around the longest and who knov; the
most make off with the largest share. You listen to the
federal government and the regional offices, and figure
out how they are going to do i t--how they are going to
hand out the funds-“and you play the game.^
Even those in charge of administering the system or. the
national level are av/are of some of the defects.
...the present allotment system is subject to abuse,
and is in fact abused by institutions practicing grants-
manship and inflating their request to compensate for
expected reductions in state allocations. In the v.-ords
of the Comptroller General of the United States, the
present system is "not equitable." The result is an un-
fair and differing impact on like individuals in different
states, a characteristic hardly in keeping with Federal
Programs intended to bring about nationwide equity.
^
In her article, "Playing the Student Aid Game," Anne Pvoark
sums up the suspicions of many by stating:
The reason for the inequities is clear to most finan-
cial aid officers. The process of getting government aid
^Anne Roark, "Playing the Student Aid Game," The Chronicle
of Higher Educat i on
,
October 17, 1977, PP- 6-7*
^Lois D. Rice and Lawrence Gladieux, Title IV of the H igher
Education Act : A Techni cal Analysi s of Si
x
St udent Fi nancial Aij_
Proqrams (V/ash i ngton : College Entrance Examination Board, 19^0,
6and disbursing it to hundreds of thousands of students
a year is a highly complex political game, particularly
among those vdio play it well.
It involves "manipulating the system" to get the
biggest possible share of the limited funds available
from the federal government.^
If the above statements are true, the deciding factors of
whether or not a student receives an adequate financial aid package
may rest with allotment formulas used by the federal government to
disburse the financial aid to the states (hereafter known as the
state allotment formulas) and/or the grantsmanshi p skill of the finan
cial aid officer of the college the student plans to attend rather
than his or her real financial need.
Roark, p. 6 .
7Object i ves of the Study
For sorne tirne tliere has been a pressing need to study the
v^/hole distribution system to determine v;hether or not the federal
financial aid funds in these three programs are being equitably
distributed to the neediest of students. For all of the anger and
concern this issue has generated in financial aid circles, there
has been remarkably little scholarly research done on the question.
Because of the magnitude of the problem it is not possible in one
dissertation to examine in depth the v/hole process. However, it
is possible to divide the problem into parts and examine one of
those parts in detail.
As has been previously explained, once the funds have been
appropriated by the Congress for these three programs, they are
allocated to the states by means of three different formulas. As
all the funds flow through this little understood but crucial
process and as much of the criticism of the whole process centers
around this part, it is the purpose of this investigation to de-
termine whether or not the process through which the states are
allocated funds under the C.W.S., H.D.S.L., and S.E.O.G. programs
insures an equitable distribution of appropriated funds that pro-
motes equal educational opportunity for all eligible financially
needy students. To make this determination i t wi 1 1 be necessary
to:
(l) examine the history of the federal student financial aid
8legislotion to determine es clearly as possible how we arrived at
che present allocation system;
( 2 ) describe in detail the formulas by which the funds are
allocated to the states;
(3) examine fully the factors which constitute the three
different formulas;
(^0 describe existing weaknesses in the formulas, if any;
(5) examine several distribution alternatives; and
(6) draw conclusions and make recommendations where appro-
pri ate.
9Organization of the Dissertation
This Investigation will be divided into essentially five
parts
.
(1) An Introduction to the Problem: This section will in-
clude an overview of the problem along with the objectives of
the study and method of investigation. It will also contain a
statement of limitations, a list of terms to be used, as well as
the design to be followed.
(?-) The History: This section will show In some detail
the history of the federal student financial aid programs, con-
centrating especially on the National Direct Student Loan program,
the College Work/Study program, and the Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant program. The intent of this part is to show how
the present system of federal student financial aid programs v;as
developed and to describe as accurately as possible the reasons
why these programs were implemented.
(3) The State Allotment Formulas: In this section the
formulas used to distribute to the States the funds appropriated
by the Congress for the National Direct Student Loan program, the
College \^ork/Study program, and the Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant program will be examined in detail. Included in
this examination will be an explanation of how the present system
works, how the formulas differ from one another, the effects of the
ten per cent discretionary provision, the significance of the
factors that comprise the different formulas, and an analysis of
soir.e of the strengths and weaknesses of the formulas as they are
presently constructed.
(h) The Alternatives: This section of the dissertation will
be devoted to the study of several possible alternatives to the
existing allotment formulas, fach program formula will be applied
to the other two programs to see what the effects would have been
to the funds distributed to the States. For example, the formula
for the National Direct Student Loan program will be applied to the
College V/ork/Study program and then to the Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant program to show what would have been the funds
allocated to the States under the latter two programs using the
N . D. S . L . formu 1 a
.
Also, using the data available on the distribution of the funds
to the States in the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program,
a study v/i 1 1 be made to show what the effects would have been if
the funds of the M.D.S.L., S.E.O.G., and C.V/.S. programs had been
distributed to the States in the same ratios.
In addition, a study will be made to show how the funds for
these thi'ee programs would have been distributed if they had been
div'ided among the States based on the final recommended funding
levels produced by the Tripartite Applicacion.
Various charts, graphs, and other data display techniques
will be used where appropriate to demonstrate as clearly as possible
these several alternatives and the effects the lementation of
these alternatives Vvould have on the distribution of the funds to
the States in these three programs.
(5) Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations: The last
part of this dissertation v;i 1 1 summarize the data produced by
this study, outline some conclusions, and list some specific
recommendations. It will also include suggestions for further
research to shed more light on this complex and important issue.
Del imi tat i ons
Because of the importance of this whole distribution process
that allocates the federal student financial aid funds from the
Congress to the financially needy students of this country, it is
important to understand the constraints placed on the design of
this study.
1. This investigation is limited to the study of the state
allotment formulas used to distribute to the States the funds ap-
propriated by the Congress for the Mational Direct Student Loan
Program, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program,
I
and the College V/ork/Study Program.
2. As has already been explained, the distribution process
for the funds for these three programs occurs in basically a four-
step sequence. This investigation focuses on only one part, albeit
an important one, of the whole process. To insure that the funds
are equitably distributed among the country's financially needy
students this step must be properly executed. However, because
there are three other steps involved, the proper execution of this
one step may not necessarily insure the equity of the whole process.
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Def i n i t i on of Terms
211^ Stud^ a program of low- i nterest
,
long term, deferred loan programs at post-secondary institutions
to provide loans to students with demonstrated financial need.
Available to both graduate and undergraduate students enrolled as
at least a ha 1 f -
1
i me student.
Suppl ementary Educat i ona 1 Opportun i ty Grant Program: a proqram
established to make grants to qualified students who demonstrate
by using a standardized needs analysis that they or their families
can only provide less than half of their total costs of education.
Available to onl
y
undergraduate students enrolled as at least a
hal f -t ime student.
College V.'ork/Study Program : the purpose of this program is to
stimulate and promote part-time employment for those students in
financial need. Available to both undergraduate and graduate
students enrolled as at least a half-time student.
Bas i c Educational Opportun i ty Grant P rogram : a grant program for
undergraduates onl
y
that awards grants of up to $1^00 to students
attending col lege at least hal f-t i me . To qualify, a student applies
di
r
ecti
y
to the federal government on a standardized form.
State A1 1 otment Formal as : The funds appropriated by the Congress
for the national Direct Student Loan, College \7ork/Study, and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant programs are allocated
to the stales by means of three separate formulas. These formu-
las will be amplified at length in this study.
TrJ partite Application ; the application the colleges fill out
to desciibe the financial needs of their eligible students.
Using this application, the funds allotted to the states are dis-
tributed among the colleges by the Division of Student Financial
Support
.
fiscal Operations Report : a yearly report required of each col-
lege by the Division of Student Financial Support that reports
in detail the expenditures made under each of the M.D.S.L., S.E.O.G.
and C.V/.S. programs.
"Campus-based Programs : a term used to describe the N.D.S.L.,
S.E.O.G., and C.W.S. programs because the students must apply to
the "campuses" for the funds.
Needs Ana l ysis : The process by Vvhich the economic v;ell-being of
the student and his/her family is measured and then subtracted
from the appropriate student expense budget to arrive at the
amount of money necessary for the student to meet the cost of his/
her education.
Student Expense Budget : a budget that includes items such as
tuition, room and board, books, travel, miscellaneous expenses.
Fami
1
y
Cont r
i
but i on : an estimate of the financial ability of the
student and his/her family to contribute to the student's education
15
Iminci?! the result of subtracting the family contribu-
tion from the student expense budget.
Financial Statement : the standardized form a family com
pletes which is used to estimate their economic well-being.
Financial Aid Package : the combination of resources that may
include grants, loans, and v/ork to meet the student's financial
need
.
Cap i ta 1 Con
t
r i bu t i on ; the amount of money the federal govern-
ment allocates to the colleges in the W.D.S.L. program to lend
to students.
Social Securit y Student Benefits : benefits that go to the family
of a student who is eligible for such benefits, is between the
age of 13 and 22, and is enrolled as a full-time student.
Recommended Fund
i
ng Level : the total federal dollars requested
by all of the colleges in a state for the three "campus-based"
prog rams
.
Stat e Percentage : the ratio of the state allocation for each
program when compared to the recommended funding level of all
the colleges in that state in each campus-based program.
Guaranteed Studen t Loan Program : a program to provide low-
interest student loans to help students meet the cost of their
16
education. Using private loan capital supplied by commercial
lenders with repayment guaranteed by the federal government.
^cn Per Cent Pi scret ionary A 1 1 ov/ance : Ten per cent of the appro-
priations for the N.D.S.L., S.E.O.G., C.V.'.S. programs is set
aside for the Commissioner of the Office of Education to dis-
tribute to the states whose allocation under the state allotment
formulas is less than their allotment for the fiscal year 1572
to raise their allocation to that level. Any funds remaining
vnll be distributed at the Commissioner's discretion. This issue
v/1 1 1 be discussed at length later in the dissertation.
Regional Review Process; a panel of personnel familiar with the
application process is convened once a year at the Office of
Education regional offices to reviev,f the institutional applications
for funds for the three campus-based programs. The panel recom-
mends levels of program operation for each program for each college
in the region to the Office of Student Financial Support and sends
a Notification of Regional Revievj Action to each institution.
CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
Woodrow Wilson once wrote that any piece of congressional
legislation"... is an aggregate, not a simple production. It is
impossible to tell how many persons' opinions and influences have
entered into its composition."^
Ea rly Ventures
Over the course of our nation's first century of existence
the local, state, and federal governments sought to encourage
education in a number of ways. Although concentrating mainly on
helping elementary and secondary education, there were sonie early
attemipts by different governmental units to help some of the col-
leges that were struggling for survival. The first large scale
federal effort, however, came with the passage of the Morrill Act
of l862. Using a technique developed in Europe of granting large
^Woodrow Wilson, Con gress
i
ona 1 Government (Cleveland: World
Publ ishi ng Company, 19(^1, p. 2^.
^For a more thorough outline of these early efforts see
Frederick Rudolph, The Amer i ca n Col 1 ege and Un i vers i ty ; Hofstadter
and Smith, American Higher Educa t i on : A Documentary History;
Norman Beck', A iTiTtVry of s'tuden t FinancTal Aids (An unpubl ished
dissertation; E. J. James, O rigins of t he Land Grant Aj:j^ o^ ^ »
B. F. And rev/s
,
Land GrajT^ AcFof I8b2 and Land Grant Colleges .
17
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3blocks of land (of v;hich this new country had plenty) this legisla-
tion provided each state with a source of revenue to be used to sup-
port I ts col 1 eges
.
"Section And be it further enacted, that all moneys derived
from the sale of lands aforesaid by the States to v/hich the lands
are apportioned, and from the sales of land scrip hereinbefore pro-
vided for, shall be invested in stocks of the United States or of the
States, or seme other safe stocks, yielding not less than five per
centum upon the par value of said stocks; and that the moneys so in-
vested shall consitute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall
remain forever undlminished (except so far as may be prov/ided in sec-
tion five of this act), and the interest of which shall be inviolably
appropriated by each State which may take and claim the benefit of
this act, to the endov;ment, support, and maintenance of at least one
college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other
scientific classical studies, and including military tactics, to
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and
the mechanical arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the
States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal
and practical education of the industrial classes in the several
pursuits and professions in life..."^
According to Hofstadter and Smith in their introduction to
this c'^.cument, the Morrill Act of 1862, "...not only created land-
grant colleges but gave a powerful impulse to the movement of state
,.5
universities.
!n 1890 the colleges again v;ere aided by the second Morrill
Act that provided for an annual appropriation of Federal funds.
Also, an appropriation was passed to start several colleges
^Edv;ard Danforth Eddy, Jr., Colleges for p>;r and Ti^:
The Land Grant I J_ri. Amer i can E ducation (Ucw York: Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 1 ?96) , pp. Pi-22.
^Hofstadter and Smith, p. 588.
^1 bid
,
p. 588 .
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for black students. There were several other less important meas-
ures that passed during this time that had some impact on higher
educat i on .
^
It is important to point out here that although the intent
of many of these early pieces of legislation was to enhance the
possibilities of young people in this nation to attend college,
almost all of these efforts were directed at supporting the insti-
tutions directly. Apparently the thought behind the process was
that if the colleges were available and the fees for attendance kept
relatively low, then all capable students would be able to attend.
Also, funds were being appropriated to help colleges meet the man-
power needs the Congress felt were important, namely in the fields
of agriculture and technology. However, the fact still remained
that the students \.fho attended these colleges tended to come from
the upper class.
The first student-oriented Federal education bill was, iron-
ically enough, not passed primarily to put students into college as
a philosophical goal but was a measure to keep college-age students
^The Hatch Act of 1887 , the Smith-Lever Act of 191 ^, the
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 , and others v;ere passed by Congress to help
support higher education. For further background reading see
Ross, Democra cy's College ; and Rudolph, The American College and^
Uni vers i ty
.
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out of the Job market of the depression of the 1330's.^ A student
work program vyas started in 1^33 to provide college students with
part-time jobs to give them the aid necessary to stay in college
and out of the already depressed labor market. Administered first
by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and then in 1935 by
the National Youth Administration this program in ten years spent
over $93,000,000 on the higher education of 630,000 students. Al-
though motivated by temporary economic conditions, this program
worked extremely v^fel 1 in helping students meet the cost of educa-
tion. This program became the model for the College \7ork/Study
Program enacted thirty years later.
^
During the early 19^0's the colleges were to serve the nation
in quite a different way.
"In World War II the government turned to the colleges and
universities as it had in V/orld War I, for assistance with mili-
tary training programs for v;hich special knowledge was essential.
The programs returned students to the campuses and made use of
For further background reading see Mitchell, Pep res s
i
on
Decade ; Rauch, H istory of the New Deal ; V/ecter, Age of Great
Dep ress i on ; and '/h i te , Soc i a 1 Aspect s of Rel ief Pol i c i es i n the
Depress i
o
n . Although money from programs like the Public Works
Administration and the V/ork Project Administration flowed to edu-
cation for the renovation of old buildings or the construction of
new ones,, these v/ere institutionally-oriented programs intended
to put workers on the job rather than support students,
o
John S. Brubacher and Rudy \/illis. H igher Education in
Transition: A H i story of American Colleges and Universities , 1636-
1976, 3rd ed. (New York; Harper and Row, 19767, p. 230. For
further background reading see National Youth Administration, Final
Report for 1936-19^:3; IJilliams, Administration and Prog ram Operation
c^~t~hcr N.Y.A.
,
1935-37 ; LIndley, New Deal for Youth ; and Johnson
and Harvey, National Youth Adminis t ration .
facilities and faculties. They v;ere at times crucial to the insti-
tutions, especially those that suffered a heavy loss of enrollment."^
At the close of \7orld War II thousands of young men and women
v;ere being discharged from the various services. Again mainly as
a tool to keep people out of a depressed job market and to a
smaller degree in response to the grov-ving demand for funds for
higher education, the Congress passed the Serviceman's Readjust-
ment Act of 19^^. This program when combined with the veterans's
education bills of the Korean, Cold and Vietnam V/ars represents the
largest student aid program in our nation's history. The impact of
this program on the democratizing of higher education in this country
has been profound. For the first time education was financially avail
able to a group of students who had never before been able to afford
the cost of attending college. The students educated during this
era v;ith these benefits had much to do with promulgating the later
proposals for grant, work, and loan aid for students who were not
veterans
.
The bill was remarkably successful. The students eligible were
happy because they could now afford to go to college, the colleges
were happy because they could fill their classrooms with paying stu-
dents, and lastly. Congress v.'as happy because this program kept
tl'iousands out of the labor force.
^Robert D. Calkins, "Government Support of Higher Education,"
Financing Higher Edi^ation, i 960 - 1970 (Hew York: HcGra..'-Hi 1 1 Book
ro.T'lncV, 1959T,T- rBiT"
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However, the program "... definitely did not signify a final
and purposeful national commitment to the principle- of continuing
Federal aid for all deserving college students, non-veteran as
well as veteran.
The colleges vyere soon flooded with these students, but almost
as quickly this surge died down. In 19^7 "... nearly one-half of
the total enrollment in the colleges and universities v;as receiv-
ing benefits under this Act. By 1953, this percentage had fallen
to 6.1 percent."^ ^ The Korean V/ar, Cold V/ar, and Vietnam Wars pro-
duced new veterans who took advantage of the appropriate laws
that entitled them to various stipends to pay the cost of their
education. As can be seen from graph II-A, this program has had
its ups and downs over the past thirty years, but it is also obvi-
ous that it has been the funnel through which billions of dollars
have flowed to the post-secondary institutions of this country.
^^Brubacher & Rudy, pp. 230-31.
^^Beck, p. 101. For further background reading see Thompson,
^
Histo ry of the Serviceman ' s Readj us tment Act and I ts Effect Upon
Ed ucation in Indiana (an unpublished dissertation)*; the President's
Commission on Veterans Pensions, Veterans Benefits Administered by
Departments and Agenc i es the Federa 1 Government : Pi gest of Lavjs
ar^ Bas i c Statistics
,
1 95^ ; President's Commission on Higher
Education, Higher Education for American Democracy ; Conant, Educat i on
in a Divided l/orld and Education and Liberty.
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Although the impact of the G.l. Bill on higher education should
not be understated, the program had two major drawbacks:
(1) the funds were distributed on the basis of service to the
country and not on financial need; and
(2) the funds were not available to the millions of capable
students who were not eligible for Veterans benefits.
"Though the Land-Grant Act of the mid-nineteenth century seem-
ingly established the principle of mass higher education, it was
a century more before the various G.l. Bills accomplished this.
Large numbers of students were found to be capable of doing good
college work; it was also found that large numbers could be accom-
modated in our institutions. Though the number of college enrol lees
was greatly increased over previous years, these young people upon
graduation still did not fill all the nation's needs for trained
manpower. From all angles, experience with the Veterans' programs
demonstrated that there vias no merit in limiting opportunities for
higher educat ion
^
Another major federal program that has taken on increasing
importance over the years is the Social Security program. Each year
this program pours millions of dollars into supporting students who
attend college, normally, social security benefits for children end
when the child turns eighteen years of age, but if the student con-
tinues his or her education full time in an accredited, post-secondary
educational institution the benefits continue until the student
reaches the age of twenty-two or ceases to be a full-time student. As
can be seen from graph ll-B, these benefits have been considerable.
Again, however, these funds are not distributed to the eligible
students based on financial need but on the basis of other criteria.
^^Rexford G. Moon, Jr., S tuden t Financial A i d j_n ^2^
Admnj_^rajL_icm ^ IPrinceton, U. J.: College
Entrance
Examination Board, 1 P- 20.
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During this period of time no program of student financial aid
had yet been put forth by the Federal government to award funds spe-
cifically to students from low-income families so they could continue
their education beyond high school. The Federal government commit-
ment to education outside of the G.l. Bill and the S.S. program was
limited to awarding contracts to colleges for specific tasks such as
scientific research, medical education, agricultural education, and
a whole host of other very narrowly defined purposes. The Federal
government was yet to express a commitment to post-secondary educa-
tion as a national philosophical goal and to hack up that comniitment
with dollars. That problem was summed up rather v;cl 1 by the Trustees
of the Carnegie Foundation:
"A high proportion of the federal money now going to higher
education is not 'aid' in any meaningful sense of the word, but
rather a purchase of servic es by the government. If a federal
agency needs the services of a university to accomplish one of its
purposes, and enters Into a contract by which it obtains those
services, the money that changes hands is not 'aid' any n>ore than
payment of a doctor's bill is 'aid'. These arrangements are often
a burden for the university which undertakes, in a spirit of patri-
otic responsibility, commitments which are unproductive as far as
the institution itself is concerned. Since the government has not
alv/ays been liberal in payment of overhead and indirect costs --
and since many universities have not insisted upon recovering such
costs -- the institution often suffers financially."
However, the Trustees go on to say;
"Federal funds are flov/ing to the universities in exceedingly
impressive amounts, and no one Involved -- federal agencies, college
presidents, trustees, or faculty members -- shows any concerted
inclination to stop the flow. It is very difficult to find educa-
tional leaders who are willing to predict that the channeling of
federal funds to higher education will decrease in the forseeable
future, flany predict an inevitable increase .
"In short, the question at issue is not vyhether the federal
government should have a role in higher education. That question
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vyas settled affirmatively in the nineteenth century and never seri-ously reopened. The question at issue is what kind of role the
federal government should play in higher educaU"^ It is not aquestion about v/h i ch either the American people or leaders in high-
er education are ever going to make a clear-cut decision. But they
are going to make a great many decisions that bear in one v/ay or
another on federal action, and tlie cumulative impact of these
decisions will determine the future of federal relationships to
higher educat ion. One can only hope that these decisions will be
made with a clear grasp of the issues involved. "^3
In the early 50's the Federal government was spending a great
deal of money on higher education, although its thrust v;as frag-
mented, disjointed, and often pursued short-range goals in con-
flict with each other. There was obviously no over-riding set of
goals to guide its effort, only a myriad of federal agencies all
trying to accomplish their own pre-defined missions using the
colleges as only one of several resources to meet those goals.
In 15)51~52, for example, the Federal government spent roughly
$500 million on these various programs.^ ' Hov/ever, more and more
educators were becoming increasingly anxious about the direction
colleges were headed in the pursuit of these federal dollars.
V/herc was the concern for the Individual student in all of
this? After all, w'ere not the students supposed to be the prime
reason for the colleges' existence? The Government seemed to be
getting its narrowly defined needs satisfied. Faculties were being
employed by research grants. Colleges were enhancing their reputations
^Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Fe deral
Programs in Higher Educa t i on
,
S umma ry of Discussion by the T r us tee s
(Repr i nt from the 1 95^“ 57 Annual ReportT, PP- 3 •
'^United States Office of Education, H.E.G.I.S., Fi nancial
Statistics of I nst i tut i_o^s of Hi gher Education , 1 951 ~S 2 ,
(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1952).
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by conducting oovernmenl-sponsored research. But, v;hat was happen-
ing for the student? "Do our Institutions serve the needs of stu-
dents, or is it the other way around?" stated former Commissioner
of Education, Harold Mowe.^^
Ironically it took a scientific breakthrough by Russia to bring
the education of students in America Into focus. Alfred North White-
head wrote in 1916:
"In the conditions of modern life the rule is absolute: the
race which does not value trained intelligence is doomed. Not all
your heroism, not all your social charm, not all your wit, not all
your victories on land or sea, can move back the finger of fate.
Today we maintain ourselves. Tomorrow science will have moved
forward yet one more step, and there will be no appeal from the
judgment which will then be pronounced on the uneducated."!^
These words came back to haunt us. The Soviet Union launched
the Sputnik into orbit catching this country in an embarrassing
position. At a nevsfs conference shortly after this event a report-
er bluntly asked President Eisenhower, "1 ask you, sir, what are
v/e going to do about it?"^^
^^fluoted by Jack N. Arbolino in New Teach i ng , New Learning ,
G. Kerry Smith, ed. {London: Jossey-Bass, 197n~, P* ^7*
^^President's Science Advisory Committee, Education for the
Age of Science h'ashington, 0. C.: U. S. Government Printing
^fice, 195^, P. 8.
^^Quoted in James C. Sundquist, FNalitics and Policy:
E i senhov-ve r , Kennedy, and Johnspj]^ Years (Washington, D. C..
Brookings Institution, 1 968) 7 p. 173-
The
The
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Mis response v;as to put forward two measures. One was to
expand the National Science Foundation. The other was to put
togethei several disparate measures into what eventually became
the National Defense Education Act of 195B (N.D.E.A.).
The National Defense Education Act of 1953
"History will smile sardonically," said Robert Maynard Hutchins,
"at the spectacle of this great country's getting interested, slightly
and temporarily, in education only because of the technical achieve-
ments of Russia, and then being able to act as a nation only by assim-
ilating education to the cold war and callinq an education bill a
defense bill."l8
As early as the 19^0's many groups and individuals had been
calling on the Federal government to develop student grant, v^ork, and
loan programs. In September of 19^7 the President's Scientific
Research Board put forth a recommendation for federal grants. Also
in 19^7 the President's Commission on Higher Education recommended a
grant program in its report entitled. Immediate Steps to Be Taken to
Es tabl i sh ^ Nat i ona 1 Program of Schol a rsh i ps and Fel lowshi ps . Presi-
dent Truman several times advocated aid to students from the Federal
government. A v^ork study program \-jas recommended in 1955 by the
President's Committee on Education Beyond the High School. In 1955
a Library of Congress study recommended a "crash program" for the
19
development of scientists and engineers.
^^Ouoted in The New York Tines, Jan. 22, 1959- Reprinted in the
Congressional Record, Vol . 105 (March, 1959) » P* 3123-
^^Por further background reading see President's Committee on
Education Beyond the High School , Second Report to the P
Collingwood, Engineering and Sc ientific Manpower in the Un i t&d_ State^,
V/es tern Europ e, and SoViet Russia ; Sundquist, Pol i tics arKl_ Pojjc^.
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President Eisenhower had indicated in the middle 'lO's that
he was aware of the problems v/e had in higher education and the
Republican platform of 1952 stated clearly how he stood on the
issue of aid to education.
"The tradition of popular education, tax supported and free
to all, is strong with our people. The responsibility for sus-
taining this system of popular education has always rested upon
the local communities and the states. We subscribe fully to this
principle
.
However, by 195^1 when it became more apparent v/e \;ere falling
behind the Russians in the education of technically-oriented stu-
dents his statement to a news conference indicated a slight shift
in his thinking as to v;hom should fund education:
"Here is one place where the Government should be very alert
and if we find anything like that... 1 believe the federal govern-
ment could establish scholarships... I am just saying what could be
done, end possibly, will have to be done. I don't know."^^
In the Congress there seemed to be a lessening of the resistance
to federal aid to help students attending higher educational institu-
tions. Advocates for aid to education such as Senators Lester Hill,
Helvin Price, and Earle Clements had all been active in trying to get
scholarship bills through Congress. In fact. Representative Elliot
was in the middle of hearings on just such a bill when Sputnik was
launched
.
The public pressure was great to have some major push in the
area of higher education. Two bills were immediately put forth. The
^®R. ‘'lican National Platform, 1952.
* Jist, p. 17^.
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Republican measure was basically oriented tov;ard aid to instituions.
The Democratic bill, although oriented toward institutions, included
both scholarship and loan provisions for students. When it became
obvious that no grant provision would pass Congress a compromise was
reached to pass a Student Loan program and to "forgive" the loan if
the student worked in certain fields.
Thus the stage was set for the passage of the Notional Defense
Act of 1958 . With little opposition the Bill was rushed through
Congress. The findings and declaration of policy of the original
Bill stated:
"Sec. 101. The Congress hereby finds and declares that the
security of the Nation requires the fullest development of the
mental resources and technical skills of its young men and women.
The present emergency demands that additional and more adequate
educational opportunities be made available. The defense of this
Nation depends upon the mastery of modern techniques developed
from complex scientific principles. It depends as well upon the
discovery and development of new principles, new techniques, and
new knowledge.
V/e must increase our efforts to identify and educate more of
the talent of our Nation. This requires programs that will give
assurance that no student of ability will be denied an opportunity
for higher education because of financial need; will correct as
rapidly as possible the existing imbalances in our educational
programs
.
The Congress reaffirms the principle and declares that the
States and local communities have and must retain control over and
primary responsibility for public education. The national interest
requires, however, that the Federal Government give assistance to
education for programs, v/hich are important to our defense.
To meet the present educational emergency requires additional
effort at all levels of government. It is therefore the purpose
of this Act to provide substantial assistance in various forms to
insure trained manpov;er of sufficient quality and quantity to meet
the national defense needs of the United States."
^^P. L. 85-86^1, The National Defense Education Act, Sec. 101
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Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson stated just before the Bill vvas
voted on in the Senate that it was: "An historic landmark, one of
the most important measures of this or any other session.
This legislation was important for a number of reasons, but
for this study there are three major points that need to be empha-
s i zed
:
(1) The program has put into the higher education economy
millions of student loan dollars.
"Before the passage of the National Defense Education Act,
fewer than 800 institutions of higher education operated long-
term loan funds. Of the $26 million available to be loaned by
these colleges and universities, less than 50 percent v;as out-
standing in I 95 S. In fiscal year I 96O, the first full year of
operation for the National Direct Student Loan P.rogram, 115,000
students in 1,357 colleges and universities borrowed more than
$50 million. Within a decade over 1,700 institutions vjere par-
ticpating, and they had lent more than $1 bill ion.
(See Graph 1 1 -C)
( 2 ) This program was the first major federal student-oriented
higher education bill. The Act included:
"... five features in its program to provide for financial
assistance to individuals for the payment of educational expenses,
including provision for the retraining of teachers. The law estab-
lished a loan program for full-time students in institutions of
higher learning; a fellowship program to encourage the expansion
^^Congressional Record , Vol . 104 (August 13, 1958), pp. 17330-31.
^^^Beck, p. 109 . See also U. S. Congress, Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee on Education, No^ _aj]^ V/o£ki^
Papers Concern mg_ ^e Adminis tration of_ Programs AuthorJ_z e_d Un^
Student Financial Assis tance Statute s, 90th Congress, 2nd Session
(Washington, D. C.': u“. S. Government Printing Office, 1988) •
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of graditate facilities; a series of tra ining programs, mostly in thesummer, for guidance counselors; a graduate fellowship program in
modern but neglected foreign languages, and a program of trainee-
ships lOr school 1angu3ge teachers
.
This legislation was the first federal effort to direct its
funds at the students since the work programs of the 1930's. It
signified a decided shift in emphasis. It was the first time the
Nation had backed with funds the stated commitment to "... give
assurance that no student of ability will be denied an opportunity
for higl'.er education because of financial need,
This Act also encouraged those who had been fighting for other
student aid programs to continue the battle. Although it took an-
other five years, v/ork and grant programs were soon to follow.
( 3 ) This program established the pattern of distributing tlie
appropriated funds to the states by a state allotment formula. The
funds were then distributed to the colleges within the state by
appl i cat i on
.
"Funds for the Federal capital contribution are first allocated
to the State in which the institution is located. The allocation to
each state is based upon the number of students enrolled on a full-
time basis in institutions of higher education in the State In
proportipn to the number of such students in the entire United
States
Once the funds were thus distributed to the states, they v;ere
in turn allocated to the individual colleges.
^^Rexford G. Moon, p. 20.
9 A
P. L. 85“86^, The National Defense Education Act .
27Dotes and V/orkinc Papers, p. 29.
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for funds from an individual institution are evalu-
ated by a panel of educators in various regions of the country and
approved or disapproved by the Commissioner of Education. The actual
amount of Federal funds received by the institution is determined by
the following formula:
Inst itut i on's approved request
Total approved requests for state ^ Allotment = Institution's
al locat i ons^u
The National Direct Student Loan funds were administered by
the colleges. The institutions had to match $1 for every $9 that
they received in allocation. The loans were given to the students
at a very modest 1% interest. No student could borrow more tfian
$1,000 per year for five years. One year after graduation, leaving
the military, or leaving school the student had to begin to repay
the loan and could take up to ten years to do so. These provisions
have been modified greatly since then, but the importance of this
"foot- i n-the-door’’ cannot be overstated. Senator Goldwater in a
minority report on an education bill voiced the concern of most
conservatives on this and other ventures of the Federal government
into the financing of education:
"This bill and the foregoing remarks of the majority remind me
of an old Arabian proverb: 'If the camel once gets his nose to the
tent, his body will soon follow.' If adopted, the legislation will
mark the inception of aid, supervision and ultimately control of
education in this country by federal author i t i es . "^9
As future events proved, he V';as at least right to the extent
that the Federal Government v^as embarking on a road to supporting
higher education never before equalled in our history.
28
^ Ibid, p. 29.
^^Congressional Record
,
Vol . 10^4 (August 13* 1968), p. 1 7290.
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For the next few years, without the great push of any national
emergency, higher education legislation lapsed back. into the reli-
gous and states rights debates that had always crippled it before.
President Kennedy on several occasions put forth bills to help the
colleges in both the areas of much needed construction aid as v;ell
as student scholarship aid. For a variety of reasons these different
approaches were all killed by Congress.
"In 1563, President Kennedy submitted to Congress a nev/ omnibus
bill, the National Education Improvement Act of I963. For higher
education, the bill proposed Federal aid for academic facilities
construction, expansion of the NDEA loan and fellowship programs,
new Federal student aid programs of insured loans and work-study,
and Federal aid for teacher preparation and college libraries.
The higher education provisions were broken out of the Admin-
istration bill and the House and Senate committees focused on the
area where they had reached agreement in the ill-fated 1562 higher
education conference report - Federal aid for facilities construc-
tion."^^
All of the other parts of the bill v/ere studiously ignored.
Student aid was still a dead issue as were several other proposed
categorical aid programs. However, by this time the higher educa-
tion community had convinced Congress that many capable students were
being denied access to college because of the lack of physical space.
After assuming office, President Johnson signed into law the Higher
Education Facilities Act. This Act called for Federal matching grants
^^For further background reading see Westin, 'Race, Religion, and
the Rules Committee: The Kennedy Ai d-to-Educat i on Bills," T^ Use^
Pov/er; Dendiner, Obstacle Course on Capit ol Hill ; and Sundquist, Politics
and "Polj_cy_: The E i senhower , Kennedy , and Johnson
^^Gladieux and 'Jalanin, p. 11 .
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and low-interest loans for undergraduate and graduate facilities con-
struction. Not since the Morrill Acts of the 1 800
' s had the Federal
government made such a commitment to the physical growth of the
nation ' s col leges
.
This legislation was important in another way as well. When
President Kennedy put forth the administration's version of the bill
it included an expansion of the M.D.S.L. program and called for new
programs in insured loans, grants, and work/study. Although these
items were not accepted by Congress, the groundwork v;as being laid
for the future.
The Economic Opportun i ty Act of 1
in 1963 President Kennedy was deeply involved in studying how
to develop programs to attack what he felt v;ere very deep-rooted so-
cial problems. As the ideas began to come together they took the
form "... of a broad war against poverty itself. Here perhaps was
the unifying theme which would pull a host of social problems together
32
and rally the nation behind a generous cause."’
According to both Schlesinger and Sorenson, ' President Kennedy
had decided to use the issue of poverty as the "... centerpiece in his
1964 legislative recommendations." ^ In this regard several different
^^Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., A thousand Days (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1965 ), p. 1009 .
^^Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy (New York: Harper and Row, 1965)*
p. 753.
3/1
Schlesinger, p. 1012.
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agencies were all asked to put forv/ard to the President proposals
for legislation to follow up on this theme. They we.re in the process
of doing so when President Kennedy was assassinated. Vice-President
Jolinson was thrust into the Presidency. He lost no time in picking
up the poverty strategy. After all, he faced an election shortly
and v^anted to demonstrate he was a ''can do" President. According
to V/aiter Heller, Kennedy's Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors, Johnson was eager to push these programs along stating,
or
"That's my kind of program... Move full speed ahead.
The legislation soon became a catch-all for a number of pro-
grams. Mew ventures like the Job Corps, ?le
i
ghborhood Youth Corps,
V.I.S.T.A., and others were put forward to help young people get
training and employment. Perhaps motivated by his experiences as
the Director of the Texas National Youth Administration programs
in Texas during the 1930' s, Johnson pushed these programs along
with great enthusiasm.
The College l^ork/Study program was added to this bill. At-
tracting little attention and even less debate, this portion of the
bill was quickly accepted by the Congress. According to members of
the administration this program was slipped in because it was almost
a sure thing that this bill would pass Congress in record time and
that this was a golden opportunity to include a measure on work long
^^Quoted from a speech by V/alter Heller given at Indiana State
College (Indiana, Pa.: March 25, 1965).
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supported by several studies and educational groups. It v/as also
agreed that as soon as possible this program would be switched from
the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Office of Education.
This legislation v;as helped immensely by the results of Project
Talent being circulated by the backers of the program. The statis-
tics of the study showed graphically that the most talented of the
poor were not going on to college because of financial reasons.
In his speech before the House in support of this section of
the bill Representative Brademas of Indiana said:
"... National Defense Education Act borrowers are heavily con-
centrated in families earning $3,000 to $7,000 per year... There is
clearly therefore a need for an additional program to aid those in
families earning $3,000 or less... V/e have not yet reached the
neediest students of our Nation and, without the college work/study
program, we will not meet the overall objectives of this Act: to
open to everyone the opportunity for a complete education, an essen-
tial objective if we are to begin to shatter the cycle of poverty.
It is the purpose of the college work program... to stimulate
and promote the part-time employment, both on and off campus, of
needy students with the result that more than Ui0,000 students will
be assisted the first year."3B
His speech shed great light on the thought-process that was be-
hind the state allotment formula that is one of the concerns of this
study
.
^^Beck, p. 139.
^^Project Talent was a longitudinal study sponsored by the U. 5
Office of Education that surveyed the high school classes of a test
in i 960 and I 96 I and followed their career choices through the year
The results v;ere summarized in Alice Rivlin, Tovvard a Long-Range PJj
Federal Financial Support for Higher Education (Viashi ngton , D. C.:
FrfnTiTTg Office, January, 1969) •
^^Congressional Record, Vol . 110, part 15 (August 6, \3Gk)
,
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"The committee has provided for a State distribution of the
72.7 million available for this part on the basis of three factors.
One-third of the funds will be allotted among the States on the
basis of the relative number of students enrolled in college on a
full-time basis in the several States. This is one of the bases
for the distribution of funds under the student-loan program of the
National Defense Education Act. Second, one third of such funds
v^/ill be allotted among the States on tlie basis of the relative number
of high school graduates in the several States. This is a factor
used in the distribution of funds under the Higher Education Facil-
ities Act of 1963. And, lastly, one-third of the funds will be
allotted on the basis of the relative number of children under I8
years of age v;ho are living in families with annual incomes of less
than $ 3,000 in the several States. This latter factor was included
by the committee in order to insure that the funds v;ere made avail-
able in those areas where there is greatest need. "^5
Further he states:
"Tlie use of the three-factor formula for the distribution of
funds v/i 1 1 permit an equitable distribution of funds across the
United States. The inclusion of a factor related to poverty . . .
will insure a concentration of work-study programs in those colleges
and universities v;hich enroll, large numbers of students from low-
income families, v/hether or not these families or the institutions
are located in a poverty area."^^
The program was drawn to help low-income students afford the
cost of higher education.
"To be eligible to participate ... a student must either be
enrolled or accepted for enrollment in an institution of higher edu-
cation. He must be from a low- income family ... in need of the
earnings in order to pursue a course of study at the college or uni-
versity . . . students under this program will be those for whom a
National Defense Education Act, Loan is insufficient to meet the cost^
of a college education today."
In order to be sure these funds were going to the target popu-
lation the Office of Education issued a set of guidelines for the
college financial aid administrators. Although there were several
^^Ibid, p. 18280.
^^Ibid, p. 18280.
^^bid, p. 18280.
factors Involved, the main idea v^as that students were eligible if
they came from families whose combined income was under $3,000 (ad-
justed by family numbers, medical expenses and other related items)
or were receiving some form of public assistance. The government
was to pay 90^ of the student's wages and the colleges or the off-
1^2
campus employing agencies were to pay the other 10^. The program
has been modified on several different occasions since its inception.
It has always been funded without much debate and has long been the
most popular of the three campus-based programs in Congress. Graph li-D
illustrates the growth of the program since 1965-
The proponents of student financial aid now had a loan program
(N.D.S.L.) and a work program (C.V/.S.). Encouraged by the support
they received for the C.VJ.S. legislation and buoyed by the ease it
passed through Congress they pushed full speed ahead for the last
item: a grant program.
The Hi gher Education Act of 1969
Any student of history has to be continually amazed at the pro-
nounced shifts of attitudes by members of Congress over relatively
short periods of time. Since the early 19^<0's a grant program for stu
dents had been advocated by several different Presidents, commissions,
S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare; Office of
Education; Division of Student Financial Aids; Work-Study Branch.
Gu idel ines for Determinin g Student El igibility Und^r l^-J_nco^
Criterion, December 9» 19^^*
^2
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study groups, and prominent educational bodies. Many members of
Congress had fought the idea tooth and nail. This attitude against
grant aid was articulated by Congressman Walter Judd of Minnesota
during the debate on scholarship aid in 1958:
"Any boy or girl bright enough to merit a scholarship is good
enough to be able to pay a low- interest loan back without diffi-
culty or hardship in an eleven-year period after his graduation...
Any boy or girl who is not sufficiently competent to be able to pay
back such a loan ... is not good enouah to deserve a free scholar-
ship. "^3
However, in just a few short years the Congress had passed
legislation to support educational facilities construction, a
student loan program, and a college v^ork/study program. In 196^
the climate was right for the consideration of what many considered
the "last link", that of a grant program.
In 196 ^ President Johnson ran against and decisively de-
feated Senator Goldv/ater for the Presidency of the United States,
bringing into office on his coattails a new group of liberal Congress-
men. In the area of education the Democratic Party Platform made a
very clear policy statement;
"Our task is to make the national purpose serve the human pur-
pose: that every person shall have the opportunity to become all
that he or she is capable of becoming.
V/e believe that knowledge is essential to individual freedom
and to the conduct of a free society. We believe that education
is the surest and most profitable investment a national can make.
1
^Congressional Record, Vol . 10^ (August 8, 1958), p. 16728.
.Regardless of fanily financial status, therefore, education
should be open to every boy or girl in America up to the highest
level which he or she is able to master.
By this statement the President had gotten the "V/ar on Poverty"
underway. Bolstered by the long-time champion of the little fellow,
now Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, more legislation was being
prepared to attack the root causes of poverty in America.
"... we attack poverty ... in the spirit expressed by the
author Thomas V/olfe: 'To every man his chance, to every man re-
gardless of his birth, his shining golden opportunity -- to every
man the right to live, to v^ork, to be himself, and to become
whatever thing his manhood and his vision can combine to make
him -- this ... is the promise of America.
In keeping with the spirit of this attack, higher education
was given a high priority by the Johnson administration. As will
be domonst rated later, President Johnson was not about to let this
legislative initiative bog down. He nov; had the political clout
to push through major pieces of social legislation which, for the
most part, had their beginnings under the Kennedy administration
but were put into final form after the 196^ election. President
Johnson was clear on his support for a major initiative in education;
"The first work of these times and the first work of our society
^^Oudted from Daniel P. ftoynihan, ''The Impact on Manpower
Development and Employment of Youth," Unn^aJ. HighgJl Educa t
i
p n^-
Earl J. McGrath, ed. (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966), p. 66.
^^Quoted from a speech given by Vice-President Hubert Humphrey at
the first anniversary of the War on Poverty, Tampa, Florida, August 25 ,
1962 . Speech was entered into the Congressional Record , Vol .
Ml,
part 17
, P* 23278 -
^5
^46
is education."
The Higher Education Scholarship Act of 1?65 (later in the
session passed as the Higher Education Act of 1?65) was introduced
to the Senate by Senator Pell of Rhode Island:
"We all recognize the impact on this nation's grov.'th and v/ell-
being of the development of our school system, which has orovided
opportunity for education for all at the elementary and secondary
school level. I see no particular reason to limit this opportunity
for all to completion of secondary school, and offer this legisla-
tion as a logical extension of the effort of our Mation to develop
the talents of all of our children. "^7
He states further on that
. I have an abiding sympathy for the average student. Mot
everyone can earn high academic marks. The true nark of a man is
not necessarily his academic achievement; it nay very well be his
demonstrated achievements later in life. The average student should
have his equal opportunity, also, to reach a higher level often
denied him for lack of funds. If we get him started on his \^/ay
we will be providing that opportunity."^'^
Not since the Jacksonian days of the l800's had such a clear
statement been made for federal support for the common man. Mo
longer v.;as elitism an acceptable fact in our society.
This Higher Education Act of 15)^5 included the following
ti ties:
Title I provided for a program of financial support for col-
leges and universities vjhich offer community service courses as part
of an accredited program of study.
^^Quoted from a speech to the House by Representative Howard of
New Jersey, Congressional Record . Vol , III, part 16 (August 26, 1965)
»
p. 21899.
^^Cong ress ional Reco rd , Vol . Ill, nart Id, p. 2^513*
hQ
Ibid, p . 2^515-
.Title M - provided for a five-year program for grants to
schools to assist them in acquiring books and library material.
Title I I I -- provided for grants to assist developing and new
colleges and universities to expand to meet the growing demand.
Title IV -- provided for two student assistance programs;
one grants and the other loans.
Title V -- provided for the National Teachers Corps,
Title VI provided funds for educational equipment.
Title VII -- provided for amendments to the Higher Education
Facilities Act of 1963.
As was mentioned before, President Johnson was not about to
brook any opposition to his legislative programs. A view of this
pressure is expressed by Representative Curtis:
'Our Democratic colleague, Mr. Pucinski, as quoted by the
Wall Street Journal of July 1, 1965> described the handling of this
bill as 'a mockery of the legislative process.' We agree; the com-
mittee's performance was so absurd and so demeaning to the integrity
of the Congress as to invite repudiation.
Before the full committee made its changes, the Special Sub-
committee on Education under the chairmanship of our colleague, Mrs.
Green, iiad given careful consideration to the legislation as orig-
inally proposed by the administration. The subcommittee had struck
out provisions for Federal guarantees of student loans (mainly on
the grounds that this need is being met by an increasing number of
State and provate loan guarantee programs) . As reported by the
subcommittee the bill still contained a controversial provision
for Federal scholarships.
The subcommittee print came before the full committee on May
20, and on May 21 the committee voted to delete the scholarship
provisions. Further consideration by the full committee vjas then
suspended and the subcommittee print v/as laid on the chairman's
desk. Thereafter, some members of the subcommittee informally worked
out a scholarship plan keyed to the NDEA loans which also involved
repeal o! chi forgiveness provision cf the loan program. No further
action Wt3s taken on tiie higher education bill until June 2^, when a
clean bill V'/as ordered reported in an extraordinary late afternoon
session.
It was this unusual meeting v;hich our colleague termed 'a mock-
ery of the legislative process.' In a meeting lasting less than 20
minutes the committee majority rubber-stamped the new scholarship
plan which it had not discussed, reinstated the Federal student loan
guarantee plan previously rejected by the subcommittee, repudiated
the subcommittee by reinstating the loan forgiveness feature of the
NDEA, accepted an amendment which extends MDEA loans to new cate-
gories of Institutions (an idea not previously discussed), and approved
authorizations in excess of $600 million annually without even having
a clean print to examine. The question is why such a procedure v/as
adopted. It could not have been the burning urgency of reporting some
bill at any cost, because the bill that was introduced to carry out
this hasty action was not Itself reported until July 8. Certainly
no impending crisis justified such action.
It is common knowledge that this unjustified action to approve
a bi 1 1 virtually sight unseen v;as ordered by the.Vihite House." ^
For student financial aid there were two new programs. The
educational opportunity grant portion v;ent through a couple of major
changes before it was passed. The House of Representatives wanted to
have the colleges take 25o of the funds allocated to them from the
National Defense Student Loan Program to use for grants. The Senate
felt that the matching requirements of the N.D.S.L. program plus the
administrative problems of such transfers of funds between programs
would be unwieldy. They proposed a separate program and after some
debate by the House the idea was accepted.
The purpose of the program as stated in the law was to
"... provide, through institutions of higher education, educa-
tional opportunity grants to assist in making available the benefits
^^Congres siona l P.ecord_, Vol . Mi, part 6 (August 26, 1965), p. 21376
^^^The House would add additional funds to the N.D.S.L.
program.
of higher education to qualified high school graduates of exceptional
financial need, who for the lack of financial means of their ov;n or
of their families v/ould be unable to obtain such benefits without
such aid. "51
Tiie program provided for grants on a sliding scale from $800 to
$200 dispersed to students by guidelines established by the Office of
Education. A bonus of $200 could be given any sophomore, junior or
senior who was in the upper half of his or her class. The colleges
were, for the first time, required to perform a needs analysis on
each student's family finances to determine the financial contribu-
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tion they should be expected to make toward the student's education.
Once that was determined, a chart put forth by the Office of Educa-
tion was used to determine if the student v/as el.igible and if so,
for how much.^^
The funds were to be apportioned by the Commissioner to each
State in.
"... an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount so
appropriated as the number of persons enrolled full-time and the
full-time equivalent of the number of persons enrolled part-time
in institutions of higher education in such ft^te bears to the
tota’ number of such persons in all states."^
^V.L. 89-329, sec. 1|C1 .
^^This is a rather involved concept that will be explained more
fully in future parts of this study.
hepartment of Health, Education, and '.'elfare; Office of
Education; Division of Student Financial Aid; Educational Opportunity
Grant Branch; E.O.G. Administrative Memorandum No. 1, Marcia 17, 196 d.
^V^ommittee on Education and Labor, House of _ Representat i ves
;
Cornoi loti on of H : ohc r Educa 1 1 on Laws , J9_72.* (V/ash 1 ngton , D. C.:
U. .
Government Printing Office, 1^'72;, pp-
It should be noted here that the formula to distribute funds
in a program for low- Income undergradtjate students v;ho were carrying
at least a 75^ of normal load, was based on the figures for enroll-
ment of both undergraduate and graduate students attending college
both full-time and part-time
. Also, the formula did not contain one
single factor of ability to pay even though the funds were to be tar-
geted toward low- income students. Hov;ever, the program of grants
that had previously been so difficult to sell Congress was finally
passed. As Graph I 1 -E illustrates, the program has been funded
steadily over the last few years.
The second program Included in this bill that has had a great
impact on students needing financial aid funds was the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. The National Direct Student Loan to this date
had been an overwhelming success. However, the federal funds allo-
cated for this program fell far short of the demand. In addition,
middl e- i ncomc parents v;ere pressing for a loan program that would
help them meet the ever-rising cost of higher education.
As a result of the bill, any full-time students attending a
post-secondary institution could borrow from a participating lender
a student loan at interest with repayment to start nine months
after graduation. In addition, students with parents v/ho adjust-
ed gross income was under $15»000 were able to have the government
pay the interest while the student was in college and pick up half
of the interest while the loan was in repayment. The loans
were guaranteed by the federal government, so that the lender
50
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could collect from the federal government that portion of the loan
which was defaulted on by the student.
A guaranteed loan program was already being run by seventeen
states at the time of the passage of this bill. The expectation of
Congress was that "... because of the impetus provided the states
through this ... program ... vjithin a relatively short period of
time a State student loan insurance program will be operative in each
of the States.
Each State had four options available to implement this loan
program:
(1) The Independent State Agency : As previously mentioned there
were seventeen state agencies already guaranteeing loans to students.
V/ith the passage of this act six more states started their own agen-
cies to handle the program.
(2) ^ivate Agencies under Contract with the States : In twelve
states the independent agency The United Student Aid Funds. Inc., took
over the administration of the program.
( 3 ) Private Agency under cont ract with the Federal Government:
For the remaining fifteen states and the District of Columbia the
Federal Government contracted with the United Student Aid Funds, Inc.,
to run the program.
( 4 ) A direct Federal insurance program administered by the U. S.
Office of Education: After studying the debate on this bill it is
^ Quoted from the testin’ .ny of Charles E. \7alker. Executive V.P.
of the American Bankers Asso'~' ion, before the Special Subcommittee on
Education and Labor, U.S. Ho f Representatives, April 19* 1967-
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clear that this avenue was only to be used as a last resort but, in
just two years tv/elve states had run out of funds and invoked this
option. Hov/ever
,
this represented a very small part of the loan
volume. Subsequent legislation eliminated this last option.
Because of the confusion surrounding the start-up of this pro-
gram many students were not able to secure loan funds until late 1956.
it v;as remarkable, in some cases, that the program got started at
all :
"... the program was launched in the face of the tightest money
and highest interest rate levels we have seen in ^0 years. And,
unfortunately, the peak rates were reached last August and September
v‘;hen the program was Just getting started. The Federal Government at
the time could not even borrow money, through sale of participation
certificates, at 6 percent, v^hich is the statutory ceiling on these
(guaranteed loan program) loans.
Although there have been numerous changes in the program since
then, the graph 11-F shows how important this program has been in
providing the necessary loan funds to students of the middle class.
Over the next few years all of the higher education programs
were amended and changed in a variety of ways. It was not until 1972,
however, that any major additions were made to the array of student
financial aid programs.
The Educat i on Amendments of 1 972
By 1970 the federal government was involved in the financing of
higher education through a wide variety of programs. But, as the
tuition costs at the colleges continued to escalate and the pressure
continued to mount to make higher education available to every
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qualified student in the nation, It became obvious that higher educa-
tion needed a significant infusion of funds. It was also obvious to
most that the federal government was the only source of funds that
v;as available to meet this large demand.
In a speech in 1968, Alan Pifer, President of the Carnegie
Foundation, stated that the federal government v/as the logical choice
and that choice was based simply on the obvious inelasticity of
other (state, local, and private) sources in relation to the expan-
sion task ahead ... If this nation's needs for higher education are
to be met In years to come, the federal government will have to
. 57
accept the principal part of the consequent financial burder."
The debate soon focused not only around the need for more fed-
eral dollars in higher education, hut on hov; those dollars would be
delivered as well. As the debate heightened the delivery options
centered around two basic themes: channeling the money through the
students or distributing the money directly to the institutions.
Although most people Involved in the debate did not see this as an
either/or issue, there was considerable disagreement as to the propor-
tion of federal aid that was to be delivered through either mechanism.
The six major higher educat ion associ at ions , al though quite
often at odds over other issues, came out solidly behind this concept
of increased Institutional aid. This coalition consisted of: the
American Council c>n Education, the National Association of State Uni
versitics and Land-Grant Colleges, the American Association of State
^^Alan Pifer, "Toward a Coherent Set of National Policies for
Higher Education"; Speech to Annual^ Meeting of the Association
of
American Colleges, January 16, i 960 .
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Colleges and Universities, the Association of American Universities,
the Association of American Colleges, and the American Association
of Junior Colleges. This group could legitimately claim to repre-
sent just about every college and university in America. In a
statement made In I 9 C9 , the American Council on Education made the
argument for institutional aid:
"It can provide a broad base of support for institutions of
established quality to strive toward greater quality. It can provide
a broad base of support for other approved institutions to strive
toward the quality that inadequate previous resources have denied
them. It can help institutions, public and private alike, to slow
down the trend toward increasing student fees -- a trend that is in
direct contradiction to all our efforts to provide access to higher
education for all our young people. "53
However, tliese views were being strongly contradicted by econ-
omists. They were showing that state and federal subsidies to insti-
tutions were underwriting the costs of education to everybody who
sought it, rich and poor alike. They argued that public funds
should be used to subsidize students who are unable to afford the
full cost of education and letting students who could afford to do so
pay for the full cost of their education. Allan Cartter vrrote:
"Today's heavy reliance on state subsidies for public institu-
tions and tuition charges for private institutions aggravates rather
than alleviates the problem of attaining equality of opportunity ...
It is particularly discouraging that sufficient resources are being
devoted to higher education to provide equal opportunity for the
proportion of the age group now in college, but the confused pric-
ing structure of our dual system makes inefficient use of these
resources. Many students from affluent families are highly subsi-
dized, v;hile many students with substantial financial need are
eitiier penalized or eliminated,"^
pO
^^American Council on Education, Federal Programs for Higher
Education: Heede_d Hext Steps (V/ash i ngton , D.C., 1 969) » P* 19*
^^Allan M. Cartter, "Student Financial Aid," Universal Hioher
Education: Costs and Benef i ts (American Council on Education,
\/ashington, D.C., 197lT* PP* 121-122.
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The Rivlan report that had been ordered in I 967 by President
Johnson and was issued just before Richard Mixon became President,
supported this view. It stated that: "while student aid alone
will not correct the problem of inequality of opportunity, studies
indicate that college-going among the poor is significantly influ-
enced by the amount of student aid ... An equal sum spent on
institutional aid, by contrast, would have far less effect on equal-
ity of opportunity."^^
During the fall of 1969 a working group on higher education
was organized in the Mixon administration. This group consisted of
Edward Morgan, Assistant to the President for domestic affairs,
Richard Nathan from the O.M.B., Moynihan, Butler, and James Allen,
Commissioner of Education. Other groups were represented, but the
key members mentioned above, had the power. Butler of H.E.V/. led
the argument for channeling aid to students through a direct grant
program. This idea fit in with Moynihan's Family Assistance Plan
that he was promoting in the area of Welfare. It took a little time
for this group to agree on the conceptual approach.
This group went much farther in promoting the restructuring
of the federal effort in higher education. They v;anted to do av/ay
with aid to institutions for building funds, increase the private sec-
tor, do away with the S.E.O.G. and M.D.S.L. programs, and set up a new
^^Alice Rivlln, Tov/ard a Lono-Range Plan for Federal Support for
Higher Education (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
January", 196"^, p. 20. For further background reading on this issue
see: Project Talent, a longitudinal study by the Department of H.E.W
on college continuation rates of low-income high school students.
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Foundation for Higher Education.
In March of I 97O, the President delivered tiie first message to
Congress ever to be devoted entirely to higher education. In that
message he proposed, among other things, a program that would give
every student a basic entitlement so that every student would start
out with the same minimum level of resources to pursue a postsecondary
education. Every student would receive $U00 less his or her family
contribution. This family contribution would be determined by a
schedule to be set by the Secretary of H.E.v/.
The reaction to this speech was for the most part negative by
the higher education associations. They were fixated with the need
for institutional support. V/hen President Nixon advocated almost
all new federal dollars be channeled through students they started
an Intense lobbying campaign In Congress to get passage of a more
institutionally oriented bill.
It is not possible in a brief history such as this one to do
6>2justice to the debate on this issue. Suffice it to say that this new
program entitled the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (B.E.O.G.)
was eventually passed. As shown by graph il -G this program has become
the largest single federal student financial aid program to ever be
funded
.
6
1
Chester E. Finn, Jr., "The National Foundation for Higher
Education: Death of an Idea," Change
,
Vol
.
A, March 1972.
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For an in-depth look at the passage of this bill see Lawrence
E. Gladieux and Thomas V/olanin, Congress and the Col 1 eges (Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 197^).
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As was mentioned before, the Dixon administration wanted to
eliminate the E.O.G. and IJ.D.S.L. programs. It was felt that these
two programs would be unnecessary as the B. E.O.G. program would take
care of the need for grant funds and the Guaranteed Loan Program
would provide adcouate loan funds. However, through intense lobby-
ing by the higher education associations and the National Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators, the N.D.S.L., E.O.G. (renamed
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant), and C.V/.S. programs
were retained. A compromise was worked out whereby these programs
would continue to be funded at roughly their current levels and all
new student aid dollars would be channeled into the B, E.O.G. program.
Another small grant program was included in this bill. The
State. Student Incentive Grant Program (S.S.I.G.) was introduced by
Senator davits of New York to provide fifty percent matching grants
to encourage states to either expand existing or set up new state
scholarship programs for undergraduate students. This seed money
was to help states give to deserving students grants up to $1500
per year. The funds were to be given to the states on a statutory
formula. Although the funding for this program has been small over
the years, it has served to encourage states to increase the funding
of their ov/n youth. It also added one more program to the patchwork
work, of financial aid.
Educ ation Amendments o^ 1 976
The Education Amendments of IS*?^ contained no new thrusts or
major programs. It was felt by most Congressmen that the new pro-
grams introduced in 1972 should be given more time.
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It did, however, attempt to correct some defects in previous legis-
lation and added some provisions aimed at curbing abuses of the
programs
:
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant - extended the program for
three years and raised the maximum grant from $ll400 to $lS00 for the
197S ~79 academic year.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant - extended the program
for three years without any changes.
College \7ork-Study Program - extended the program for six years.
National Direct Student Loan - extended the program for three
years
.
State Student Incentive Grant - extended the program for three
years
Guaranteed Student Loan Program - extended the program for five
years. Raised the income level ceiling for interest subsidies from
SlSjOOO to $25,000. Raised the loan limits and added several new
provisions to tighten up the disbursing and collection portions of
the program.
This bill passed both the House and Senate with little debate.
FUTURE DI RECTIONS
The funding of higher education in America has taken many dif-
ferent forms. Early in our history support was concentrated mainly
on institutional aid. Later, this gradually gave v/ay to the concept
of student financial aid, until presently roughly 80 percent of all
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federal dollars to education is channeled through the student. V/here
the pendulum will swing next is hard to determine. It does appear
now that almost any capable student Is able to attend some form of
post-secondary institution. The question of choice as well as access
might be the next issue on which attention will be focused.
The current legislation ends in 1979 for most of the student
aid programs. As usual, there will probably be an immense amount
of sound and fury generated over the discussion of the possible al-
ternatives. In fact, some of the skirmishes are already under v;ay.
Hopefully studies such as this one will help policy makers under-
stand the complexity, strengtiis, and weaknesses of the existing
legislation and will have some Influence on the shape of legislation
to come.
CHAPTER III
THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE FUNDS APPROPRIATED
BY THE CONGRESS ARE ALLOCATED TO THE STATES
FOR THE N.D.S.L., S.E.O.G., AND C.W.S PROGPJ\MS
As has been shov;n in the previous chapter, the federal student
financial aid programs that presently exist have developed by accre-
tion. They are accumulation of separate programs that have been
introduced and revised over a period of twenty years. In the case
of the three campus-based programs, the different formulas used to
distribute the funds reflect the changing priorities and politics of
the Congress. Although the different formulas contain some common
elements, there are unique factors in each one that materially dif-
ferentiates one from the other.
It is the purpose of this chapter to explain the relationship
of the state allotment formulas to the whole distribution process,
examine each formula in detail, compare the different formulas with
each other, and finally to demonstrate the effects these formulas
have on the distribution of funds of the states.
The D i st r i but i on Process
As is the case with many complex programs, there are several
different operations in this distribution process that happen simul-
taneously and occur independently from each other. Because each step
is important it is necessary to thoroughly understand each operation.
The Institutions of Post-Secondary Education. In order to paiticipate
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in these three campus-based progranis each institution is required to
submit an application for funds for each tv/e 1 ve-month period (July
1 - June 30). A single application of many parts known as the Tri-
partite application is used to apply for all of the programs. This
IS a complex and compl icated form. The completion of this form can
take several weeks and involves considerable data input from many
different offices within the institution. The purpose of this
application is to determine to what extent funds are needed from
the three programs to help students at each institution meet the
costs of attending that institution.
To do so, the Financial Aid Director estimates for the next
year the total educational costs of all the enrolled students who
will apply for and need financial aid. From that total is sub-
tracted all of the resources expected to be available to tlie stu-
dents to help them meet those costs. This includes resources from
the parents, the student, Basic Educational Opportunity Grants,
state and local scholarships, G.l. benefits, Social Security bene-
fits, etc. The resulting figure represents the amount of money
necessary to fully fund all of the financially needy students in
that institution. The financial aid officer then requests from the
federal government, through the three campus-based programs, the
funds necessary to meet the full financial need of the students
enrolled at his/her institution.
The above is a capsul i zat i on of a very complex operation, but
once that process is completed, the application is forwarded to the
appropriate Regional Office of the United States Office of Education.
A representative panel of experienced financial ai d personnel along
with representatives of the Office of Education is convened by each
Regional Office to review each application. A review is conducted
to try to insure the reasonableness of the figures presented.
Once the review is completed, each institution is nailed a
Not i f I cat ion of Reg i onal Revi ew Act i on that states whether or not the
panel has agreed with the institution as to its requests for funding
in each program. If adjustments have been made In the institution's
requested funding level, the reasons for such changes must be in-
cluded in the Not i f i cat i on . If the institution is dissatisfied with
any action taken by this panel on its application, the institution
may appeal to the Regional Office for further consideration.
The Regional Office Appeals Panel may raise, lower, or sustain
the recommendations of the original panel. The institutions, if
still not satisfied, may appeal to a National Appeals Panel. This
panel consists of a Financial Aid Officer from each Region as well
as U.S.O.E. personnel. Again, this panel may raise, lower, or sus-
tain the original recommendations.
At the completion of the application process and subsequent ap-
peals, the recommended funding levels for each program at each in-
stitution In the Nation are forwarded to the Commissioner of Educa-
tion. If this process is done accurately, it should result in
figures
that reveal the total dollars necessary to fund adequately all the
financially needy students in the country for the next fiscal
year.
Over the last few years there has been considerable debate
over
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the accuracy of the figures derived from this process. Although the
institutional application process is not the focus of this inquiry,
there is enough evidence available to suggest that the distribution
process is being skewed by inaccurate and inflated applications sub-
mitted by some institutions.
"Some educational institutions submit applications which do
not reflect accurate estimates of the student need of anticipated
applicants. Regional panels convened by O.E. to review institutions'
applications and recommend amounts to be allocated to the schools do
not always identify and make appropriate adjustments to these appli-
cations."^
For the purpose of this examination, which is concentrating on
the allotments to the states as opposed to the individual institutions,
the assumption is being made that the inflation of applications occurs
at roughly the same rate state by state.
The Federal Government. Before any funds can be allocated to anyone,
2
the Congress must first appropriate the money for these three programs.
Once these funds are appropriated they are given to the Office of Educa-
tion for distribution. Using the state allotment formulas mandated in
the legislation creating these programs, the Office of Education allo-
cates tiiese funds to the States. As will be shown later, the Office of
Education does have some discretion as to hov; certain portions of these
funds are distributed and has developed a series of regulations regard-
ing that discretionary portion of the appropriated funds.
^Comptroller General, Administra tion of_ tj^ i^r"cat i on_;_s
Student Financial Aid Program . Page 26. T
^For a thorough examination of how educational
legislation and
appropriations move through the Congress see Gladieux and
V/olanin,
Cong ress and the Co l 1 eges .
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Once the States have received their portion of the federal f-jnds
they are. distributed within the state among the institutions that have
submitted a Tripartite Application. Each institution is allocated
a percentage of the Recommended Funding Level approved by the Regional
Review Panel. That percentage is determined by dividing the total
state allocation for each program by the total Recommended Funding
Levels for that program of all of the Institutions in that state.
For example, if State A received an allocation of $100,000 for the
N.D.S.L. Program and the combined request for fl.D.S.L. funds of all
of the colleges in that State was $1,000,000, each Institution would
receive 1 0/o of its approved request.
The Financial Aid Director of each institution is then responsi-
ble for distributing these funds to those students in financial need.
Each program has its ov;n guidelines, rules, and regulations and the
expenditures are subject to audit. Then, once a year the Financial
Aid Director submits to tiie Office of Education a Fiscal Operations
Report that describes in detail how the funds were expended.
As mentioned before, each state receives an allocation for each
program ' .sed on a formula. The funds are then distributed to the insti-
tutions as a percentage of their recommended funding level for each
program. If each state received an allocation that allowed each insti-
tution in the United States to receive approximately the same percentage
of its request there would simply be the age-old problem of not enough
available resources to meet the total need. This is a common phenom-
enon in any economic systerri. However, because of the vagaries of the
state allotment formulas, some States receive as little as fifteen
percent of their institution's Recommended Funding Levels while other
States receive as much as one hundred percent of their requests. This
great disparity in funding needs to be examined in depth and is the
main focus of this inquiry.
To study the effects and the problems of the state allotment
formulas it is first necessary to understand the formulas as they
presently exist.
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state allotment formula is less complicated than the formulas for the
other tv;o programs. First implemented in 1958, it has not changed
substantially since that time.
Appor t i onment of Appropr i at i on s
"Sec. ^62. (a) (1) From 90 per centum of the sums appropriated
pursuant to section ^6l (b) (l) for any fiscal year, the Commissioner
shall apportion to each State an amount which bears the same ratio to
the amount so appropriated as the number of persons enrolled on a full-
time basis in institutions of higher education, as determined by the
Commissioner for the most recent year for v;hich satisfactory data are
available to him, in such State, hears to the total number of persons
so enrolled in all the States. The remainder of the sums so appropri-
ated shall be apportioned among the States by the Commissioner in
accordance with equitable criteria which he shall establish and which
shall be designed to achieve a distribution o^ the sums so appropriated
among the States which will most effectively carry out the purpose of
this part, except that where any State's apportionment under the first
sentence for a fiscal year is less tiian its allotment under section 202
(a) of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, before he makes any other apportionments under
this sentence, the Commissioner shall apportion sufficient additional
sums to such State under this sentence to make the State's apportion-
ment for that year under this paragraph equal to its allotment for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, under such section 202 (a). Sums ap-
portioned to a State under the preceding sentence shall be consolidated
with, and become a part of, its apportionment from the same appropri-
ation under the first sentence of this paragraph.
{?.) Any sums appropriated pursuant to section (b) (2) for any
fiscal year shall be apportioned among institutions of higher education
in such manner as the Commissioner determines will best accomplish the
purpose for which they were appropriated.
(b) (l) Any institution of higher education desiring to receive
payments of Federal capital contributions from the apportionment of the
State in which it is located for any fiscal year shall make an agreement
under section Ab3 and shall submit an application therefor to the
Commissioner, in accordance with the provisions of this part. The
Commissioner shall, from time to time, set dates before which such
institutions must file applications under this section.
(2) The Commissioner shall pay to each applicant under this sub-
section whicli has an agreement with him under section ^463 , from the
amount apportioned to the State in v/hich it is located, the amount le
quested in such application. Such payment may be made in such install
ments as the Commissioner determines will not result in unnecessary
accumulations of capital in the student loan fund of the applicant
established under its agreement under section ^63.
(c) (1) (a) If the total amount of Federal capital contributions
requested in the applications from a State for any fiscal year exceeds
tiie amount apportioned to that State, the request from each institu-
tion shall be reduced ratably.
(b) In case additional amounts become available for payments to
student loan funds in a State in which requests have been ratably
reduced under subparagraph (a), such requests shall be increased on
the same basis as they were reduced, except that no request shall be
increased above the request submitted under subsection (b) (1).
(2) If the amount of an apportionment to a State for any fiscal
year exceeds the total amount of Federal capital contributions re-
quested in applications from that State, such excess shall be available
for reapportionment from time to time on such date or dates as the
Commissioner shall fix. From the aggregate of such excess for any
fiscal year, the Commissioner shall reapportion to each State in which
requests were reduced under subparagraph (a) of paragraph (1) an arnaunt
v/hich bears the same ratio to such aggregate as the total amount of
such reduction in that State bears to the total amount of such reduc-
tions in all the States. "3
Using the 1977"78 award year as an example, the following de-
scription and charts will illustrate the process used to distribute
the funds for the H.D.S.L. program.
The institutions of post-secondary education v.'ere required to
submit their Tripartite Applications for funds by October 18, 1978.
A total of 3,3^lO institutions requested $831,223,^35 for new Federal
Capital Contributions. Chart Ill-A, column 1, lists those institu-
tional requests by states. At the end of the Regional Review and
appeals process, the final recommended funding levels were $5Mi , 382, 1 25-
In other words, $288,381 ,380 or roughly 3^1.5 percent of the requests
were cut by the different reviev,^ panels. Chart Ill-A, column 2, lists
the results of those cuts. Column 3, of the same chart, shows
the
^(20 U.S.C. 1087bb) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-313, sec. 137
(b), 88 Stat. 273, 27^.
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final recomnended funding levels by state v;hen forty institutions,
mostly proprietary ones, v/ere found, for one reason or another, to
be ineligible to participate in the programs and their levels were
dropped From the figures. This resulted in a final total recommended
funding level of !=:5^3 , 270
,
30 A for the Federal Capitol Contribution.
The fourth column lists the percentage by v/hich each State's original
requests were cut by the Review Panels.
An appropriation of $310,500,000 was included in the Supplemental
Appropriation Act of 1977 for new Federal Capital Contributions to the
N.D.S.L. program for the 1977-7B award period.
The statute establishing the M.D.S.L. program specifies that nine-
ty percent of the funds appropriated for the Federal Capital Contribu-
tions shall be apportioned by the Commissioner to each State in,
"... an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount so
appropriated as the number of persons enrolled on a full-time
basis in institutions of higher education... in such State, bears
to the total number of persons so enrolled in all the States."
Of the remaining ten percent, first it shall be used to raise
each State to at least the level of its original allotment for Fiscal
Year 1972. The remainder shall be allotted among the States according
to criteria established by the Commissioner of Education. The regula-
tory procedure established by the Commissioner for the allotment of
the remaining funds is to distribute these funds to the States in
v/hich the allotments made thus far constitute the lowest percentages
fundable of the aggregate funding recommendations, thus establishing
a uniform minimum State percentage fundable.
Chart lll-B, column 1, shows hov/ the $279 , ^'50 ,009 (90o of $310,500,000)
I b i d
.
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v;as divided among the states by using figures obtained from the National
Centei for Education Statistics tliat included the full“time deorec~cred i t
and non-degree-credit enrollments in institutions of higher education,
Fall, 1975
,
as well as the adjusted full-time enrollment in proprietary
schools>. Fall 197^-75.
Each State's allotment for the 1977-7? award period from the ninety
percent portion was compared with its original allotment for Fiscal Year
1972 (column 2), to determine what additional funds v/ould be needed to
bring each State to the level of its original allotment for Fiscal Year
51972 . In nineteen States the allotment from the ninety percent portion
exceeded the original Fiscal Year 1972 allotment, by the amount shown in
column 3* In the remaining thirty-five States the ninety percent allotment
was less than the original Fiscal Year 1972 allotment, by the amount shown
in column A. Each of the thirty-five States was then allotted additional
funds to bring it up to the level of its original Fiscal Year 1972 allot-
ments after that process. As the chart shows, a total of $19»097,619 of
the total ten percent portion of $31,050,000 was required to bring each
State to at least the level of its original allotment for Fiscal Year 1972.
The allotment thus far determined for each State was then eompared
with the recommended funding level of that State (column 6), to deter-
mine the percentage fundable in that State from the allotment made thus
far (column 7)
•
The remaining amoung of $11,952,3?! was allotted (column 9) to
^The Canal Zone received in 1972 an allotment of $19,503, but there
are currently no institutions there eligible for funds. These
funds
v/ere made available for reallotment (see column 15).
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IJfW i!/npshixi^ 9'.'-4 1.606.74?. • 3.7PP.74B 1.2477
l.Vv JeJ Ery 6.590. V/6 r .940.367 0.2071
Nrw Mexico
'i .005 •7,187,-51 3,983.133 1.4467
New Yoik 10.030 27,2V?, 454 13,F50,7 .1 5.7607
North Caiolinc 3..6?1 7 • V T- 7 J1.2JJ4
North D^kni r ?:'9 1
.
457.753 L.1035
(Ji.l n
. (:^V5 13.562.197 9.f^i7.m A. 1776
Ci;l ahoraa 2:291 4. 57?. 7*54 1.417.804 0.5897
Ui cj-.on 3.052 6
.
100.497 11 .105.8'.:9 4.61?'3
I’cimcylvonia 7,147 14.786 .729 16.190,011 6.7338
hhodf- Ir. land 973. 1,944 ,890 3.540.658 J
South Car/i i na 1 .912 3.822.634 0 0 1 .802.842
South hiikol B 894 1.786.925 3^53.071 ..1...353[L_
J enne tree
.
2.665
..
5.-/?7.534
.._ 3.633^62 l.S'^'/.b
i C 5C f E 7. (.44 15. 2-0.946 0 0 . 3,6 .':5.og3
Utah
. . . 2.975.023 0 • 0 163.779
Vr l tont 663 1.170.070
.
2.049.992 0.E527
Vi rf i nia 2.72?:.
..
5.454.067 578.053 D..2404
Watli) nf ton 2 .006 9.398 . 807
_ _3...2J252
WcKt Vivflnia 1.34 8 2.693.988 657.864 0.25Q3 ..
Econr.in 4 '.iO r ,77n r.59 L5,0J3.,.3S£_. 6 7 694
Uyorul Of '269 : 57C.286 4e9.a'.4
Fad f i c 1 e 1 ends 0 125,116 0 0 1/5.116
porrio Klco 1.666 3,330,260 1 ,213,572 0.5048
V'l T d n ]/l*ndi 10 3.523.
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AlaVinma
aI acka
Arizona
Arkansas
Cal i f ortiia
Colorado
Connecticut
Del nwar
e
Dist. of Col.
Florida
Ceorpla
Ha'ti^ail
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
K.D.S.L. /JTROPKTAnONS (1978)
OO
. C17>
I)lst, of Re- Final State
ellotcd Funds Allottncpt
—S7.»?-0AJi07 $3lO,35A„7?4
158,677 4 ,
121,606
876,169
339,707
133,254
•14.143
93,722
160.409
.3.890
r6t661
799.17fi
22 0.090
G9;369
^0,663"
3,594,943
33.523~,714
6,313,739
3,921,89 6
•766,889
2,260,314
8,372,576
1,194 ,633
1 .226;8~98
14 ,556:37 8
7,712.413
5,142,459
(18)
Final State
Percentage
49. 8^1 7 14
lOO.OOOOOD
48.800904
100.000000
_55.2 30482~
__y_. 470999
__
48
_.y9W 87
‘
63.609581
_ 43. 743938'
62.726563
100.000000
90.8271 38
85.591,524
61.073794
53.048495
Ilansas 32.878 4.156,664 60.301636
-
-
fjcntucky 10:994 4.126,754 92.367240
Lnui sinna 23.235 4,684,307 87.142787
Maine 153.783 2.848.831 37.471055 1Maryland 175:704 4.626.163 45.985510
Mar.r.BchuEetts L77^8 14 .452,864 37.470979 . -
Michigan 192.957 12;910,982 6B. 328227
Minnesota 238.249 6.575.202 47.0B5561
Mittissipvi 23,250 3.313,707 82.129422
Missouri 97.055 6.775.128 70.353705
Montana 0 • 1,066,246 100.000000 /
Nc braska 10.754 2,728,931 69.107835
Nevada LU82 725.308 81.863667
New Hampshire 107.712 1.908.960 37.471028
New Jercey 60.612 6.650.788 77.954416
New Mexico 174 .415 2,312.366 37.470986
New York 432.617 27.711,071 67.376523
North Carolina 16.341 7.255.328 93.47ir/6
North D.'ikota 82.P93 1 .540.646 37.471000
Ohio 309.599 13,901 .795..
__
59.145686
Okl ohoccB
.
44 ,285
__
4 .623.579 77 .096939
Urc pon 346.901 6.447.398 37.471025
Pennsylvania 505.696 14 .792.425 48,536769
khode Island 110.597 2.055 .495 37.471042
South Carolina 0 • 7.013.797 100.000000
South Dakota ini.GQR 1. 888. 533 37.470923
J enne s tee no ,7si 5.44 7 -7 P.5 .59.45B4.66_.
7 exor 0 11 :694.853 inn.onooDO
Ut ah n • 2-811 .244 1150.000000
Vernont 64 .036 1^190-105 37.471120
Vlrgirl* IP -054 _ 5.472,121 90.71635?
Karhi rif ton
_79->.573 6.107.25G 40. 12664R
West Virpiriia 21 POI 7.715.789 80; 067556 -
Wisconsin 670 non 8,750,679 37-470062
Wyominp 12[774 591 ,060 59-E544B3
Pacific Irlandr. 0 n 0
Puerto Kico 37,910 3.368.170 74.126200
Vlrpln Islands ^n?.
-
20.974 86.0154'/'0
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the eleven States with the lowest percentage fundable of their recom-
mended funding levels, raising them to a "floor" percentage of
35 .^72636^ (column 8). The resulting allotments, the sum of column
5 plus column 3, are shown in column 10. Column 10 becomes the
"Initial State allotment."
Section ^93 (d) of the Higher Education Act of 19^5 authorized the
developing of a State Student Financial Assistance Training Program.
To fund that program
.05 percent or $10,000, whichever is less, is set
aside from each State's allotment for this purpose (column 11). The
adjusted State allotments (10 minus 11) are shovjn in column 12.
Again, the statute specifies that the funds available for the re-
allotment (i.e., the amount by which the initial allotment to any
State exceeds the aggregate recommendation for that State) be allotted
among the remaining States in such a manner that each State's propor-
tionate share of the amount available for reallotment is equal to its
proportionate share of the total additional amounts needed.
Accordingly, the additional amount needed in each State (column 13)
i
if any, was determined by subtracting the adjusted State allotment
(column 12 ) from the funding recommendation (column 6). The percentage
distribution by State of the additional amount needed, $2^!0 , ^25 , 31 7 is
shown in column 1^:.
A total of $ 7 , 509,807 (column 15) was available for reallotment,
from nine states. The amount reallotted to each of the remaining States
(column 16 ) v;as then 'determined by multiplying that State's percentage
by the total additional amount needed (column 1^0 by the amount of
$ 7 , 509,807 available.
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The final State allotments are shov;n in column 17. Each State's
final allotment is the sun of its initial allotment (column 10) minus
any funds not needed (column 15) or plus any reallotted funds received
(col unn 16)
.
The Col 1 ege Vork/Study State A1 1 ocat ion Formula
. The state al lotment
formula for the C.W.S. Program is much more complex than the formulas
for the other two programs. As was noted in Chapter II, the ninety
percent portion is divided not by one formula, but is done by three
separate methods. For this reason, the mathematics of this process is
much more laborious.
Al 1
o
tments to States
"Sec. ^^2. (a) From the sums appropriated to carry out this part
for a fiscal year, the Commissioner shall (1) allot not to exceed
2 per centum among Puerto Pvico, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Ter-
ritory of the Pacific Islands, and the Virgin Islands according to
their respective needs for assistance under this part, and (2) reserve
the amount provided by subsection (e) . ninety per centum of the
remainder of sucii sums shall be allotted among the States as provided
i n subsect ion (b)
.
(b) Of tlie sums being allotted under this subsection--
(1) one-third shall be allotted by the Commissioner c 'ong
the States so that the allotment to each State under this
clause will be an amount which bears the same ratio to such
one-third as the number of persons enrolled on a full-time
basis in institutions of higher education in such State bears
to tiie total nuniber of persons enrolled on a full-time basis in
institutions of higher education in all the States
(2) one-third shall be allotted by the Commissioner among
the States so that the allotment to each State under this clause
v;i 1 1 be an amount which bears the same ratio to such one-third
as the number of high school graduates (as defined in section 103
(d) (3) of trie Higher Education Facilities Act of 1363) of such
State bears to the total number of such high school graduates
of ell the States, and
(3) one-third shall be allotted by him anx>ng the States so
that the allotment to each State under this clause will be an
amount which bears the seme ratio to such one-third as the number
of related children under eighteen years of age living in
families with annual incomes of less than $3,000 in such State
bears to the number of related chi Idren under eiohtecn years
of age living in families with annual incomes of less than
$3,000 in all the States.
(c) Sums remaining after making the allotments provided for in
other provisions of this section shall be allotted among the States
by the Commissioner in accordance with equitable criteria established
by him which shall be designed to achieve a distribution of the sums
appropriated to carry out this part among the States which will most
effectively carry out the purpose of this part, except that where a
State's allotment under subsection (b) for a fiscal year is less than
its allotment under that subsection for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1972
,
before he makes any other allotments under this subsection, the
Commissioner shall allot sufficient additional sums to such State
under this sentence to make the State's allotment for that year under
subsection (b) equal to its allotment under such subsection for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1972. Sums allotted to a State under this
subsection shall be consolidated with, and becomes a part of, its allot-
ment from the same appropriation under subsection (b)
.
(d) The amount of any State's allotment which has not been granted
to an eligible institution under section 41|3 at the end of the fiscal
year for which appropriated shall be reallotted by the Commissioner in
such manner as he determines will best assist in achieving the purposes
of this Act. Amounts reallotted under this subsection shall be avail-
able for making grants under section hh'i until the close of the fiscal
year next succeeding the fiscal year for which appropriated.
(e) For purposes of this section, the term "State” does not in-
clude Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands, and the Virgin Islands.
(f) From the appropriation for this part for each fiscal year the
Commissioner shall reserve an amount to provide work-study assistance
to students who reside in, but who attend eligible institutions outside
of, American Samoa or the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The
amount so reserved shall be allotted to eligible institutions and shall
be available only for the purpose of providing work-study assistance
to such students."*^
To demonstrate how this formula works in practice, the following
description and charts illustrate the process for the 1977-78 award
period
.
Using the same Tripartite Application as was used for the fl.D.S.L.
program, the institutions submitted by October 13, 1978 their requests
for funds. A total of 3,270 institutions applied for a
6
Ibid.
total federal
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/klab&mni
Alaska
Arlsctia
Arkan : ks
Cali iornia
Col or afio
Connecticut
Del autre
Oist. of Col.
Florioa
Georrl
a
Hawaii
Idaho
1 I linoi
E
1 ndi ana
1 OUA
Kansas
ICentucky
tniART 111-C
c.w.s, nnnaiKG fjequests w state (1978)
Original
Tje^uestk
ie.576.A46
75b. IPS
G. 192,638
F.ecoronended
Funding Levelc
?6r4.1 07.f.6n__
16,003,056
^<72,684
Adjusted
Funding levela
$683.396.073
5,647,540
95,835,939
5,605,538
37&29T650
13,835,1 56
9,274,187
6>;394 ,66B
"TJ ,l'7ft,667
l',223.93 6
6,073,119
7,338,544
1,112.498
16,492,3 67
10,143,549
2,248,67 7
5,669 ,501
15,235,015
9,338,7X1
lj_908.702
39,880.4 76
13,109,707
11,254,745
6,738,194
3,510 ,485
28,977.661
12.44'l .475
10, 911 ,'876
9.212.715
6,158.462
15.959 .712
472,'CJV.
X O.angc
Of
-P.rcvt.*x<_
-3_£5JxZ!
5_, 606, 538
~5,029
,‘S5-0
37.40?
9.464
67 ,786,478
~12,178
.dS7
7.338.544
10.937
29.67/ -
11.966
1,112.498
5,669,5o1
20.8 71^
9.105
15,2?4.75T
9,33S7?~11'
1,908,702
3,510,485
15.040
7 . 62r
10.322
15.119'
28.967.52 b~
12,441.475
_14.J\£8_
27'33R
10,911,876
5.097
6,158,462
3.046
8.604
Loui si ana 10.141.726 9,119,580. 9,119,580
1
10.079Maine 12.233.1C'3 9.901 .791 9.901.791 18. 991
'
Mary 1 ond 14.746.817 12.212.962 12.212.962 17.182Kastr.cnusctts 47.796.626 47.716;i66'. 17,500
• Michigan 2f,^246^8 • 25:366.217 25.366,217 10.514
Mi nncEOta ZLJ'IIX.BD 20.156.337 19.950.537 7.97f.
Miss! t r.i ppl I1,Q37.B?4 10. .547. 754 10.547.754 4.671 ~
Missouri 15.77A.sif 34.772.108 14 .709.850 6.367
Mont as; a 5.960.760 4 .843.891 4.8-43.891 18.737
Nc br ci ka 3.990.179 3.856.833 3.856.833 3.342
IJcvada 1,383.691 1.179.092 1 .179.092 14.787
Ktw Hampshire
.. 8.758.343 6.963.016 G. 955. 899 15.315
New Jersey 11 .514 .887 10.043.851 10.001 .053 12.775
Kev Mexico 8.731 .178 8.539,411 8.539.411 2.196
New York 77:766,323 52,008.665 51.964,886 33. 122
North Carolina 19.039.708 18.056.770 18.056.770 571X3
“
North Dakota 4 .960,816 4.385.027 4.385.027 11,607
Ohio 26.218.187 23.153.867 73.122.515 11.688
Ok 1 nhotta 9.589.245 8,816,217 6,844.038 18.490
Oregon 23,240,719 16.693,874 18.837.154 18.704
I'cnnsy 1 vani a 33.094,725 28,785.863 28,777,910 13.020
KSode Island 6.539,809 5,245,352 5,245.352 19.793
South Carolina 7.968,677 7.415.177 7.415.177 6.946
South Daicota 7.706.289 6.499.629 6.499.629 15.65S
Je nncssee 12.035.148 11.276.763 11 .270.463 6.301
'iexas 1 J3.B13.49/, 26.928.537 26^924.716 15.360
Utah 4.254.953 3.575.662 3.575.662 15.965
Vei'TJont 9.600.974 6.561.347 6.561.347 31.660
Vi rg.i nl a 10.792.252 9.631 .113 9.562.389 10.759
t.'asbi nf.Lon 24-182^770 17.76B.814 17.768.814 26.523
West I'irglnia 6.448.203 6. 100.294 6.190.294 4.000
Wisconsin
,176 17,697,300 17,687,30.0 11.537
WyossI np 1,705^636 __ 1.413.137 1.413.1^7 17.149
pacific Islands 1 400,801 4 63,100 A63., 1 0? JXUfl
Puerto P.lco 1 7.742.135 6.168,927 6,168,927 2i).J17iL
Virpli* Islands 1 30.840 31.04 6 31 .046 -27.073 i
share of the C.W.S. Program of 5329,133,903. Chart lll-C, column I,
shows these requests by state. The Regional Review Panels and subse-
quent Appeals Panels cut a total of $1115,032,11113 or 17.5 percent from
the original requests. Chart lll-C, column 2, lists those adjusted
recommendations by state. Of the institutions that applied to par-
ticipate in the program, twenty-six institutions were found to be in-
eligible. The state figures were so adjusted. Chart III-C, column 3,
reflects those adjustments by state, showing that a total of 3,2^i^
institutions requested a federal share of $683,396,073 for the C.W.S.
Program for the 1977-78 award period. The fourth column lists the
percentage by which each State's original requests were cut by the
Review Panel s
.
The Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1977, included $390,000,000
for the C.V/.S. Program for the 1977-73 award period.
Of the total appropriation of $390,000,000 the full 2 percent
($ 7 , 800 , 000 ) was reserved for the outlying areas and an additional
$ 700,000 was reserved for the students who live in American Samoa and
tfie Trust Territories but attend eligible institutions outside those
Jurisdictions, leaving $381,500,000 to be distributed. By using the
figures obtained from the National Center for Educational Statistics,
$ 3^ 3 , 350,000 ( 9O0 of $ 381 , 500 , 000 ) was allotted to the States using
the three formulas. The data used for each factor was: (1) full-time
degree-credit and non-degree-credit enrollment in institutions of high-
er education, fall 1975 ; (2) the total estimated number of high school
graduates in academic year 197^-75; and (3) the number of related
children under eighteen in families with annual incomes of less
than $3,000 in 1969- Chart Ill-D, column 1, lists those original
al lotments by State.
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Column 2 of that same chart lists the original allotments for
each State for the Fiscal Year 1972. In all States the allotment from
the 90^0 portion exceeded the Fiscal Year 1972 allotment by the amount
shown in column 3- Therefore, no changes were made as a result of this
provision in the Statute.
The allotment thus far determined for each State (column 1) was
then compared with the funding recommendation for that State (column ^)
,
to determine the percentage fundable in that State from the allotments
made thus far (column 5)* Using the procedure the Commissioner has
set by regulation, the ten percent portion that v/as set aside at the be-
ginning, $ 38 , 500,000 ( 381 , 500,000 times 10^) was allotted (column 7) to
the eighteen States with the lowest percentage fundable of their recom-
mended funding level, raising them to a "floor" percentage of l»^.86087li
(column 6). The resulting allotments, the sum of column 1 plus column 7,
are shown in column 8.
Training funds not to exceed .05 percent or $10,000, whichever is
less, are set aside for each State and the State's allotment is reduced
by that amount. The funds transferred from the amount initially al-
lotted to each State (column 8) are shown in column 9- The adjusted
State allotments (column S minus column 9) are shown in column 12.
The adjusted allotment for each State was then compared with the fund-
ing recommendation for that State (column to determine a revised
percentage fundable in that State from the allotments made thus far
(col umn 11).
If a State's original allotment by formula exceeds the
total
funds requested by the institutions of that State, they are reallotted
amond the other States. The regulatory procedure for the rea 1 lottnent
established by the Commissioner is to distribute the funds available
to the States in which the allotments made thus far constitute the
lowest percentage fundable of the recommendations for such States,
thus establishing a uniform State percentage fundable. A total of
$i>133»^97 (column 12) was available for reallotment from the outly-
ing territories and was allotted (column to the eighteen States
with the lowest percentage fundable cf their recommended funding
level. The final State allotments (column 15) are the sums of the
adjusted allotments (column 10) minus any funds available for re-
allotment (column 12) plus any reallotted funds (column 1^4). When
column 9 is added to column 15, they represent the total distri-
bution of the 1977"79 appropriation of $ 389 , 300,000 ($390,000,000
minus $700 for special students from the Pacific Islands).
The Suppl emental Educational Opportun i ty Grant P rogram State A1 lotment
Formula . It is important to note here that the S.E.O.G. Program is
divided into essentially two different programs with separate appropri-
ation and distribution processes. Appropriations under Section Al 3 A
(b) (l) of the enabling legislation are for the Initial Year awards.
An Initial Year award is made to a student who has not previously re-
ceived any S.E.O.G. funds. Appropriations under Section ^tl3 A (b) (2)
of the enabling legislation are for Continuing Year awards. A Continu-
ing Year award is made to a student who has previously received an
S.E.O.G. award. So, typically a freshman student receives an I.Y.
av/ard and then receives a C.Y. av^ard for the next three years.
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The state allotment formula for the I .Y. section of this program
is similar to the N.D.S.L. program formula with one important excep-
tion. While the N.D.S.L. program formula only counts full-time stu-
dents, the S.E.O.G. I.Y. program formula counts part-time students
as well as full-time students. The formula for the C.Y. S.E.O.G.
program has been left entirely to the discretion of the Commissioner
and will be described shortly.
Apport i onment and A1 l ocation of Funds
"Sec. ^< 130 . (a) (l) (a) From 90 per centum of the sums appropri-
ated pursuant to section (b) (l) for any fiscal year, the Com-
missioner shall apportion to each State an amount v^hich bears the same
ratio to such sums as the number of persons enrolled full-time and the
full-time equivalent of the number of persons enrolled part-time in
institutions of higher education such State bears to the total number
of such persons in all the States. The remainder of the sums so appro-
priated shall be apportioned among the States by the Commissioner in
accordance with equitable criteria which he shall establish and which
shall be designed to achieve a distribution of the sums so appropriated
among the States which v/i 1 1 most effectively carry out' the purpose of
this subpart, except that where any State's apportionment under the
first sentence for a fiscal year is less than its allotment under the
first sentence of section AOl (b) of this Act for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30
,
1572
,
before he makes any other apportionments under this
sentence, the Commissioner shall apportion sufficient additional sums
to such State under this sentence to make the. State's apportionment for
that year under this paragraph equal to its allotment for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1972, under such first sentence. Sums apportioned
to a State under the preceding sentence shall be consolidated v/ith, and
become a part of, its apportionment from the same appropriation under
the first sentence of this paragraph.
(B) If the Commissioner determines that the sums apportioned to
any State under subparagraph (a) for any fiscal year exceed the aggre-
gate of the amounts that he determines to be required under subsection (b)
for that fiscal year for institutions of higher education In that State,
the Commissioner shall reapportion such excess, from time to time, on
such date or dates as he shall fix, to other States in such manner as
the Commissioner determines will best assist in achieving the purposes
of this subpart.
( 2 ) Sums apportioned pursuant to section ^13A (b) (2) for any
fiscal year shall be apportioned among the States in such manner as the
Commissioner determines will best achieve the purposes for v/hich such
sums v;ere appropriated.
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(b) (1) (a) The Commissioner shall, from time to time,
set dates before v/hich institutions in any State must f^ile
applications for allocation, to such institutions, of supple-
mental grant funds from the apportionment to that State (in-
cluding any reapportionment thereto) for any fiscal year
pursuant to subsection (a) (1).
(B) (i) From the sums apportioned (or reapportioned) to
any State, the Commissioner shall allocate amounts to insti-
tutions which have submitted applications pursuant to sub-
pa ragraph (A)
.
(ii) Allocations under division (i) by the Commissioner
to such institutions sfiall be made in accordance with equit-
able crite'.ria established by the Commissioner by regulation.
Such criteria shall be designed to achieve such distribution
of supplemental grant funds among such institutions v/ithin a
State as will most effectively carry out the purposes of this
subpart
.
(2) The Commissioner shall, in accordance with regulations,
allocate to such institutions in any State, from funds appor-
tioned or reapportioned pursuant to subsection (a) (2), f-nds
to be used as, the suoplemental grants specified in section ^4l3A
(b) (2).
(3) Payments sha 1 1 be made from allocations under this sub-
section as needed. "7
Once again, we will use the 1977“73 award period as an
illustration of how the formulas work for these tv.'0 sections
of the S.E.O.G. Program.
Using the same Tripartite Application as was used for the
N.D.S.L. and C.V/.S. Programs, 3>737 institutions applied for a
total of $777,075,52^! of which $508,856,55^ was for Initial
Year funds and $268,218,970 was for Continuing Year funds.
Chart Ill-E, columns 1 and 2, show those requests by state.
After the Regional Panel Reviews and subsequent appeals
tiie total recommended funding levels were reduced by
^Ibid.
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$16^,083,795 or 21.2 percent to $612,991,72?. The I.Y. requests were
re.duced by $111 ,928,252 or 21.9 percent to $396,928,302. The C.Y.
requests were reduced by $52,155,5^3 or l?.^ percent to $216,063,^427.
Chart lll-F, columns 1 and 2 show these adjustments by State. Of the
total applicant pool, sixty-two institutions were not eligible to
participate for one reason or another. The resulting adjusted recom-
mended levels were $396,1 2^4,990 for I.Y. awards and $216,003,533 for
C.Y. awards totaling $612,128,523 for 3,675 institutions. Chart lll-G
shows the Initial Year levels {column 1), the C.Y. levels (column 2)
and the total S.E.O.G. program adjusted recommended funding levels
(column 3) by State.
The Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1977, Included an appropria-
tion of $250,093,000 for the S.E.O.G. Program, of which $13^,832,000
was for I.Y. awards and $115,261,000 was for C.Y. awards. Using the
figures obtained from the National Center for Educational Statistics
$ 121 , 3 ^ 8,800 (90?o of $ 13 ^, 832 , 000 ) was allotted to the States. Those
figures included (l) full-time and full-time equivalent degree-credit
and non-degree credit enrollment In institutions of higher education.
Fall 1977; and (2) adjusted full-time enrollment in proprietary
schools. Fall 1976. Chart III-H, column 1, shows that distribution
by State.
Each State's allotment was then compared \-jith its original allot-
ment for the Fiscal Year 1972 (column 2). Every State's allotment for
this 1977“78 award year v.-as in excess of the original fiscal year 1972
allotment, so no adjustments were necessary. The initial state allot-
ment for each state (column 1) was then compared with the Initial Year
recommended funding level for that state (column h) to oetermine the
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s.r '^.sri
4,1 61 ,5C3
6. 030,Vo s’
s', 4
.'/o’
'
_n_, 3-". ,0)7_
7 , t
:
T
.
*1
'. ?
5a'' .p? 7_
4 .C'A.SSO
11
-- j?i
_^ 63 r,jSF 0
_
_jik7 - ..o^r
JO_,7_93jV?5
Loulilcna j 3.001,889 1,84.7.247
•i j •* / Z .
' »
4 ; f-'.i i . 1 . 4
Mr. Ine-
1 6. 520. 07’?’ 4.474,303 n . 5
Ur.ryltnd | 8. 168.671. 4.650.423 ^1; (V, c oc.>.
lit r. c c chu tc C tc 19.07?.:,3? 11.855,532
•O'A'?? .864
1 !) chi van 16.744.131 11:451,789 28.195; 'AO .
; '.1 ;.ne tot a •5:746.132 6.9:4,066 '/?.-/6o.rAi
Ml cs i t L i ^pl
...
4.821_..737 2.982.645 7 . r-’:^ /.r.2
Ml Kf fiurl S.^56.460 3.513.721 Pjl VOj- C'1
Ho nt-p.n a •992,652 568,123 1.561.* :i5
l«c brttka 1.758,543 1,15.5,371 .2.913,914
Ervr.da 664 .663 2 57 ,9?5 '*47
. '.‘.P.
hcv Hnn^rhire 4,673,032 2.74-/ ,471 6:B70,.903
Hew .lerr-ejr 3,41 / .261 • ;-.7o?,f(!?
Hew )-lcxlco 3,054.357 2.3‘/3,341 •6.077,: 5
Hew lork 29.6ri3,8'/7 13,?; 2,748 43, 400, 6.- 5
)<orih Ccrolina 0,067,278 5,/:7.4;o 1.^. 5:
H'orth btkota 3, 102, -252 1 .996.12»* 5. 094. 3 81
uhIo 16.593.c50 9.19.5.157 75.799.007
OSc.1 ahenra 3,I35.U4 1.6K ,4-24 4 .75? .rOB
Or efon 12.0V2,:i67 • 4.406,776 16. 4-. A0-.5
J'e nnr y 1 v« iii a 15.563.154 11 ,401 ,590 76.964 ,744
Wu’-de irlrnd 2,995,690 1,665,308 4 .660.9CP
South Crvolina 2.770,735 2.154.912 4 .975.6'.7
booth lirWota
... 2.E75.503 1 .701.571 4.577.074
1 r one » 1
1
? 5.e?4.407 3.624.4 58 9.246.865
1 e xaa 12.911.735 8.092.542 21. DO'. 277
Ut ah •
.1.391.730 961 .740 2. 34:'. 97b .
Vr roont
_ _ 4.947.721 3.183.417
V i r r 1 n 1 a 4.99.B.690 2.f.6^.107 7-Ofi:..r57
W« thi nr ton 16. 3RD 772 R .074 ,710 19.412.457
Wcet Vlrrlnla ?^f-3^17.5 7,0^4 .®91 4.723 1.66
Vli Kconi i n 19. 1-73.465 9.4C7 767 )r. 0Z1.247
WyCTOilnf
.207^746 • 4rT.870 i:iW.360__.
I'aciflc lalaoda 4* «i«;7 • 6 517 . 75.1164 .
r or 1 to 1 CO 9,492,525 2.3'.8,.4:;8 !1 .840,963
VI Tfin J - I andc h , V O')
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aiAKT III-H
E.r.O.C. APPrOPRIATlOJlS (1976)
tl) • • <2) • (3)
901 of I.T. 197? Orlg: Difference
appropriation State Alot. (1 lalnuc 2)
5121.148.600 S7S,Q«;0,000 $46,258,600
(5) •
I.T. Funding Original
PecoatTiendatlon State 1 (I.T.)
S396;i74'.c90
. :
'
Xlnbarea 1,989,858 1,136,295 853,563 6,784,3 2 3 29.3302i7
'
Alecka 89,951 3)',53'2' 52,419 660,032 13.627246
Arizona 1,652,954 794,102 858,852 4,(39,956 35.624346
Arksnsfts 7 69"on 553703^ 12X7579 917,742
"
83. 793920
Calllornln H!>,(.93.4ia B7125"711 "nBT5577717 43,004,42,1 ~3"67ETT5T7~:
Colorado 1,678,013 r7i52TS55 SXS.TTBS 8,130,024 20.639705
Connecticut 1,522,564 994,"?52 527,812 4,712,561 32.305632
"
Del euare .'320,944 D4;il4 146,830 538.432 59.60>156"~"
Diet. ol Col. 876,39/ 568, 664 307,533 3,153,209 27.7 93513~"
Florida 3,552,571 2,066,032 TTZTSBTFS^ 7,266,861 Zrg7867254
Georpia 2,294,605 1,291,155 l',U0J',450 3,201,827 6979) 6524
Kewaii 507,061 25-8,396 208,665 837,533 60.542211
Idaho 412,211 320,388 91,823 959,342 42.908097
1 1 1 Inois 5.693,378 3,743,393 1,954.985 2V,59C);643 26.392813
Indiana 2,486,766 1,967,198 519,568 7,538,554 32.967305
I ova 1,470,538 1,331,999 138,539 6,602,153 22.27361)
Fan E BE 1,389,265 1,082,749 3orr5T6 3,027,703 457^511.5'
Kentucky 1.566,243 1,080,641 485,602 3,527,045 44.400663 «
l.oui cl fine 1,827,536 1,276,332 ! 51,204 3,001,859 60.879533
Maine 488,662 308,431 lcO.431 6,920,077 VTOTUta
Maryland 1,538.213 1,168,652 •769,561 8. 168:671 23.727397
Ma s sac.hu EC ttt 4.277.483 2.758,217 1,519,266 19,072,332 22.427687
Mi chipen 4;495.493 3,339,267 l;15fc,226 16,744,131 26.848171
Minnesota 2. 902. .546 1 .663,842 1.238.7C4 15,746,132 19.037917 T
Missinsippi T.178.102 863,540 314,154 . 4.821.757 24.433044
Missouri 2.498.037 1.754.719 743.310 5.356,460 46,635794
Mont ana 384.414 323,599 60,815 997.882 38,716988
.
Nebraska 854;262 713,689 140.573 1,758,543 48.577828
Neveaa 341.802 116,425 225,377 684,663 49.922663
New lienrpshire 460.794 322,323 146,471 4,073,032 11.509706
N'tv Jersey 2,965.673 1,321,749 1,643.924 5,290,341 56.058258
Nev Mcrico 599.368 412,226 187,142 3,654,357 16,401463
New York 11,890,067 6,234,166 5,655,901 7.9,683,877 40.055640
N'orth Carolina 2.959.352 1.783.607 1.173//45 8,067,278 30774775'
North Dekota 367,348 351,555 15.793 3,102,752 11.841333
Uhfo 4.729,949 3.568.791 1.161,158 16,593,550 28.504229
Ok 1 oViotta 1,870.503 1,178,300 692,203 3,13.5,144 59.662427
Orcf.on 1.516.849 1,035,037 481,812 12.092,267 12.543959
f cnnsylvcnifc 5.353,739 3,751,149 1,612.590 15,563,154 34.464344
Ithode Island 690,188 .393,'990 296,193 2,995,690 237039)67
Mouth Carolina 1.572.629 690,479 882,150 2,770,735 56.758550
"South Dakota 380.793 347,053 33,740 2,875.503 13,242657
1 ennescce 2.037.209 1.395. 807 683,402 5.624 ,407 37.109850
Jexa* 5,667.368 4. 038.448 2.623,920 12.911.735 51.599324
Utah 1.015.965 781,127 234,838 1.391,730 73.528475
Verr-uont 331,004 236.506 94,498 4 .947,721 6.690030
Virginia 2:388-664 1,293,349 1,095,315 4 ,998.690 47. 785800
Washi nyton 2.371.560 1.525.138 796,422 14 ,385,272 16, 135086
West Virginia 815.166 707.33B_ 107,828 2,638,175
Ih 123,485
30, 698^^0
13.971732
Wi tt'onsln
Uyonlnp
Pad fic Id aids
Puerto Klco
Vlrt in I tlandf
9 671882 S 1.6
180.007 151.836
«;•» 666 13.218_
1,270,097 555,030
17 671
/ !>-> a O ' 7
28,171
60.478
715,867
702,746
48.557 _
9,492,525
25.614803
109.
13.38839b
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9A
(6)
• •
P.fvl»c<S l.Y.
State 1
5.E.O.C. APPROPPJ mo;:S (1978)
(^)
of
Rctanln. Funds
( 8 )
Initial l.Y.
State Alot.
(9)
Tratnlnj
Fund*
(10)
Revlaed ‘
Stete Alot.
Al abotna
Alaska
2?.3?(??32
* fV'i Qi o*vr
JL
1.989,858
^03 ,o^
J
995
S1.V4 ./bB. jpy
L,588^E63
Arlron* 35.W3A6
gi
j
171 .926
1.652.954
86
826
M7l.f'.n
1 .652.128ArkcvnsAS gl^7P38n 769.012 3B5 768.627Call iornla 3B. 817917 16.693.423 4.5R4 16.6*'8.844
Colorado 7f .(ViSqqn 439.532 2.117.545 1 .059 2.116,486Connecticut 37.30Hf.^? 1.522.564 761 1 .571 .803
I>cl nwanr Sg^6Q71«-.6 370.944 160 320.784
Diet, oi Col. g7^793813 876.397 •438 875.959
Florida 3.552.571 1.776 3.550.795
Ccorrl* fiq.QlPS?A 2.294.605 1.147 2.793.458
Kawail 507.061 754 506,807
IdaVio A7'0£,9nP7
.
-412.211 206 •417.005
Illinois 5.698:378
. 2 . 64 9 5 IP.PS .579
1 ndl ana 32.9S730B 2,486.766 1.243 2 .485.573
Iowa 76.W5990 249,058 1.719,596 860 1,718,736
ICansas 45.885115 1.339,265 695 1,388,570
kentueVy 44 a 40G663 1.566.243 783 1.555,460
Loui cl ana CO. 879533 1,827,536
.
914- 1,826,622
Hai ne 26.045990 1,313.541 1,602,403 901 1.801,502
Mj rylnnd 26.045990 189.393 2,127.611 1.054 2.216,547
itachiiseCLs 20.C45990 690.095 4,967.578 ' 2.484 4.965,094
Mi chi}: an 76.848171 4,495,493 2,248 4,493,245
HI nnccotft 26.045990 1,068,460 . 3,971,006 1,986 3,969.020
Mi Ecicsippl 26.0-45990 77.772 1 .255,874 628 ii 255, 24-6
Mi (. Eouri 46.635794 2.498,037 1 .249 2,496,738
Montana 38.716985 384 ,414 • 192 384,222
Nebraska 48.577828 854 ,262 427 853,835
N'cve.da 49.922663 341 ,802 171 341,631
New HampEhire 26.C45990 • 592,068 1,060,862 5:o 1.060,332
New Jcrcry 56.C5S258 2,965.673 1.483 2.964,190
h’cw Mexico 26.045990 352,445 951,813 476 951,537
New York 40.055640 11,890,067 5,945 11,864,122
North Carolina 36.683402 2.9.S9.352 1 .480 2, 957. 8'/
2
I’iorth Dakota 25.045990 440 ,664 808.012 404 807,608
Ohio 28.504229 4,729.949 2.365 4.727,584
Oklc>iorre 59.66?4?7 1,670,503 935 1,869,568
Orepon 26.045990 1,632,702 3,149,551 3.147,976 1
i’cnnEy Ivatiia 34.464 344 5,363,739 2.682 5,361 057
khodc Inland 26.C45890 90,069 780.257 390 779,367
South Carolina 56;758550 1.572.629
. _2M_ 1 ,571,F.43
South bakota 26.045990 368.160 748,953 374_ 7.4 8,579
Icnnetcee 37:iC^B50 2.087.209 1,044 .2.^jL65
iexas 51 .594324 6.662.368 3,-333- 6,659 037
Utah 73:528475 1.015.965 Lsoa, 1,015.457
Ver.Tiont 26.O'.5990 957.679 1.288^681_ 644 l.,2SPL032
Vi rflnls 47:7^5800 2.388.664 1 .194 ,2-387.470
Wanhi npton 26.n.'i5°°Q 1 .i?6.008 3.747.568 1 , 874 3.745.694
Writ Virrinie •\r) 815.166 408
Wlcconiin nc or «;con 019 4 PRO 001
Wyonlnf 26.0-45990 3.030 183,037 y ti p s ^ i
Pacific Iclandc inn.OPOOOO • 53.646 27 53,019
Puerto P.lco
Virpln Iilends 59.934202
1.201.525 2.472_.422
17.671
i.ja6_
9
2.471 .186
17.‘0b2
95
Al f.bps*
Alr.cka
Arixona
Arkcnsas
Cell loi'nla
Col orrdo
Connsctl cut
aiART II I -II
S.E.O.C. AtPROP KIATI ON’S (1978)
“(11> (12) (13) (14)
Revlaed Fundi for Final I.Y. Dlat. of
State X, Realot. State X Realot,
-$5,067 $5,067
29.3’. 5571
^6_^3312^
35.60G'54b
83.751970
38.R07257
26.032961
32.292ABA
29.315571
26 .Q3o413
35.60654y
137751570
“
16T£0?257
(15)’
Final State
I.Y. Alot.
Sl34.768.533
TT
26.036413 2BL
32.292484
1.988,803
171,86 2
_JUC52;128 .
^^8,62/
"
JJ^60^844
2, 116,'767
Del pvate
Diet, of Col.
59.577440
27.779922
59.577440
27.779922
*• y ^
I, L f 0\Jj
320,784
875,959
Flori da 4 8. 862 845 48.662845 3,550,795
Georf 1 a 69.863574 69. £S3574 2,2^3,41.8
Hewal
i
60.3 1 lbb4 60,511884 500, bo;
Id oho 42.946624 42.946624 412,005
Illinoia 26.379617 26.379617 5,695,529
Indi sna 32.970319 32.970819 2,485,523
Iowa 26.032962 26.036413 2'28
KaneaiF 45. 862 IbO 45. 8;)2lbu 1
,
SSa'JSTO
Kentucky 44
. 384463 44. 364463
Loui ri ana 60 . 84 9 085 60.8-49085 1,826,622
Mai ne 26.032976
~rj'& r,’BT3r,72ro
Har) 1®^** 26.032962 26.036413 282 2,126,829
Mastaehusetts 26.032963 26.036413 656 4,965,750
Michif on 26.63474G 26.634746 4,493,245
Mlnnecota 26.032964 26.036413 526 3 , 969 , 54 6
Mississippi 76.032959 26.036413 167 1,255,413
Missouri 46.612477 46.612477 2,496,788
Montana 38.697650 38.697650 38-4,222
I^cbrar.ka 48.553547 48.553547 853,835
Nevada 49.597687 49.897687 341,631
Now Ha^Tipshire 26.032990 26.036413 13S 1,000,471
; cu Jersey 56.030226 56.030226 2,964 ,190
i;ew Mexico 26,032952 26.036413 126 • 951,463
New York 40.035613 40.035613 11,884,122
North Carolina 36.665056 36.665056 2“,957TC72
North Dakota 26.032959 26.036413 107 807,715
c 1o 28.489977 28.489977 4,727,58/.
OklahoiEB 59,632604 59.632604 1 ,869,568
Urcfon 26,032968 26.036413. 417 3,148,393
Pennsylvania 34.447111 34.447111 5,361,057
Rhode Island 76.032967 26.035413 103 779,970
South Carolina 56:730187 55;7?niE2 1 .'^n .843
South b.ikote ?<^.P32976 76.036413 99 748,678
liiinetsee 37.nci?8R 37.091288 2.086,165
'Irxet 51.573526 51.573526 6.659.037
Utah J3, 491710 73.491710 1.015,457
Vm^ont 26:032976 26.036413 170 1.2S8.209
Virp.lnia 47.761914 47,761914 2,387,470
Woshi nplon 26:037966 26.036413 496 3.746;i90
West Vi r finis 30,88t3°5 30.883395 814.758
Wl sconsln pp n‘>'»ncQ ' PC. n3''-4T^ 658 4.979.069
Uyomi nf 76 . 037 877 26.035613 25 1R7.970
Pacific Islnds 100,000000 5,067 100.000000 48.SS2
Puerto Rico 26.032968 26.036413 327 7.471,513 __ _
Vlrpln Islands i 59.903677 -59..903677 17 .662
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(16 )
C.Y. Funding
Rt corrT>e n d a t Ion
S.E.O.C. ArpROPniATIONS (1978)
(17)
Initial C.YI
State Alot,
(18)
Training
Funds
(19)
• •
Final C.Y,
State Alot.
tconnm
WycTil nr
9.497:76 ?
pad flc Irle-idr.
Puerto Rico
Vlrplri Irlandc
__AlLJl2P_
Z6j;.12_
2,346,43 8
9. 283
JL^3J14.
256. 996. J.22_
147_
1, 253,143
4 .953
Al nbama 3,653,008 1,949,271 975
1/n
1.948.296
Alaaka 189,709 101,230 51 101.179
Arizona 2,180,250 1,163,397 582 1,162,615
Arkanres 820,708 437,936 219 •437.717
Cal i lornia 20^^00,323 10,832,395 5.416 10.876.979
Col or ado 37195,993 1,705,404 853 1.704.551
Connecticut 2,914,581 1,555,241 778 1.554.4 63
Pel ovrare •. '397,605 212.165 106 212.059
Dii--t- of Col. 1,543.771 823,767 412 823,355
Florida 4,719,544 2,518,362 1.739 2.517.123
Ccor pi 'i 2,354,439 1,256,345 678 1 ,255.717
Hav^ail 552,731 294 .941 147 294; '94
Idaho 614.754 328,037 164 327.873
1 1 1 Inoit 9.275.975 4.949.725 2,475 4 .947 ,250
Indi ana 5,142,951 2.744,315 1,372 2 .742.943
I owa 4,161,583 2,220,650 1,110 2,219,540
Kan s BE 2,036,751 1,086,825 543 1 .086,282
Kentucky 1,902,899 1.015,400 508 1,014,892
Loui siana 1,847,247 985,704 493 985,211
Mai ne 4,474 ,303 2,387,519 1.194 2.386.325
hiaryl and 4,850,423 2,588,220 1 .294 2.536.926
KaSEBCllVJFC-ttE 11,855,532 6,326,195 3.163 6.323,032
Michigan 11,451,789 6,110.755 3,055 6,107,700
Mi nne .<:ot a 6,954,066 3,710.'/38 1.855 3,708,683
Mis.sissippi 2,9S2-.645 1.591,560 796 1 .590.764
Missouri 3,513,721 1 ,874.946 938 1.874 .008
Mont nna 568,123 303,154 152 303.002
A'ebr aska 1 ,155,371 616,514 308 •• 616.206
Nevada 257,925 137,631 69 1^1,562
N’ew Haop-sbire 2,747,471 1,466,070 733 1 .465.337
New Jersey 3,412,261 1,870,806 910 l^&liLJ9.6
New Mexico 2,373,341 1,266,431 633 1 .265. '.'98
New York 13,722,748 7,322,555 3.661 7,318.894
North Carolina I 5,737,480 3,061.560 1 ,531 3.06n.o:’'>
Nor t h Dako t a 1 1,966,129 1,065.148 5->3 1.5:4.615 ....
Ohio 9,195,157 4 ,906.600 2 .453 A .Qrv/..i47
Okl .abotta 1,616,424 862,535 431 862.104
Urepon 4 ,406,776 7,351 .487 1.176 2.350\311
Pcnnsylv.ini a 11,401,590 6,083,968 3.042 6,080.926
kbodc island 1,665,308 888,670 444 898.176
South Carolina 2,154,912 1,149,876 575 _ 1.149.301
South Dakota 1 ,701 .571 907.970 454 907.516
lennessee 3.624.458 1.934.036 . S07 _. 1 .933.069
T'c X a F 8.092.542 4.318.237 2^159. 4.31A.078
Utah 961 .246 517.978 756 512.67?
Vc rriont 3.163,417 1.698.694 8^.9 1 .697.845
Vi rp.inia 2,669,167 1.474,286 712 1,423.574
Wfl'.hi of ton 5.074 .210 2.680.954 U34 0 2.679.614
Wcit Virpinie 7.08-4 .991 1,112.566 556 1,112.010
756.867
14 - ViQ
_U25^.5i^-
4 , Vju
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percentage fundable in that State (column 5) from the allotment made
thus for. The remaining amount of $13,^03,200 (10^ of $13^,832,000)
v;as allotted (column 7) to the nineteen States v/i th the lowest per-
centage fundable of their recommended funding level, raising each
to a "floor" percentage of 26.0^5990% (column 6). The resulting
allotments (column 1 plus column 7) are shown in column 8.
Each State is to set aside funds for training financial aid ad-
ministrators, an amount equal to .05 percent of the State allotment
t
or $10,000 whichever is less. The funds transferred are listed in
column 9- The adjusted State allotments (column 8 minus column 9)
are shown in column 10.
The allotment thus far determined for each State v;as then com-
pared v/I th the funding recommendation for that State (column ^)
,
to
determine the percentage fundable in thiat State (column 11) from the
allotment made thus far.
When a State is allotted more funds by formula than it has re-
quested, the difference is to be reallotted. A total of $5,067
(column 12) was available for reallotment from the outlying terri-
tories and was allotted (column lA) to the nineteen States with the
lowest percentage fundable of the recommended funding level, raising
these States to a "floor" percentage of 26.036^13 percent (column 13)'
The final 1 .Y. State allotments (column 15) are the sum of the revis-
ed allotments (column lO) minus any funds available for reallotment
(column 12) plus any reallotted funds (column 1^4).
The Continuing Year awards are allotted by the Commissioner by
dividing the total amount of funds available for C.Y. awards by the
98
aggregate C. Y. funding recommendation, to determine a uniform narional
percentage for funding ail States. For the 1977-78 award period,
$119,261,000 was available, divided by a funding recommendation of
$ 216
, 003,533 resulted in a uniform national percentage of 53.36070I per-
cent. The funding recommendations for the C.Y. are shown in column 16
,
and the State allotments are listed in column I7. The result of this
operation v^as that all institutions in the country received the same
pro-rata share of their recommended amount.
As with tile other programs, training funds were deducted from the
State allotment (column 1 8) . The adjusted final C.Y. State allotments
(column 17 minus column I8) are shown in column I3. The amount of
$115,203,370 (column 19) divided by the aggregate C.Y. funding recommen-
dation of $216,003,533 (column 16 ) resulted in a uniform revised national
percentage of 53 . 33^022 percent.
The final state allotment was the sum of column 19 plus the training
funds listed in columns 9 and l 8 .
—
Oon^pa r i son of the Fo rmu las
As has been shown, the state allotment formulas for the three programs
are different from each other. Although the funds from each of these pro-
grams are intended for essentially the same group of students, the formu-
las, because they are different from each other, insure that the funds
v/ill not be distributed to the States uniformly. In addition, v/hen each
program is analyzed separately there are parts of each formula that appear
to be internally inconsistent and are seemingly in contradiction with the
stated objectives of tlie program.
Student Enrollments. In the previously cited formul'^ used to distribute
the N.D.S.L. funds, it states that,
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"... the Commissioner shall apportion to each State an amount
which bears the same ratio to the amount so appropriated as the
ILHEL^ier perso ns .^rojje^ on a full -time basis in institutions of
higher education, as determined by the Commissioner for the most recent
year for which satisfactory data are aval lable to him, in such State,
bears to the total number of persons so enrolled in all the States."*
(Under 1 ining mine.)
Similarly, one of the three formulas used in the distribution of
funds under the C.V.'.S. program states that,
'... one third shall be allotted by the Commissioner among the
States so that the allotment to each State under this clause will be
an amount which bears the same ratio to such one-third as the number
pGi' sons enro l led on a f ul 1 - t i me basis in institutions of higher
education in such State bears to the total number of persons enrolled
on a full-time basis in institutions of higher education in all the
States." (Underlining mine.)
However, the student enrollment figures used in the formula for
distributing the I .Y. S.E.O.G. funds include not only full-time
students but also students who are enrolled on a part-time basis.
"... the Commissioner shall apportion to each State an amount
v;hlch bears the same ratio to such sums as the number of persons
enrol 1 ed full- time and the f ul 1
-
t i me equivalent of the number of
persons enrolled part - time in institutions of higher education in
such State bears to the total numiber of such persons in all the
States." (Underlining mine.)
Although on the surface this may not appear to be a significant
difference. Chart IM-I illustrates the wide variations in enrollment
figures when the two different methods are employed. In the first
column are the figures for the full-time student enrollments in each
state. The second column lists the figures for the full-time student
enrollments as well as tiie full-time equivalent student enrollments in
each state. The third column demonstrates v/hat percentage the full-
time student enrollment is of the total enrollment in each state. The
fourth column lists what percentage each state's enrollment figure is
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of the national total using only the full-time student enrollment
figures. And lastly, the fifth column lists v/hat percentage the
full-time and full-time equivalent student enrollments of each
state Is of the national total.
As you can see, most of the percentages vary only slightly.
The variations are most pronounced in the very rural or the very
urban states indicating that the more urban the state, the higher
the number of part-time students.
Chart I I I -J shoves what t!ie effect would be of using the two
different formulas on one program. The first column lists the
funds each state actually received for F.Y. 1976 under the M.D.S.L.
program using the formula that includes only full-time student en-
rollment figures. The second column lists the funds those states,
would have received had they been distributed using the full-time
student enrollment figures as v-vel 1 as the full-time equivalent stu-
dent enrollment figures used In the I.Y. S.E.O.G. formula. The
third column Indicates the plus or minus effect such a distribution
v;ould have had on each state's allocation. The last column shows
the percent of change that would occur In each state.
As the charts Indicate, states like California, Michigan, Mary-
land, New Jersey, and others who have a high number of part-time stu-
dents would benefit by the Inclusion of these students In the distri-
bution formula. On the other hand, s'ates like South Dakota, Iowa,
Montana, and others v/ho have a relatively lov; number of part-time
students v-vould not benefit by their Inclusion Into the formula. It Is
Important to note that the differences betv;een the alloted sums are
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significant. California, for example, would have gained $5,117,789
if the l.Y. S.E.O.G. formula had been used, while Pennsylvania would
have lost $667, 60o.
As has been previously mentioned, the formulas at times seem to
be internally inconsistent. For example, in all three programs stu-
dents attending college on a half-time or more basis are eligible to
participate, yet only the l.Y. S.E.O.G. distribution formula takes
those 1 ess- than-f ul 1 -t ime students into consideration. In the original
legislation creating the N.D.S.L. Program and the C.V/.S. Program, only
full-time students were declared eligible to receive funds from those
programs. However, in 1972, amendments to the original legislation
declared students attending college on a half-time or more basis were
also eligible for these funds. Corresponding changes in the state
allotment formulas for these two programs were not made to reflect
the participation of these students. If student enrollment figures
are to be used for the distribution of funds to the states for these
programs, it would appear that to be internally consistent all students
eligible to participate in the programs should be included in those
enrollment figures.
A second question on this point. At the present time to be
eligible for these three programs a student must be enrolled In an
institution of higher education on a half-time or more basis. Yet,
the formula used to distribute the funds for t!ie l.Y. S.E.O.G. funds
includes in its student enrollment figures al ii't-time students
v/hether they are enrolled half-time or more o t. Again it
would appear that to be internally consistent, the only students
that
should be included In the enrollment figures are those that
are eligible to participate in the programs, namely, student
enrolled on a half“time or more basis.
A third point must also be considered. At the present time
the N.D.S.L. and C.W.S. Programs are open to both graduate and
undergraduate students. The S.E.O.G. Program is only open to
undergraduate students. However, all three formulas Include in
their student enrol Iment figures both undergraduate and graduate
students. It does not appear to be internally consistent to have
the S.E.O.G. Program open only to undergraduate students yet have
graduate students included in the formula for distribution of those
funds to the States. Their inclusion can only serve to increase
the flow of these funds to States with high graduate school en-
rollments rather than to States with relatively high undergraduate
enrollments, the enrollments for which the program was intended.
There is one last issue that should be raised on the ques-
tion of student enrollment figures. At the present time, the
state enrollment figures for all of the programs include students
from institutions of higher education who are not eligible or
choose not to participate In these three programs. There are
many institutions like schools of cosmetology, technical insti-
tutes, television repair schools, schools of practical nursing,
and others V’jho have chosen not to participate in these programs.
Some have rejected them because of the complicated application,
accounting, and reporting systems that have to be installed
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if a college chooses to participate. For others, religious or moral
reasons are given for not participating. Nonetheless, these ineligible
students are included in the student enrollment count for each state.
A state with large cities where these specialty schools tend to be more
prominent benefit by their inclusion, while rural states, which tradi-
tionally have not had proportionately as many of these institutions, do
not. While this does not represent a very significant number of students
in proportion to the total number of students in each state, their inclu-
sion can only serve to skew the distribution of funds.
H i gh School Graduates . So far in this section v;e have focused on the
student enrollment figures used in the state allotment formulas for the
N.D.S.L., I.Y. S.E.O.G., and one-third of the C.V/.S. programs. However,
the C.W.S. program has two more elements in its total formula.
"... one third shall be allotted by the Commissioner among the
States so that the allotment to each State under this clause will be an
amount which bears the same ratio to such one-third as the number of
h
i
gh sc hool gradua tes (as defined in section 103 (d) (3) of the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1963) of such State bears to the total num-
ber of such high school graduates of all the States,..." (Underlining
mine.)
The only reason this examiner could find for the inclusion of this
element in the allocation formula was that this same formula had been
used to distribute the funds for the Higher Education Facilities Act of
1963 . It had served as a convenient rationing device in the past and
v/as a formula with which most Congressmen were familiar. However, it
had nothing to do with the concept of student financial need or dis-
tribution equi ty.
There appear to be three significant problems with this element.
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In the first case, students who graduate from high school do not neces-
sarily go on to college. There is a wide variation between the States
as to the continuation rates of high school graduates. This can re-
sult In inequitable situations for those students wh do continue as
can be illustrated by the following example. State A and State B each
have 100,000 high school graduates. In State A, 50,000 of those stu-
dents go on to college in that state, but in State B only 25,000 stu-
dents continue. If both states received the same state allocation
based on the same number of high school graduates, students who go
to college in State B v/ould receive twice the amount of C.W.S. dol-
lars as the students who go to college in State A, simply because
there are half as many students In State B competing for the funds.
So, students in State A are penalized because they come from a state
where high school graduates as a whole opt for more education.
The second problem is that the number of high school graduates
in a state who decide to continue their education does not necessarily
determine the college population in that state. There are a number of
states v/ho have very few college spaces in relation to their population.
Many of the students from these states cross the borders to other
states to continue their education. This can result in the situation
v.'here a student who goes on to college in a state with few college
openings can get more aid simply because there are fewer students in
col lege.
To illustrate the point, let us assume that State A has 100,000
high scliool graduates of v/h I ch 50,000 go on to school. Of that 50,000
continuing number 25»000 go out of state and 25>000 remain in state.
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Slate B has also 100,000 high school graduates of which 50,000 go on
to scliool . Of that 50,000, however, all of them stay within the
state to attend college and are joined by the 25,000 students from
State A.
Assuming both states received the same allocation based on the
fact that they both had the same number of high school graduates, the
result, would be that the 25iOOO students in State A would be competing
for that State's allocation while in State B, 75,000 students viould
be competing for that state's allocation. Theoretically, students in
State A v;ould receive on an average three times as much aid as those
students in State B. This example illustrates that students with the
same financial need can receive substantially different financial aid
awards on the basis of which state the college the students want to
attend is located.
The third problem vmth this element is that the students of one
state may cone from families much better off economically than the
students from another state. Again using State A and State B as ex-
amples, let us assume that State A has 100,000 high school graduates
and that State B has an equal number. And let us assume also that
50,000 students go on to school in both states. However, in State A
only 10,000 of those students cannot afford to pay the full cost of
their education while in State B 25,000 students cannot meet the cost
Because both states receive the same allocation based on the number
of high school graduates, once again students with basically the
same
financial need could receive drastically different aid packages.
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with Incomes of $3,000 or Less . The third element In this
three part C.\/.S. program state allocation formula states that,
"... one third shall be allotted by him among the States so
that the allotment to each State under this clause will be an amount
which bears the same ratio to such one-third as the number of related
chi l dren under eig htee n years of age living in f^mi 1 i es \-7rth annual
incomes of less than $3,000 in such State bears to the number~^f
related children under eighteen years of age living in families v/ith
annual incomes of less than $3,000 in all the States." (Underlining mine.)
Of all of the elements in all of the state allotment formulas
except that formula which distributes the C.Y. S.E.O.G. funds, this is
the only one that at least partially introduces a factor of financial
need. But, this element also has some rather serious problems.
In the first case, the fact that a state has a relatively high
number of children from families v/hose annual income is less than
$3,000 does not necessarily mean that those children eventually go on
to higher education. Two different states with roughly the same pro-
portion of these children may have considerably different continuation
rates of those children.
Secondly, although the $3,000 annual income limit does give some
measure as to the number of poor people in a state, families in dif-
ferent states might have higher incomes but be relatively in much
worse financial trouble because of the different cost of living in that
area. For example, $3,000 in Vermont will not go anywhere near as far
as $3,000 in Florida. Housing, heating fuels, food, clothing and other
items cost much more because of climate, geography, and other reasons.
!f this formula is to be used for the distribution of federal dollars,
it would appear there should be a cost of living Index included to re
fleet those higher costs in some areas.
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The last issue on this point is a little more difficult to
prove and to argue, but, nonetheless it should at least be raised.
In the past, many students from minority families v/ho have also been
poor have been denied equal access to higher education in some states.
Yet, these states are allov.'ed to use the statistics of these children
In their count toward their state allocation. This means that al-
though the funds are interided to help those children in need of
financial aid the most, these funds are channeled to the less needy
because they’are the only students allowed into the institutions of
higher education.
The Conti nu i ng Year Supplemental E ducat i ona 1 Oppor tun i ty Grant Frog ram .
In the formula used to distribute the C.Y. S.E.O.G. funds it states
that these funds,
"... shall be apportioned among the States in such manner as
the Commissioner determines will best achieve the purposes for which
such sums were appropriated."
As has been previously discussed, this section has been imple-
mented by the Commissioner by a fairly sti'oight-forward formula. All
of the recommended funding levels for all of the institutions in the
N’ation are added together. This sum is divided by the appropriation
passed by Congress. The resulting percentage figure Is v;hat each in-
stitution will receive of its recommended funding level. For the
I 977 - 7S award period that percentage was 53.360701.
Although this process is probably the fairest way to distribute
the available federal aid, it has two major drawbacks. As has been
previously mentioned, some institutions have inflated their real student
needs. If the funds are distributed on the basis of a percentage of
need and the need figures presented by some institutions are not real,
dollars will flow to those institutions in an inequitable manner.
However, because some institutions choose to defraud the government
through this questionable practice does not mean that this method for
distribution should be discarded.
Secondly, the recommended funding levels for this program are
developed from student enrollment figures that include graduate and
undergraduate students, yet the program is only for undergraduates. If
the funds are to be disbursed on the basis of need, it seems that it
should be undergraduate generated need.
The Amounts All o t ted to Terr i tori es Other than States . This particular
issue is one that is not handled consistently by the allocation formulas
for the three programs. In the N.D.S.L. Program state allotment for-
mula the statute specifies that the term "State" includes not only the
fifty states, but also includes the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands. The S.E.O.G. Program state allotment formula in-
cludes the same entities. However, the statute for the C.W.S. Program
state allotment formula is not as simple. It specifies that portion of
the appropriation for any fiscal year be reserved (a) in an amount not
to exceed two percent of the total for institutions in the jurisdictions
of Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the
Trust Territories of the Pacific islands, and (b) for students who live
in the latter tvyo Jurisdictions hut attend eligible institutions out-
side those jurisdictions.
in the case of the N.D.S.L. and S.E.O.G. programs students from
these entities are subject to the same vagaries of the state allotment
formulas as the students in the fifty states. Hov/ever, the C.V/.S. Pro-
gram introduces some new elements that need to be examined. Using
the 1977"78 award year as an example the following illustrates the
effects of tliese provisions.
For that award period, the Congress appropriated $390,000,000
for the C.W.S. Program. The full two percent of that was reserved for
these outlying areas which amounted to $7,800,000. In addition,
another $700,000 was reserved for those students who reside in American
Samoa or the Trust Territories of the Pacific and attend college in
one of the other areas or States.
There are two basic problems with this distribution process for
these areas. First, the students from these areas are being funded
at one-hundred percent of their need while students in some of the
States are being funded at as low as ^5* 382096 of their need. In the
whole program, the recommended funding levels were $683,396,073 f^or
3,2^^ institutions. For the outlying areas, which are included in the
above figures, twenty-two institutions had a recommended funding level
of $ 6 , 663 , 171 . But, these areas had been set aside $7,800,000. They
had over one million dollars more than their need available to them!
As they could only be funded at one-hundred percent of their need those
extra funds were redistributed among the States. While all other in-
stitutions were funded at roughly fifty-seven percent of their need,
these institutions were funded at civa-hundred percent of theirs. This
is obviously inequitable.
The second problem contributes even further to this
inequitable position students from these areas enjoy. If
students in American Samoa or the Trust Territories go on to
higiier education in one of the States or other areas, there
is a $700,000 fund available to meet those students C.V/.S.
Program needs at the institutions in which they enroll. This
sets up a terribly inequitable situation betv/een students in
the same institution. One set of students could be funded as
low as forty-five percent of their need, while other students
are funded at one hundred percent of their need. One more
example of internal inconsistency in the state allotment
formul as
.
Raising S tat es to their 137 7 Aw'ard Level . In each formula there
is a statement that before he makes any other apportion-
ments under this sentence, the Commissioner shall apportion
sufficient additional sums to such state under this sentence
to make the state's apportionment for that year under this
paragraph equal to its allotment for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1972 ..." in other vjords, no state can receive in
the future less student aid in each program than it had re-
ceived previous to June 30, 1972.
This qualification on the distribution formulas precludes
equity from occurring. it does not allow funds to flow as a
natural consequence of enrollment shifts betv/een states. For
example, in the N.D.S.L. formula, aid is distributed on the
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basis of each state's full-time enrollment as compared to the
full-time enrollment of all of the institutions in the country.
If North Dakota's full-time enrollment dropped as a percentage
of the national total and South Dakota's enrollment increased
by that same amount and all other factors remained the sane,
there v;ould be no shift of funds betv;een the states because
North Dakota vyas guaranteed that its avjard for N.D.S.L. funds
would not decrease. This would mean that the average N.D.S.L.
award would Increase in North Dakota and would decrease in
South Dakota. A student would receive a different package of
aid based on geography, not need.
It is easy to understand in political terms why this qual-
ifier v;as put into the language of the formulas. The law was
written so that no state would lose funds. A quick review of
the calculations of each formula in this chapter shows that
the only way some states did not lose large amounts of aid funds
v;as because of the inclusion of this sentence. Once again, it
appears that the distribution formulas do not only consider
what is best for the students of the nation as a whole, but in
some part the formulas were adjusted to protect Individual state
awards
.
The Ten Percent Discretionary All owance . In the state allotment
formulas for the N.D.S.L., C.W.S., and I.Y. S.E.O.G. Programs,
the Commissioner has the authority to distribute ten percent of
the appropriated funds in a v;ay he or she feels will best carry
out the purpose of the program, except that this portion shall
first be used to raise each State to at least the level of
its original allotment for F.Y. 1972. The regulatory proce-
dure the Commissioner has developed is to raise the state
with the lowest percentage of funding to the percentage of
funding of the next lowest state. Then, raising those two
states' funding percentage to the funding percentage of the
third lowest state, etc., until the discretionary funds are
exhausted. For the 1977~78 av/ard period nineteen states in
the l.Y. S.E.O.G. Program were raised from a lov/ of 6 . 69OO 3 O
percent in Vermont to a floor of 26.036^13 percent. The
highest percentage for a s'ate that year was 83.751970 for
Arkansas. For the C.W.S. Program, eighteen states were
raised from a low of 12.161^9 in Vermont to a floor of
A 5 . 382096 . For the N.D.S.L. Program, a different problem
occurred. After the ninety percent distribution, thirty-
five states had received less than their allotment for 1972 .
The Commissioner by statute is required to bring all states
up to their original allotment level of F.Y. 1972 even though,
in some cases, that results in those states receiving a high-
er percentage of their requests than some other states. A
total of $ 19 , 097,619 of the total ten percent portion of
$ 31 , 050,000 v;as required to bring each state up to its orig-
inal F.Y. 1972 level. The remaining $11,952,381 was allotted
to eleven states to bring the floor up to 35-^72636 percent.
The discretionary allov/ance as it is nov/ distributed,
is a small attempt at achieving some equity between the states
at least at the bottom end of the allocation scale. The
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Commissioner's attitude h.,- been the same
lie or she has had any discretion, that is
toward establishing as close as possible
of shortage throughout the system. This
in the process by which the C.Y. S.E.O.G.
in all cases v;here
,
a consi.stent move
the same percentage
is best exemplified
funds are av^arded.
With the discretionary funds available in the other programs,
the same kind of equity is at least attempted.
CHAPTER IV
AN EXAMINATION OF SOME ALTERNATIVES
Scarce resources are always a part of the human condition.
It Is no different with the funds available for student financial
aid. Although the appropriations for aid have increased dramati-
cally over the last few years and thousands of students are attend-
ing college who previously could never have afforded to attend, the
simple fact remains that there are still students in our country
who cannot enter college because of a lack of funds or are in col-
lege but are borrowing suiiis v/ay beyond their means to eventually repay.
Because there is a shortage of funds, it is the responsibility
of both the post-secondary institutions and the federal government to
distribute those limited funds in an efficient and equitable manner.
As has been previously shown, our present system of distribution pre-
cludes those goals from being met. Students with similar financial needs
are being given widely disparate financial aid packages.
It is the purpose of this chapter to explore some of the alterna-
tive distribution systems that could be utilized.
The five different formulas to be examined will Include the present
College Work/Study Program formula, the National Direct Student Loan
Program formula, the Initial Year Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program formula, the Continuing Year Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant Program formula, and lastly, a distribution formula
based on the cumulative total by state of all of the B.E.O.G. awards
granted to students in that state as compared to all B.E.O.G. awards
granted to students nationally.
IIG
Col 1 ege Work/Study Program Formula
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As has been explained in previous chapters, there are
presently four different formulas used to distribute the
funds for the campus-based student aid programs. Each
formula has its own history and reason or reasons for
exi stence
.
Joe L. McCormick has suggested
. . that the C.W.S.P.
state allotment formula be used in lieu of the other two
existing formulae."^ Although there are in fact four formu-
las, not three, the idea of having a single distribution
formula for the program is not new. In 1972, the House of
Representatives passed a bill that stipulated that the C.\^.S.P.
formula should be used to distribute the funds for all of the
programs. The feeling at the time was that this formula offer-
ed a little of something to everyone. No one suggested this
was a more equitable way to distribute aid, only that it was a
more simple method and that because it is composed of three
separate formulas it responded to almost all of the segments
lobbying for aid. This formula has several major weaknesses that
have already been discussed in Chapter 111. The idea did not
Joe L. McCormick, ''Public Policy with Regard to the Need
for Federal Financial Assistance to College Students: An Ex-
amination of the Allotment of Federal Dollars to Several
States in the National Direct Student Loan Program, the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, and
The College Work/Study Program". (Masters of Arts Thesis,
Mississippi State University, 1975)- P* ^^7.
survive the conference committee when the House end Senate got
together to hammer out their differences on this legislation.
However, there continues to be a group of people v/ho
feel that this formula is the best of the alternatives so
far put forth and that even though there are weaknesses in
the formula, they are outweighed by the resulting ease of
implementation if only one formula was used. Because of
the continuing discussion of this idea, Charts IV-A, IV-B,
IV-C, and lV-C-1 v/ere constructed to illustrate what would
have happened during the 1977-78 av/ard period if all of
the campus-bound program funds had been distributed using
the C.W.S.P. formula.
Chart IV/-A demonstrates the effects t^lis would have
had on the distribution of the N.D.S.L. program funds.
Column 1 shows what each state received for an allocation
from the C.\7.S. program for the 1977-78 award period. Col-
umn 2 indicates what percentage each state's allocation was
of the total funds distributed to all of the states. Col-
umn 3 shows v/nat each state's allocation originally was
using the H.D.S.L. Program formula. Column k shows v;hat
that allocation v;ould have been if the C.W.S. Program for-
mula had been used. The difference between the current
allocation and the allocation of the alternative is indi-
cated in Column 5. Column 6 lists what percentage the new
allocation is of the original allocation.
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As can be seen from the chart, using the C.W.S. Program
formula for the distribution of the M.D.S.L. Program funds
vyould result in some major shifts of funds betv/een states. Of
the 5 ^ states and territories, 31 should increase in funding
while 23 would record a decrease. Although states such as
California and New York v;ould lose large amounts of dollars,
it is states in the mid-west such as Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Utah who v/ould lose the largest percentage of their original
allocations. It would appear that states in the south would
gain the most by using this formula. Most notable gains in
terms of a percentage of the original allotment are in Arkansas,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, and South Carolina.
Alaska, Vermont, Montana, Puerto Rico, and Connecticut would
also record significant positive changes. The reason for this
change is that the N.D.S.L. Program formula distributes funds
based on the full-time enrollment figures of the colleges in
each state as compared to the total national full-time enroll-
ment figures. The C.V/.S. Program formula includes family in-
come figures and high school enrollment figures as well, there-
fore states with a higher percentage of low-income families
would benefit by this distribution. As the southern states
have a lower per capita income, the funds would naturally flow
to these states.
Chart IV-B illustrates what vyould have happened if the
same C.V/.S. Program formula had been used to distribute the
I.Y. S.E.O.G. Program funds. Organized in the same fashion as
Chart IV-A, this chart also demonstrates that some significant
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changes v^ould occur in the allocations to the states as a result
of this formula change. Although both the total dollar shifts
as well as the size of the percentage shifts are less pronounced
as was the case with the M.D.S.L. Program, in some states the
effect of that change is still significant.
Of the Sh states and territories, 23 would have received an
increase in funding, while 25 would have experienced a reduction.
Those with the biggest gains were southern states such as Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, as
well as states from other regions such as Idaho, Massachusetts,
Montana, New Mexico, and South Dakota. The Pacific Islands are
in a league by themselves. States such as California, Maine,
Minnesota, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Utah, Vermont, V/ash-
inglon, and Wisconsin record the largest losses.
The reason that tlie southern states would be the big gainers
is really quite simple. As is the case with the M.D.S.L. Pro-
gram formula, the I.Y. S.E.O.G. formula is driven by the full-
time and part-time college enrollment figures. The C.V/.S. Pro-
gram formula includes a family income component that favors the
low per capita income states of the south. Therefore, if the
C.l/.S. Program formula was used to distribute the I.Y. S.E.O.G.
funds they would flow from the states with high enrollment fig-
ures as a percentage of the national figures to the states with
a high percentage of low- income families.
Finally, Chart IV-C illustrates what v.'ould have happened
if the C.V,'.S. Program formula had been used to distribute the
C.Y. S.E.O.G. funds for this same av/ard period. Organized in
the sane fashion as Chart IV-A and Chart IV-B, this chart shows
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Ml c r oori 7,583.347 1. 94 88 1,874,946 2,246,2Co !i7 1 , 2 t<i) Tv. 8
'
Montana 2,:93,2S9 .5649 303. 154 651,109 + 347.955 i • c
hr i^raska 2,4S7 ,440 .6316 + 111,474 D.TT
Nevada
. 1 13/ ,631 n 7,01
2
43.2
h'cw I'.or;pthlrr 3,156.733 ..5112 1 .466 ,070 "i: ZjTTutj- 3b,^
New Jrrr.ey 9,256,386 2.3TTB T, /T2T) ,ZuZ r.7U. 57Z 5Trru“
Kew Mexico 3.375.364 r99T5 1 , 2*»o 3
1
T, U.1
,
'v^TT—:: n6.54T~—?75
hew York 28..'<'.3,467 7.41!,9 7 ,322,555 8, .951 .090 1,223,543 lu.7
North Carol i na ^,“47 ,9’0 ~T7VSZ^ 3 ,0 ' 1 , 5i>0 2.‘-:'-5.r.-) - T\Tr;z'iT~ T. 3
North Dakota 1,990,017 .5114 1 ,065,14 5 5‘<9,445 475,703 44.7
Uhio 15. 642 . .371 ZToi'OO 4 ,905,600 4 ,633,492 273,103 5.6
Ok 1 ahoTta 5,097 ,828 1. 3101 362,535 1 ,.510,034 •I- 047 ,499 75.1
Or e fon 8,571,3.36 2.2020 2,351 ,.*37 2, 5 2.6, 96 9 + 137,4.12 3.0
Pennsylvania 16,920,276 Z. 34 04 6,033,968 5,012,009 - 1,071,959 17.6
khode Iclond 2,3’'n,/,5l
.
6U H 838,620 7 0.5.167 183,453 50.6 "
Nouth Crrolina 5 ,944 .485 1.5277 1 .14 9,.37.6 1 ,760, .“A? 610,966 53.1
Souin Lokola •» n*r) r, '7 0
.7 580 007.970 873,673 34,292 37.8
1 r nrit r r r c 7.479.350 1.9221 . 1.934,036 2.215,4 32 731,396 14.5
1 c > a r ?0.3.',0.6'V. 5.3610 4 .313.237 6,179.U 2 h 1,860.905 43.1
Ut ah V .2'-0.;6i . 5960 512.97ft 675,429 + 162,501 31.7
Ve CTO 111 2.977.677 .7652 1,653,694 881,577 816,717 48.
1
Vlrrlnia 7.757.660 1. V93', 1 .4 24 .286 2.297,343 673,557 61.J_
Waf ni nr 1 on p _ or,n
^
ir^f) 2 . 0773 2 .680.95'. 2. 3 '..5, 5 54 2 92,400 10.9
Writ V'lrjlnia <.799.in«j ,8478 1 .n2,5'.6 977,123
U1 r Lonr i
n
;• O'!'-
_c.yi *». 5. 077 ?. 57 7. 694 - 2.690.448 51.1 1
Wyo-alne 441.312 ,164ft 256 .996 l.''9.950 47. 0.56
raclflc Jr 1 a-'dr /. e.3 TO”
. n"o r. 1 4 7 1 37 .160 ‘'/.I 5 j
Puerto r. 1 ro c 1 o n -1
7
r
.
6053 1 753.193 1 ’^'*7 -'33 L' T -J
Vlrpl n iTTTnd* .6^60 O.Zl'l
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that if this formula ftad been used there v;ould have been some
drastic shifts in allocations.
Of the 5^ states and territories, 29 would have received
increased funding while 2k v/ould have experienced a reduction.
Hov/ever
,
it is the size of the shifts that is notable. For
example, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, and Montana would ex-
perience an increase of over 100 percent ! Other states such
as Kentucky, Nevada, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and Virginia also
recorded significant gains. It is important to note that the
principal benefactors of this change are the same states that
benefited from tiie previous two examples. States that ex-
perienced pronounced decreases in funding include Indiana,
Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mew Hampshire,
North Dakota, Vermont, Wisconsin, and l/yoming. Those states
tend to be from the north and tend to have educational insti-
tutions with high students budgets.
The C.Y. S.E.O.G. funds are distributed to the states on
the basis of the relative financial needs of the students in
each state as compared to the financial needs of all of the
students in the nation as expressed in the tripartite applica-
tion. Those states in the north with high per student education-
al costs usually receive the largest percentage of these funds.
By using the C.W.S. Program formula, the funds shift southv/ard.
If the C.W.S. Program formula v;as used to distribute the
funds to the states for all of the campus-based programs, there
would be some significant changes in the present state allotments.
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In general, the funds would move dramatically into the southern
states. Chart IV-C-1 shov/s that when compared to their original
allotments states such as California, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,
lov/a, Michigan, Mev; York, and others v;ould lose large amounts of
funds. However, states such as Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louis-
iana, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, South Carolina, Tenn-
essee, Texas and others would experience dramatic increases. A
quick glance at both the pluses and minuses that are a result of
using this formula indicates why there has been and is going to
be considerable debate over the present and future formulas.
States stand to lose or gain large amounts of funds for their
students and the politics of financial aid is such that these
considerations all too often govern distribution systems.
Because the C.V/.S. Program formula is only one of four
formulas used to distribute the campus-based program funds, the
question arises as to what v;ould be the results if the other
program formulas were the only ones used. The next three
options illustrate what the results would have been if they
had been used to distribute the funds for the three campus-
based programs for the 1S^77"73 award period.
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CHART IV-C-1
St&te Totals by Program If tlie C.W.S. Formula was used for all Programs
St. Tot. Tot. St. Differ-
C.Y. C.W.S.P. Alot. Using ence
C.W.S. H.D.S.L. S.E.O.C. S.E.O.C. Formula Oriq.Form. (6*5)
A1 t.be&a 7.7n.»iS9^^1.r^ 6iJ Z^{.70.819 18.767.1 pi 16 «,(.? 067 - 7.775. Ilk
Albika V^700 IkO.SAT 170.217 hPO . 776 765 PM - 777,; 575
’
Arlr.ona 3L2C0^9.SJ 2..^5j^78k 1.7P1.78? 1.C'P6.?<47 S. 070. 76k 10. 111. km I,0t0.655
Arkf r\*a« JlxfiCB^ZJ.Q 3,)97.77'7 1
.
388.583 lJ87.km 9.781.787 7.k1k.572 * 2 .T 67.765
Crl lornla VLJ77^3k8 26.9k0.3k7 H.9C8.565 10.005.231 87.k?1.kqi 9k. 8??. 301 ^p.kOO.blO
"
Col . ztta
_5.,.5?8.667 k,k07.969 1.91k
. 115 1.637.05? n.k8S.793 15.662.51? 2.176.77k
Con.ectl cut
-k. 216. 631 S.fQP.llk I.k6n.7t4q 1.2kB.o68 1?.6?k 067 11.715.571 -
Del rware
_5.^29_i571_ 7?5.609 315.088 269. k80 2.219.7k8 2.?09.k09 - 10.339
Dirt, of Col. 2-572.. 05?. 066 6q).o58 705.397 6.??l.k8o 6.537.978 3n.k69
Florida lLJJ_L.5kk 8^862.80? 3.8k8.579 3.291.508 27, Ilk. 833 25.553.697 - 1.561,136
C-porple 8
.
602,839 6.861,323 2.979.k58 ?.5k8.1SO 20. 986.810 I6.?80.?77 - k. 706.533
Kf-uali 1,255,226 1,033,171 kk5,6kk 363.70k 3. 160,7^5 3.291.607 130.ct,2^;
Idcho 1.593.13? 1 . 770.507 551. 7k7 k71.678 3.687.3kk 3.^60.07? - 327.272
Xlllnole L5 Pk8-9.T9 J2. 770.51 1 5.523.750 5.7k8 . 066 39. 9k1 .306 kl . 1 50.561 4 1 .709,255 '
I ndi ane 7.283.158 5.8l?.9k5 2 52k. 211 2.158,838 17.78k. 19? 20.230.kk9 + 2.kk6,257
leva
.k.952.Pl'3,_3^okq.575 1.715.067 I.k66.8ll 1 7 . 0B3 . k86 1 k . n3k . 1 1 1 + 1 . 950 . 625
'iLartf at
.3.607^131. _7. 876
,
999 1.71:0 307 1 OO-R k69 P .Roi 8°, , r, 7’n ion + \ ?99
Kentucky 6.k70,295 5.160,579 2 ,?k 0 .R 26 1.916.560 15.788.362 13.177,909 - 2.(.l0.5t,>
"
LouiclrnK
-e-.68]^6^3. 6 , 92 k . 636 3. 006 . 551 2.571.703 21. 185. 1 53 l 6 . 378 .ko 6 - k, 806.657
K&i nt k.k93..6kn 3.583 977 1.596 ^05 1.331 03k 10 oAl, oq6 11 931 7-.0+ 5<-6.7yk
lUirylcini 5.805.008 k .632 355 2.011.552 1
,
720.386 Ik, 172 . 30 ) 15
.
1 k 9 . 220 + 97b. 9i9
Me««acViu*cttr 21,f5k.ck5 ?7,27i.?kk 7.k9o.6:,8 6.klk.275 52.839.922 k 7 . 399 .kOk - S.kkO.SlS
Filchlftsn J3uli3.857 ,10. 953.572 k,?56.6k8 k. 068. 137 33.51?.6lk 37.2k8.839 + 3.736,225
Hlnnerota 9.053.572 7,221 .335 3J33.7SS 2 . 681 .893 22 .092 .989 23 . 309 ,k 58 + 1 ,
2
Ib.kuy
Hlaaltrippi 6.3k7.3ai 5.062.818 2,I93.k76 1.880.253 15.kB9.3k8 I2.50&,klil - 2,93o7b^
Hieeourl 7 583 3l7 6 OkO ick 7 676 765 7 2 k 6 ?n6 iP.SDk.ll? 18.730.20Q 4 226.097
Kont ana 2
.
198.259 1.753, 19k 761.306 651 .IO9 5.363 . 868 3 .95 1 .89! - 1 .k 11,577 .
liebracka 2.k57.6ko 1.960.200 851.197 727.986 5.997.025 6;656.9204 659.895
kevnda 758. k6l 60k. 881 76?. 663 •’k.6k3 l.B50.6k8 1.963.031+ 1 17.383
Few Hr.trpehlra 3,156.733 2
,
517.598 1.093.2k0 53k. 997 7.702.568 7.592.23k - 110.33k
Fev jerrt y 9.25( 386 7 . 382,719 3.205.869 2 , 7 k 1 ,829 2 ?
.
586 . 803 20.692 . 1 70 - 1 , 89 k .633
Heu Mexico 3 . 875 . 36 k 3 , 030.823 l,3k2.15S l,lk7.bbk 9.k56.229 6 .k 05 . 62 k - 1,050,605
hew York 26
.
8^ 8 ,
T
67 23,0?k,91l 9 . 998 , 32 s 8 , 551,098 7 O.kk 2 .bOk 75 , 786.215 + 5.3k3.k1l
horth Ccroltna 9.9^2.960 7 . 930.185 3.kk3.600 2.9k5.lk9 2k.76l.>^9k ?3. 217. 720 - !^0kk^'7'<
horth Dokola- 1
.
990
.
01 ? 1
,
587
,
15 k 689 . 2C5 589 . kk5 k. 855 . 621 5 .k 03.526 4 5k7,705
Ohio ITTTkTTir/'l rit7^7672b2 5.kl7.687 k,633 ,kS2 38.170.312 39.178.851 + 1,008,539
Oklaboraa TrO'57,828 k,06B.95B 1,765,600 1.510.03k 12.k39.k20 12.k53.52B+ Ik, 108
Urepon o757TrrbT“&7B3lSTk 9r~yr56b . Wfaq 2 1) , 5T57T:^7~5T)3T^b k~^ 3^ t. . ou 3
Pennsy Ivtnla 7^, 920.276 13 ,k 95 ,T67 57860,266 5 , 012.009 kl, 288, 018 k3. 157,726 4 1 . 869.708
kboda lalaitd ?.3B0,k5l 1-"89B.750 B2k.513 705,167 5.608,881 b. 10k. 536 4 29>.bjt)
South Cerollna 5 5kk'kb5 k.?kl725u'X'0'5».^i>'S 87766.552 lk.505.k73 ln.6?9.95t - b,bo.5//
^outh Dakota 2 .Qkg. 66B 2.352.989 1 . 021 . 5kk 673.673 7.197.?7k 6, k^k ^ 869 - 702 , 505 _
Ir one* tec 7. 979.350 5,965,329 2,590,382 2, 215. '<32 18. 250.993 l6,9k6,o.3b - 1, 303 . 09 / ..
i C X • 1 70 860.689 16.638.120 7.279.931 6.179.192 50.992.877 k3.532.l^Jl - 7..370i?j’6
ijt ab 2
.
280:261 1.818.679 789.792 675.929 5.569,111 6.619,890 L035,77g
Vc r'Bont 2.977.677 2.379.835 1.031, 29? 881.977 7.^2ii5^JZi6— LU_,o.iy
Vl Tp.l r.la 7 7C7 f.(.n 6 1P7 777 7 R95 7k7 7 707 P.k 3 J- * 1,887 9k 1
Warhinpton 9 093 860 6 £.7 1 1.97 7. 797,809 2 . 3B3 . 5ik..J5-6.7i-2nQ 2O.x69JL^-6.0 ±
West Vlrfinle 3 799. me 7.631.188 1.197.566 977.183 8.0^0.135 7 .qk_2^JJL_i mTJBTk
•ri tcontln- 8 076.909 f.kot.osB 2 . 780.001 2.377.60k J^'5_5P7_2iL32k-12k_+_2-m-2iJ
Vyoslnp 691,312 511,^9 222.098 189.950 1 . 56 m. 829 1.672,338 + 107.519
fncllic l,(.7 mR 750 777 1 / 0.379 137 160 J_120-QSk ^
7 .
_L
—
Puerto kteo 6.168.977 9.970.059 2.136.98? 1 ^^^?JlJL5^05?-x(i9.6_ll*26XIiii-:i^ —
Virfln Iclandc J*'76rb ?C838 10 781 Q 771 75 R76 . _ 7B-£35-^ LliJ
A
The Initial Year -
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Formula
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As has been previously explained in detail in Chapter 111, the
I.Y. S.E.O.G. Program funds are apportioned . . to each state an
amount which bears the same ratio to such sums as the number of per-
sons enrolled full-time and the full-time equivalent of the number of
persons enrolled part-time in institutions of higher education such
state bears to the total number of such persons in all the states."
The limitations of this method to equitably distribute financial aid
funds to the low-income students of this country have been discussed
i n Chapter III.
Chart IV-D, IV-E, iV-F, and IV-F-l have been constructed to
demonstrate what the results would have been if the I.Y. S.E.O.G.
Program formula had been used to distribute the campus-based aid for
the award year 1977“78.
Chart IV-D illustrates what would have happened if the funds
appropriated for the C.VAS. Program had been allocated to the states
based on the I.Y. S.E.O.G. Program formula. Column 1 shows what each
state received for an original allocation from the I.Y. S.E.O.G. Pro-
gram for the 1977-78 award period. Column 2 lists what percentage of
each state's allocation was of the total funds distributed nationwide.
Column 3 shows what each state's original allocation was for the C.W.S.
Program using the present C.V/.S. Program formula. Column ^ lists what
the allocations would have been If the I.Y. S.E.O.G. Program formula
had been used. Column 5 indicates the differences between the
current
allocations and the allocations of the alternatives. Column 6
indi-
cates what percentage the new allocations are of the original
allocation
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CHART IV- D
C.U.S. ALUXATIONS using l.Y. S.E.O.C. FOWJUIA (1S7E)
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This chai t demonstrates that some pronounced changes would
occur if the C.V/.S. Program funds were distributed using the 1 .Y.
S.E.O.G. Program formula. Of the 5^ states and territories, 39 of
them would experience a decrease in funding, while 25 v/ould have
had increases in funding. It is not the number of states that
show pluses or minuses that is important in this case. What is
important to point out is the drastic changes in allocations some
states would experience. The increases using this formula are al-
nK)st a direct reversal of the decreases experienced In the previous
examp le. States such as California {+$1 ^4, ^(31,228), Minnesota
(+$ 2 ,^ 12
,
470 ), and IHsconsin (+$6
, 355 > 78^0 have the most to gain
from using this formula. States such as Alabama • (-$1 ,966,200)
,
Arkansas (-$1,788,532), Georgia (-$1,977,7.32), Louisiana (-$3,-^05,291),
Massachusetts (-$7,310,^41^8), Mississippi (-$2,721,472), Mebraska
(-$ 1
,
088
,
365 ) and the Pacific Islands (-$323,050) v-^ould have the most
to lose. The southern states as a group v.'ould stand to lose most if
this option were adopted, those states v;ith high numbers of lov/-in-
come families but low numbers of students enrolled in higher educa-
tion. Such a formula would allow funds to flow to those states
where the students choose to enroll in higher education institutions.
Also, states with high continuation rates from high school to college
v;ould receive more funds than those states with many low-income fam-
ilies end/or many students being graduated from high school and not
continuing to college. One of the drav;backs to this idea, of course,
is that this formula does not consider the cost of education.
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Chart iV-F illustrates what would have happened if the
funds for the N.D.S.L. piogram had been distributed using the
l.N. S.E.O.G. fornula. Column 1 lists the original 1 .Y. S.E.O.G.
allotment by state; Column II lists what percentage each state
is of the total in Column I; Column ill lists the original
N.D.S.L. allotment by state; Column IV lists the results of
multiplying Column 1 by Column III; Column IV lists the differ-
ence between the projected allotment and the original; and
Column VI shows the change using percentages.
As was the case in Chart IV-D, there would have been some
dramatic shifts in funds if the I .Y. S.E.O.G. formula had been
used to distribute the N.D.S.L. funds. There would have been
thirty-three states that would have experienced increases v/hile
twenty-one would have had their funds decreased. States such as
Alaska (+335.5'o), Vermont (+1^9. 3^^), Puerto Rico (-+ 690 ), and South
Carolina (+79*7%) would have recorded the greatest increases while
states such as \iest Virginia (-30.9°o) » Wyoming (-28. 7o), Nebraska
(-28.0°^), and Indiana {-25. S%) would have recorded the greatest
losses. Those states with a low number of part-time students
would have experienced decreases because of the formula that
drives the I .Y. S.E.O.G. program.
Chart IV-F shows v.fhat would have happened if the C.Y.
S.E.O.G. funds had been distributed using the I.Y. S.E.O.G.
formula. This chart is organized in the same manner as the
previous two charts. Again, significant shifts in funds v^ould
have occured. States such as Nevada (+112.3^). Oklahoma (+ 85 .^^),
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CHART IV-E
K.D.S.L. ALLOdATIOXS USIKC l.Y. S.E.O.C. TOKMULA (1978)
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^rlplnal l.Y.
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$310,354,794
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X Total of Colunn 4-
Colunn 3 Coliinn 3
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. *
' V -
1 ,988 ,863 1.4758 4 .892. 444" 4.580,216
- 312.728 6./
Al ficka L7 ] ,862 . 1275 H7o5J~‘ 395,702 + 304.707 335.'
Ai irona 1,652 ,128 “1.2259 3,594 ,943 3,804,639 + 209, 6V6 5.C
Ark* nr jrt r C) b 1 0 4^ ^ . a 703 2,19977.zr} I.TIFHJ --" 47 4,79^ 19.5
Cal 1 fornla 16 y 6 oB y 1273034 33,523,714 3o, 132,123 -t1. 908,71 m—1
Col orado 2,116,767 l.5<07 6,313,735 1171.-/53
-l.Ob.v'ah 22.8
Connect 1 cut 1,521,803 11153 3.4n,T.'5F J,3f17526 - 4 17,370 1076
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,
320 , 7 bU
.‘'7 5,959”
. 23bO
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77115? '138,644
- 28,245 ~ 3l
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lOa &
2.3
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-nysiFS 25". 0
Hcwai
1
5U6 , 807 73751 1.19;7T13 iloTinn IIM 5.5
1 dal<o 412,005 . 30a7 1 ,226,953 4.,a,/j)4 - 278,144 22.7
lilt not a 5,o95,529 4 .2262 14
,
5.56 ,'J2B 131V6 , 2 II'" - 1 .-41 0 .114 9,f~
1 ndi ana 2,4 85,573““T757;7:3 7,712T1TT““3T72y,T73~1
1
,
?SB ,111“
1 owa 1 ,71 3,964 1. 2755 5~,37r2151 3,958,^7.5 -1,183,854 23. IT"
1^ n i; A c i 1 ^ 9 ^ / U 170303 ti
,
1 i b
,
9 9i* “37197,'55.'>
- 557,17? 2J. 1
Ij- ntucky 1,565,460 1.1616 4,126,754 3,605,081 - 521. OSl 12.6
Lout cl sna 1 ,82.' .622 1.3554 4.884,307 A. *'06, 549 - 677,758 13.9
Kal nc 1 .801 .740 1.3369 2. 843. 831 4.149.133 +1.300,302 45.6
Knry 1 end 1.5781 4. 670. 163 4.897.709 + 271.546 5.9
Hast acHu t f 1
1
1 4 .96S.7S0 .?,6?.4 6 14 .457.864 1 Ll4 35132 -3.01 7 .532 70. 9
Mi thl r«n 4.495.245 U540 12.910.98? 10.347,228 -2,563.754 19.9
Hi nnetota 3.960.646 1.7454 6.575.70? 9,141.190 +7,565.963 39.0
Hittlr. tippi Lr255^3 3 ,95Li_ 3.313.707 2.890.955 - 427.75? 12. 8'
Hi ctourl 2.,4.56^£3_— U.^5?6 £u2?31'« 5.749.633 -1.0’5.4P5 15.1
Montana Ji!I.4^272_ 1C3J 1.066 .74 6 884.821 - 181.425 17.0
Ncbra tka 851^35 ,6555 ?.77?.«31 1.966.098 - 762:833 2E.0
Nevada yjl.Ji'il .7555 775.508 786.74° + 61.441 8.5
New llarrpthlre
'^n5iw,n .7 809 1 .''OB. “60 2.442.1H? + 533. 222 27.9
New Jersey 7,964.190 •>. 1995 6,650.788 6;P/6,254 + 17,5,466 7.6
Kcw Mexico 463
...
77090 2.317.566 2,1°\105 -• 121, •’61 5.2
New York a.RiPi 27.711 .071 27. 3 ;, 7. 395 - 343.676 1.2
North taroline 2,0S7.872 /. IP'IP 7,755. 5->R 6. 811 ,66? ^ 44.?h,£.61_ 6.1
North Dakota 807.715 .5-95 5 .540,646 1,859,956 + 3L9^95ft._ 3Q1
Uhlo 4,727,584 5.5079 15,001 ,706 10.886.935 -3,014J>.61 71.7
Oklr.hotta
•»
_
fico 1.357? 4.673.579 4.305.242 - 318.337 6.9
Ore pen 3'.14S.395 2.3362 6.447.398 7.2.50.509 + . 803H1_ 12.5
I’c nn ty 1 vanl a 5.J?5i^CI7_ 3.9779 14.797.425 12.345,603 -2.446.S22 16.5
Rhode Island 770.970
. 5787 2.055.495 1.796.023 - 25.J^2Z_ 12.6
South Carolina 1 .571 .845 1.1665 2.013.782 79.7
South Dakota 74 P ,67 8 . 5555 1 ..0'»p.533 1^7^4.021 - 10.^iH2_ 8,7
I t nnei tee 2,0?'^, 165 1 . 5479 5.447.785 4,8n3.°B2 - 643.303 11.8
1 e * a s 6,659,057 4.t.4n n .694 .853 1 5,334.940 +3,640157 31.1
Utah 1
’ni 5,457 . 7555 2. 81 1.244 2-135^523 - A7° 121_ 15.8
Ver-r.ont
1 ,288.209 .P55'i 1.190.106 2.956^651 -^1116.115 149.3
VI rj'.i ni a 7.587.470 1.7715 5 . 47 ? .121 5.497.°35 + 75.814 0.5
U* thi npton 6. 10?. 256 +7_,_574^6'<:L. 41.4
Welt Virginia "816.758 .6D46 7,715.789 1.876,405 - B39.38/I 30.9
Wi iron tin A n7Q,nt.9 5.f 945 P.750.678 11.4 '6. 057 '•2.7J_5Ha_ 31 .0
Wyo^l rip 182.970 .1358 591 ,069 421,462 - 169,598 28.7
Pacific Itlanda 4.8.552 .0300 0* 111.728 * • n.311? 10.7
porrlo Kico 7.471.513 1.8359 3.36P.170 5 681.556 '^2^23,/h26. 69.0
VI r r 1 n III andt 0^66? .nl3l 20.974 40.656 19.f'82 93.8
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CHARI IV-F-J
State Totals by Program if the I.Y. S.L.O.G. Formula was used for all Programs
I.Y. C.Y. Stale St. Tot.
Differ-
ence
Al ebatsfc 1 .988.863 1.701.022 9,580.216 5,795,289 19.015.390 16.59?.o67 7.526.677
Alecka '171 .862 196.958 .395.702 996,358 1,210.880 769.851 - 991 079
Arlrona ^.632, 128 1,912.989 3,609.639 9.772.925 11. 69?. 180 lO.llHiq - 1.530.751
/.rkr.ncai 768.627 657,333 1.769.953 2jil^78 qlnf, ngj 7 119-577 1 .988.931
Cell fornlfl 16.688. 899 19,273,230 38.932.975 98,208, 5/6 ,,7 r.nx ur ql, P77 mi - 72.780.879
T^oloredo 2^Lii^73L-,.1,810.909 9.879,793_. i'.J->-9_.735 19.916.699 15.667.577 795 073
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and California (86^) would have recorded the largest percentage
gains. So, when only enrollment is considered in the distribu-
tion of funds, states with high educational costs and large num-
bers of low-income students suffer the greatest losses.
The M . 0 . S
. L. Formula
The N.D.S.L. program funds are distributed by a previously
cited formula that ".
. . shall apportion to each state an amount
which bears the same ratio to the amount so appropriated as the
number of persons enrolled on a full-time basis in institutions
of higher education ... in such state, bears to the total num-
ber of persons so enrolled in all the states.” Chart IV-G, IV-H,
lV-1, and lV-1-1 demonstrate what would have happened if the
campus-based federal aid funds had been distributed using the
N.D.S.L. formula for the 1977“7B av^ard year.
Chart IV-G illustrates V'/hat would have happened if the
C.Y. S.E.O.G. allocations had been distributed using the
N.D.S.L. formula. Column 1 shows what each state originally
received for an M.D.S.L. allotment. Column 2 indicates v/hat
percentage each state's allocation \-j3S of the total funds dis
tributed to all of the states. Column 3 shoves v^hat each state's
allocation originally was using the C.Y. S.E.O.G. program for-
mula. Column h indicates what that allocation would have been
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if the N.D.S.L. program formula had been used. The difference
between the current allocation and the allocation of the alter-
native is indicated in Column 5- Column 6 lists what percentage
the new allocation is of the original allocation.
Of the total, thirty states would record gains v/hile 2h
states would sustain losses. Vermont (75^.), Alaska (67^), Maine
( 56^), and Mew Hampshire (52 a) would have felt the largest per-
centage losses while Utah (10^-:!^), Oklahoma (99^^), Nevada iS6%) ,
Utah (+69 . 30 ), Louisiana (+58. So), Georgia (+56.1?0, and
Arkansas (+50. l"^) would have experienced the largest in-
creases while states such as Wyoming ("39. lo). New Hamp-
shire (-33.15^), Michigan (-37. I 0 ), Maine (-35.5%) and
Vermont (*35.
I
0 ) would have shown the greatest decreases.
In all, twenty-four states would have shown decreases
in funding while thirty states would have experienced in-
creases. There would have been a decided shift of funds
out of the north and northeast to the south and southwest.
The major reason for this sliift is that the C.Y. S.E.O.G.
formula is driven by demonstrated need while the I.Y.
S.E.O.G. formula is driven by enrollment. You will note
the largest decreases occur in northern states with high
per pupil costs while states in the south and southwest
with a much lower per pupil cost of education reap the
benef its.
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Chart IV-H Illustrates what would have occurred if
the Collecje Work/Study funds had been distril)uted using
the .Jational Direct Student Loan formula. Column 1 lists
the original M.D.S.L. allocations by state. Column 2
lists the resulting percentages when each state's alloca-
tion is divided by the total funds available nation wide
for the N.D.S.L. program. In Column 3, the original C.W.S.
allocations arc listed by state. Column A lists the results
of multiplying each state's percentage (Column 2) by the
total funds available nation wide for the C.W.S. program
(S 389
,
300,000) . The difference between the allocations by
state using the N.D.S.L. formula and the original' amounts
allocated under the C.W.S. formula are listed in Column 5.
Column 6 shows the percent of change when hat difference
is divided by the original award.
Although the changes that would have occurred using this
formula are not as pronounced as in the C.Y. S.E.O.G. program, be-
cause the C.W.S. formula is composed of the three different for-
mulas, they would have been rather drastic for some states.
Thirty states v/ould have sliown losses and twenty-four would
have recorded gains. Of those that would have shown losses,
Alaska (721), South Carolina ( 58^), Georgia (AO^) , Montant {^3%)
,
and Mississippi (35^) would have been the largest percentage
losers. States recording the largest gains would have been Utal
( 35%), Kansas (^5^) , Colorado (^+3^), and Nebraska (39^)- As a
general rule, states with high full-time enrollment and relatively
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CHART IV-H
COLLEGE WORK STUDY ALLOCATIONS USING N.D.S.L. FORMULA (1978)
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high per capita income would fair better under this formula than
those states with low numbers of students in higher education
and/or have many very low income families.
Chart IV-1 illustrates what would have happened if the initial
Year Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program funds had
been distributed using the National Direct Student Loan formula.
Column 1 lists the original N.D.S.L. allocations by state. Column 2
lists the resulting percentages when each state's allocations is
divided by the total funds available nation wide for the N.D.S.L.
progiam. In Column 3> the original I.Y. S.E.O.G. allocations are
listed by state. Column k lists the results of multiplying each
state's percentage (Column 2) by the total funds available nation
wide for the I.Y. S.E.O.G. program (S 1 3^ , 768 , 3^7) . The difference
between the allocations by state using the N.D.S.L. formula and
the original amounts allocated under tlie I.Y. S.E.O.G. formula
are listed in Column 5. Column 6 shows the percent of change
when that difference is divided by the original av/ard.
As can be readily seen, there would have been some large per-
centage shifts of allocations using this method of distribution.
Alaska {.11%), Vermont (60^) , South Carolina {hk%,) , and Puerto Rico
v.'ould have recorded the largest percentage losses vjhile \/est Virginia
,
V/yoming (^0^), Nebraska (33^), and Indiana (3^^) would have
recorded the largest percentage gains. Of the total states and
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territories, thirty-four would have recorded gains ard tv/enty would
have shown losses. The difference between the two formulas is that
the li.D.S.L. formula only considers full-time enrollment while the
I.Y. formula includes part-time enrollment as vjell. States that
have high numbers of full-time enrollment but do not have large
continuing education programs would have the greatest gains using
this method.
Chart lV-i-1 illustrates what would have happened to the
allocations state by state for each of the programs if the
N.D.S.L. program formula was used fo** all programs. Of the
total fifty-one states and territories, thirty-one vjould have
recorded gains while twenty-tliree would have sustained losses.
Texas ($7,7^6,750, South Carolina ($'^ , 517 , 595) , Georgia
($3,550,202), Florida ($3,559,579), and Vermont ($3,512,752)
v;ould have recorded the largest dollar gains while New York
($9,009,293), California ($7,759,8^9), Colorado ($3,557,0^43),
Illinois ($3,391,591), Ohio ($3,350,^23) and Indiana ($3,359,298)
would show the greatest dollar losses. Using full-time enroll-
ments only as the criteria for distribution has several major
drawbacks that were covered in Chapter 111. It is obvious,
hov/ever, that distributing all of the federal student aid funds
in the campus-based programs using the N.D.S.L. formula would
result in some major shifts in allocations between states.
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YEAR SUPPLEMENTAL
educational opportunity grant f'oWla
The C.Y. S.E.O.G. awards are allocaied by the Commissioner.
This has been done by dividing the total amount of funds available
for C.Y. awards by the aggregate C.Y. funding recommendations to
determine a uniform national percentage for funding all states.
For example, in the 1977-78 award period, $1 1 5 , 261 ,000 was avail-
able for distribution. The national funding recommended by the
Regional Review Panels was $216,003,533. The uniform national
percentage of 53.360701 was obtained by dividing the $115,261,000
by $216,003,533. This meant that every state received 53.^ per-
cent of their recommended requests; that every state suffered
from scarce resources equally.
The follov/ing four charts were constructed to Illustrate what
would have happened to all of the aid programs if they had been
distributed using this formula. Chart IV-J denranstrates what the
effects would have been on the N.D.S.L. if the C.Y. S.E.O.G. for-
mula had been used to distribute the funds. Column 1 lists the
adjusted recommended funding level by state for the N.D.S.L. pro-
gram. In Column 2 are listed the original state allotments for
the N.D.S.L. program. Column 3 shows vyhat the national percentage
vyould have been if the total funds available for the N.D.S.L. pro-
gram had been divided by the total funds recommended by the Region
al Panels ($310,500,000 r $5^43,270,304). Column 4 lists the
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results of multiplying Column 1 by tbe national percentage shown in
Column 3- In Column 5 is listed the difference between the new allot-
ment and the original and Column 6 indicates the percent of change.
Of the fifty-four states and territories, twenty-one of them
would show an increase, thlrty-tv^o of them a decrease, and the Pacific
Islands would show no change as they never requested any M.D.S.L. allo-
cations. Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts, Mew Hampshire, New Mexico,
North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Vermont and Wis-
consin all would have experienced a gain of S2% in their funding.
Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia, Montana, South Carolina, Texas and Utah
all would have experienced a decline of k2o in their allocations.
It is obvious that using this formula v;ou1d result in major shifts
in funding between the states. However, the allotments in Column k
would be an expression of the percentage of each state's demonstrated
need. Each state would suffer equally. Theoretically, each student
would receive approximately the same percentage of his budget met
with these funds if he v/as in Vermont or Utah.
Chart IV-K illustrates what would have happened if the C.W.S.
Program funds had been distributed using the C.Y. S.E.O.G. formula.
Column 1 lists the adjusted recommended funding levels by state. In
Column 2 are listed the state allocations using the C.W.S. program
formula. Column 3 shows what the national percentage would have been
if the total funds available nation wide for the C.V/.S. program had
been divided by the national total of the adjusted recommended fund-
ing levels. Column k lists what the new state allotments would have
been if this national percentage had been applied to the adjusted
recommended funding levels of each state. Column 5 shows what the
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difference would have been betv/een the new allocations and the original
C.V/.S. program allocations. Lastly, Column 6 shov;s v;hat the percentage
of change would have been.
Of the fifty-four states and territories, twenty-seven of them v/ould
have recorded gains and twenty-seven would have sustained losses. In this
example, the shifts of funds would not have been as pronounced as with the
other examples, yet, nonetheless, several states would experience some
major gains or losses. Eighteen states would have gained 25^ while Puerto
Rico
,
b'ew Jersey (38^), Georgia (38^), and Alaska (33^) sustained
the greatest losses. The gains and losses would be less with the C.W.S.
Program than with the others because at least one-third of the C.W.S.
formula is driven by a factor related to monetary need.
Chart IV-L illustrates how the funds would have been distributed
for the I.Y. S.E.O.G. program if the C.Y. S.E.O.G. formula had been
used. Column 1 lists the adjusted recommended funding levels by state
of the I.Y. S.E.O.G. program. Column 2 lists by state the original I.Y.
S.E.O.G. program allocations. Column 3 shows what the national percent-
age vyculd have been if the total funds available nation wide for the I.Y.
S.E.O.G. program had been divided by the national total of the adjusted
recommended funding levels. Column k lists vjhat the new state allotments
v;ould have been if the national percentage had been applied to the ad-
justed recommended funding level of each state. Column 5 shows what the
difference would have been between the new allocations and the
original
I.Y. S.E.O.G. program allocations. Lastly, Column 6 shows
what the
percentage of change v/ould have been.
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As was the case in the previous example, twenty-seven states v;ould
have experienced increase in funding v/hile the remaining twenty-seven
would have experienced a decrease. Arkansas (59%), Utah (53%), Georgia
(51%) j and Louisiana would liave recorded the greatest percentage losses
while nineteen states v/ould have experienced 30% increases. Because
the I.Y. S.E.O.G. funds are distributed based on enrollment and not
even on partial need as the C.V/.S. program funds are, there would be a
much more drastic movement of funds between states if this formula v;as
used on
.
the I.Y. S.E.O.G. program.
Chart lV-L-1 v/as constructed to illustrate what the results v;ould
have been if all of the funds for the campus-based student aid programs
had been distributed using the C.Y. S.E.O.G. program formula. Columns
1, 2, 3 and k list the four programs and what the allocations would
have been by state if the C.Y. S.E.O.G. program formula had been used.
Column 5 lists what the total student aid by state would have been.
Column 6 lists the totals b'> state of the original allocations and Column
7 records what the difference w'ould have been.
As can be readily seen, there v.'ould have been a drastic shift in
funds betv^een states. Massachusetts ($ 1 ^4 ,631 , Wisconsin ($8,166,201),
Oregon ($6,535,471), Washington ($5,792,520), and Colorado ($5,411,828)
v;ould have sustained the greatest gains while Texas ($ 1 2 ,80j) ,053) , hew
Jersey ($6,501,095), Georgia ($6,229,558), and Louisiana ($5,974,541)
would have lost the most funds. In all, twenty-four states v;ould have
shown gains while thirty states v;ould have experienced losses.
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THE BASIC ED UCATIOriAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
The process used to distribute the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants to the needy students of this country
difiers greatly from the state allotment formula system
used for the campus-based student aid programs. To re-
ceive a B.E.O.G., a student must first complete an appli-
cation form. This form asks a variety of information per-
taining mostly to data about the family's income and assets.
Tliis form is sent to the federal government where it is
passed through a standardized formula. A Student Eligi-
bility Report is sent to each applicant. In this report
is a number called the Eligibility Index. This report is
forvjarded by the applicant to the college he/she wishes to
attend. The Financial Aid Office of that institution, using
a table provided by the federal government, advises the stu-
dent as to what the award will be. \/hen the student actually
enrolls in the college, the Student Eligibility Report is
sent to the federal government and in return tlie college re-
ceives the amount for which the student was eligible.
It is important to point out that this is an entitlement
program. Every student that is eligible for the program re-
ceives funds. The colleges simply act as agents for the fed-
eral government. The dollars follow the eligible student.
If a Massachusetts student goes to college in Utah, the col-
lege in Utah receives the funds. It is a truly portable form
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of financial aid. There are some important qualifications
for eligibility for these funds, but for this study one of
the most important limitations is that no student may re-
ceive more than one-half his/her costs from this program.
For example, if the maximum B.E.O.G. award was $1,600 and
a student's budget was for only $ 2
,
800
,
his/her maximum
award would be $1,1|00. Thus students attending high-cost
institutions do receive a little more money than those
students attending the low-cost colleges.
Chart IV-M was constructed to show how the B.E.O.G.
funds for 1978 were distributed between the states. Remem-
ber, each student could take his award to any college in the
country so that the totals listed here represent actual ex-
penditures in those states. The second column lists v-;hat
percent each state's sum was of the total award nationally.
Column 3 lists what the original state allotments v.'ere. In
Column h are listed the results of multiplying the state per-
centages found in Column 2 by the total financial aid awarded
nationally ($S^<9 ,68^^ , U*1 ) . This would show what each state's
award for the campus-based programs would have been if they
had been distributed by the same state ratio as the B.E.O.G.
awards. Column 5 lists the difference between the original
awards and the results of this process.
The results of this process are startling, to say the
least. Obviously, a drastic shift of funds would have
occurred if this v/ay of distributing funds had been utilized.
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CHART IV-in
State Allotments If the B.E.O.G. Formula was used for all Three Programs
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Puerto Rico, for example, would have received $^6,093,506 in
additional funds for an increase of ^^7 perc ent! New York
would have received an additional $39,125,566; Mississippi
$6,685,075; Florida $6,6^40,595; Alabama $5,680, 5'42; Texas
$5-185,985; and Louisiana $5,179,33^- However, several
states would have experienced great decreases. For exam-
ple, Massachusetts would have lost $21,757,932; Wisconsin
$11,53^1,809; California $11,250,097; Oregon $9,332,202;
l/ashington $8,152,398; and Maine $7,^^8,OS8. The largest
percentage losses would all occur in the north while the
largest gains would occur in the south. The notable ex-
ception to that would occur in the state of Mew York.
Although this chart indicates exactly where the B.F.O.G.
dollars are being spent by the students and thus give us an
indication where the lowest income students are attending
college, there is a serious drawback that must be consid-
ered if the idea of awarding all campus-based aid in this
manner is to be considered. The B.E.O.G. program records
where the lowest income students are attending college.
However, the measure used is subject to some criticism.
For example, although the families with the lowest dollar
income may come from the southern states, vjhen that income
is adjusted for the cost of living, states such as Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont and others may, in fact, have a
lower per capita disposable income. In other v/ords, be-
cause of the higher cost of living in the northern states,
the national B.E.O.G. formula d to measure economic
strength that Is not adjusted for regional cost differences
may, in fact, shift aid to students v;ho are relatively better
off. It is not the purpose of this study to supply the data
necessary to prove the above, but this problem must be consid-
ered before the B.E.O.G. process is used as a basis for dis-
tributing all aid funds.
The other m.ajor concern in this process is that it only
considers one part of the student financial need problem, that
of family resources. It only deals in a small way with the
problem of student budget, \7hen you consider that financial
need is tneasured in terms of budget minus family contribution
equals financial need, the item of budget is extremely impor-
tant. Again, it is not the purpose of this study to delve
into that problem but only to point out that this area would
need extensive study before the idea of distributing all of
the campus-based aid based on this process should be considered
chapter V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RLCOMMENDAT I ONS
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SUMMARY
This study was designed to determine whether or not the dis-
tribution system used to allocate to the states the funds appro-
priated by the Congress for the campus-based student financial aid
programs was dividing these funds equitably among the neediest of
students. In addition, several alternatives to the present dis-
tribution system were to be examined to determine their strengths
and weaknesses and several charts were to be constructed to show
v/hat tiie results would have been if these alternatives had been
implemented.
A number of ordered steps were followed in conducting this
study and reaching the above objectives.
First, an extensive body of literature was studied to deter-
mine the historical roots of the current legislation. Each of
these programs was examined to try to determine how and for what
reason they were brought into existence. Because there has been
remarkably little research done in this particular area, much of
the study centered around original source documents. Although
not intended to dwell extensively on the historical developments
of student financial aid in America, the vjork done here vjas intended
to give the reader some insights into vihy v^e have our current patch-
work of legislation.
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Secondly, a detailed examination v;as made of the current state
allotment formulas. In this section was an explanation of how the
present system works, how the state allotment formulas for each
program differ from one another, the significance of the differ-
ent factors that comprise the formulas, and finally a study of
each formula's strengths and weaknesses. Although these formu'.as
are absolutely critical to the distribution of student financial
aid in the United States, they are not understood very well by
most practicing financial aid personnel. It was the intention
of this section to cover those formulas in great detail to help
further this understanding.
Finally, in the preceding chapter several possible alterna-
tives v/ere examined in detail. The strengths and v;eaknesses of
each of them were closely studied. This examination included the
construction of several charts to illustrate what would have been
the results if these alternatives had been implemented.
A number of delimitations and assumptions were observed through-
out this study. These served to define the parameters of the work
and are important guideposts necessary to a full understanding
and assessment of the conclusions of the study. The reader is
referred to the appropriate section of the first chapter and
cautioned that they should be borne in mind v^hile reading the
conclusions and recommendations which follow.
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CONCLUSIOMS
The conclusions of this study fall into several categories.
They will be presented in the following groupings:
1. Conclusions regarding the historical developments of
these student aid programs and how those developments affect the
present distribution system.
2. Conclusions regarding the present distribution process.
3. Conclusions regarding a number of alternatives examined
in t!ie preceding chapter.
k. Conclusions regarding the political process and student
financial aid.
l . The historical development of the programs .
In reviev/ing the literature on this topic, it became
apparent that the subject of student financial aid is surrounded by
a great deal of oral history, but is not terribly rich in written
documentation or research. It must be remembered, however, that
this subject has only come under scrutiny in the last fifteen to
tv/enty years. Although the G. I. Bill of World War 11 opened up the
floodgates to post-secondary education, it v/as not until the IS^O's
that the question of access to higher education became a national
issue of importance. With the passage of the National Direct Stu-
dent Loan Program, the College \.'ork/Study Program, the Educational
Opportunity Grant Program, and later the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant Program, the federal government backed with a huge infusion of
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dollars its commitment to the post-secondary education of the bright
low-income students of this country.
These programs have made it possible for literally millions
of young people to attend college that v;ould never have been able to
except for this financial commitment. But, along with this great
influx of dollars came the problems associated with the equitable
distribution of those funds. As the research in Chapter II illus-
trated, all of these programs were developed for a variety of reasons,
some having to do with other than the questions of access to education
by the poor. For whatever reasons, these programs have had the effect
of making some form of post-secondary education available to almost
every young person in America.
However, the reasons for the development of each program have
influenced the formulas used for the distribution of the funds for
that program. In the H.O.S.L. program, for example, the formula for
allocation states that ". . . allocation to each State is based upon
the number of students enrolled on a full-time basis in institutions
of higher education in the State in proportion to the number of such
students in the entire United States."
The idea of the above formula was to simply divide the funds
among the state' in a proportion based on enrollments having nothing
to do with the icept of "financial need".
However, the mood of the country had changed by the 19^0' s.
Colleges were viewed as change agents for the society. The
emphasis
^Jotes and Working Papers, p. 29-
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of student financial aid shifted toward providing access to collece
for lovj“income students and av/ay from simply a mechanism for pro*
viding an educated work force in a particular vocational field. The
College \7ork/Study Program formula reflected part of this shift.
PxCpresentat i ve Brademas of Indiana expressed that concern by saying
that the . . use of the three factor formula for the distribution
of funds will permit on equitable distribution of funds across the
United States. The inclusion of a factor related to poverty . . .
will ensure a concentration of work/study programs in those colleges
and universities v-vhich enroll large numbers of students from low-in-
come families, whether or not these families or the institutions are
2
located in a poverty area.''
Although the research does not support Representative Brademas'
statement that this formula would ". .
.
permit an equitable distri-
bution of funds . . ."it does show that the Congress was becoming
more interested in supporting with funds the idea of access.
The next student financial aid program, the Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant Program, was passed roughly one year later and was pass-
ed with the education of low- income students foremost in the minds
of the bill's creators. The purpose of the program as stated in
the law was to ". . . provide, through institutions of higher educa-
tion, educational opportunity grants to assist in making available
the benefits of higher education to qualified high school graduates
^Congressional Record, Vol . 110, part 15 (August 6, 195^, P- ^8280
of exceptional financial need, who for lack of financial means of
their own ot of their families would be unable to obtain such bene-
fits without such aid,"^
The odd thing about this bill was not the intent, hut the
formula that was passed with it for the distribution of the author-
ized funds. I he formula has absolutely no financial need component
in it. The funds are al located to the states based on the number of
“.
.
.
persons enrolled full-time and the full-time equivalent of
the number of persons enrolled part-time in institutions of higher
education in such state bears to the total number of such persons
k
in all states ."
The total accumulation of the several bills that were passed to
make up our financial aid package were developed by accretion. Each
program was passed at different times under different political cli-
mates for different reasons. Even though the programs are now aimed
at roughly the same student population, their allotment formulas
preclude an equitable distribution of the authorized funds from
taking place. These state allotment formulas should be examined by
Congress and changed to reflect the current Congressional intent for
the expenditures of student aid funds.
2 . The present state allocation process .
It has been the assumption from the beginning of this
^P.L. 89 - 329
,
sec. kO] .
^Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives;
Compilat ion of Higher E du cati on Laws, 19 72 (\'ash i ngton , O.C.: U.S
Government Printing Office, 197^ » PP* 5o"59-
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study that student financial need is measured by the equation:
Budget - Family Contribution = Financial Need
It has also been assumed that the federal financial aid dollars
should be allocated in a v.'ay that assures that all needy students
are treated equitably in the distribution of these scarce resources.
There is no way one can escape the conclusion that the present sys-
tem does not distribute the available funds in an equitable manner.
In some of the programs a student, depending upon v/hich state in
which he attends college, could receive widely different financial
aid packages even though his/her need was the same in each case.
For example, in the College \/ork/Study Program the research
shows that a student in Louisiana would receive approximately
ninety-five percent of his/her demonstrated need while that same
student in Wyoming v^ould receive only forty-five percent of his/
her demonstrated need. In other words, students in one s-ate re-
ceive over twice as much of their demonstrated need as do students
in another simply because those students chose to attend colleges
in that state. This is not equitable. Similar conditions exist
in the other programs. The process does not insure that within
certain practical limits students with similar financial need
will be given similar financial aid.
3 . A1 ternat
i
ve dl str i
b
ution systems .
In Chapter Ml several alternative distribution systems
were examined. For each alternative a chart v;as constructed to
illustrate what the results would have been if that alternative
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had been used to distribute the student aid for the campus-based
programs. Joe L. McCormick, in a paper previously cited in this
study, makes the recommendation that the College V/ork/Study pro-
gram formula be used to distribute all of the funds for all of the
programs. This study clearly demonstrates that although this
formula has one component that tangentially deals with financial
need, the other more important parts of the College V/ork/Study
formula preclude an equitable distribution of funds from occurring.
The same conclusion can be reached about the national Direct
Student Loan Program formula and the Initial Year portion of the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program formula. Any
formula that only uses enrollment figures as the basis for the dis-
tribution of financial aid funds can only lead to an unequitable
distribution of those funds.
However, the Continuing Year Supplemental Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant Program formula does have considerable merit and will
be focused on later in this chapter.
A. The political process and student financial aid .
Since V/orld War II, college enrollments have expanded In
leaps and bounds. In the ten year period between 1965 and 1975, the
population in college nearly doubled.^ This rapid expansion v;as the
result not only of the absolute increase in the college-age popula-
tion as a result of the post-war baby boom, but was also the result
of a v^hole new segment of our population attending college. In the
four year span between 1970 and 197 ^-, for example, there was a fifty-
^ Chronicle of Higher Education, September 19, 1977-
six percent increase in black student enrollments alone. \/hcn this
increase was combined with the increase in female enrol lees, other
minority enrol Ices, and a general increase in the percentage of
traditional students attending college, the resulting total in-
creases were staggering. *
The reasons for these increases v;ere tv/o-fold. First, higher
education became a symbol of advancement in society. It became a
goal that may have been inflated a little beyond its real owrth as
a social equalizer, but none- the- 1 ess
,
the perception was and still
is that education is one route of social change.
Secondly, a vyhole new way of financing post-secondary education
came into being. As was early chronicled, the federal government,
as a matter of national policy, poured literally billions of dollars
into making access to higher education a real possibility to able
students from the lov;est of income families.
Hov;ever, v/e are now facing a severe long-term recession in
higher education. Even with expanded life-long learning programs
several studies indicate that higher education in general is in for
3
a hard time for a long period of time.
Because v.'e are about to experience a decline in enrollments,
it is probably appropriate that a thorough review of the existing
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, "School Enrollment - Social and
Economic Characteristics of Students: October 197^', Current Pop-
ulation Report s, Series P-20, No. 286. V/ashington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1975. PP- ^“6.
^Stephen P. Dresch, "Demography, Technology, and Higher Educa-
tion: Toward a Formal Model of Educational Adaptation", J_ourna_l_ of_
Political Economy
,
1975. Vol . 83, Ho. 3. PP* 535"569*
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student financial aid programs be done now. \/e must make sure that
our public Investment in higher education Is made wisely and that
our funds do not go to shore up over the short run programs that
will soon be obsolete. Before v^e embark on any new programs of aic
we should understand as much as possible about what the future holds
for us.
Over the next few years the question of whether the colleges
serve the needs of the student or does the student serve the needs
of the college will come into sharper focus. Each Institution will
be struggling for survival. It is important that our aid programs
are structured in a way that insures as much as possible that the
students receive the best and most appropriate education for him or
her. Because our political process is so susceptible to pressure
groups, it is important that educators and legislators keep the best
interests of the students in mind. V/i th that idea as the motivating
factor, the institutions delivering the service will either adapt
or not survive.
RECOnMENOATIONS
The overriding purpose of this study was to determine whether
or not the campus-based financial aid presently being distributed
to the financially needy students in this country v.'as being done
so in an equitable manner. The conclusion v.'as reached that it v/as
not. The following three recommendations are intended to improve
that process.
1. The Continuing Year Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program formula presently being used represents the best
oractical alternative for the distribution of all of the campus-
based student financial aid.
At the present time there is no formula mandated by law to
cover the C.Y. S.E.O.G. Program. The previously cited current law
simply states that the appropriation . . for any fiscal year
shall be apportioned among the States in such manner as the
Commissioner determines will best achieve the purposes for which
such sums were appropriated.”
In the past the Commissioner has chosen to implement this
section of the law in the following manner. First, all of the
recommended funding levels of all of the post-secondary institu-
tions in the nation were added together. This sum v/as then divided
by the appropriation passed by Congress for this program. The re-
sulting percentage figure was v.^hat each institution was to receive
of its recommended funding level. For exa e, in the 1977"78
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award period that percentage was 53.360701. In other words, when
all of the need was added up and it was divided by the funds avail-
able, each college received 53 percent of its requested amount.
Chart lV-L-1 will give the reader the results if each State had
been awarded all of its funds using this process.
In the most simple of terms it is the recommendation of this
study that in a time of scarce resources, each state and each stu-
dent insofar as possible should have an equal chance at receiving
his/her fair share of those resources. If done in the manner sug-
gested above every student would receive an equal share of his/her
unmet need.
2. If the new legislation being written at this time is going
to be simply a rehasii of the present legislation, there are some
language modifications that could be done that would assure a
greater deal of equity in the programs. In that regard the read-
er is referred to Recommendations for Reauthori zati on of the
5
Higher E ducat i on Act Title I
V
- Studen t Ass i stance . Th i s docu-
ment was prepared by the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators and submitted to the various legislative bodies.
It contains explicit language changes that the Association feels
v;ould help the legislation become more equitable.
3. The profession of financial aid has taken on increased
^National Association of Financial Aid Administrators,
Recommendations for Re auth o r i zat i
o
n rf the Highe r Education Act
TiTl e 1 V - Student Ass i stance , NASFA.k lionitor. Number 14,
(V/ash i ng ton : IIASFAA, February 15» 1979).
1G8
importance over the last few years, f^ore and more colleges are coming
to the realization that a large percentage of their, funds are flov/Ing
into their coffers through student financial aid. Also, as the admis-
sions crunch becomes more pronounced, student financial aid will be
seen as a major tool for recruitment. However, because of the unique
way these programs of aid come into being they can appear to be a
bewildering morass to the student, guidance counselors, and others
trying to help the student gain access to a college education.
The California Student Aid Commission stated this problem quite
sued ntly
.
’’Tliere has been rapid, massive, and uncoordinated
growth in the number, kind, and value of student aid
programs provided by federal, state, institutional,
and private donors. Between IflG^* and 197^, the
amounts of money available for the direct support of
undergraduate students has increased by more than
1,000 percent. The number of major federal programs
has grown from one to six, with four different deliv-
ery agents responsible for distributing their funds
to students. The number of state funded programs has
grown from one to seven, with five administered by
the Student Aid Commission and tv/o by the Individual
segments
.
"There have been two major consequences of this
growth. First, and most important, there has been a
major and significant expansion of the support avail-
able to financially needy students seeking postsec-
ondary education. The goals of access, choice, and
retention have come much closer to being realized,
particularly by the State of California. Pvegardless
of any other outcomes, this expansion of student sup-
port can only be considered a major achievement.
"The second consequence of growth, however, is not
as positive. The uncontrolled and uncoordinated expan
slon of the purposes, sources, types and selection
^
cesses of aid has produced massive confusion in the minds
of students, parents, school counselors, policy makers.
1 69
and if the truth v;ere known, in the minds of the program
administrators themselves. That confusion has grov^n to
the point where it is beginning to have a negative effect
on the continued realization of the goals of equality of
access, choice, and retention. Because of the compli-
cated processes, a large number of needy students are
failing to apply for and receive sufficient financial
support. Public funds, both for program and for pro-
gram administration, are not being used in the most
effective ways. Public confidence that aid is being
directed toward those who need it could be eroded un-
less better procedures for delivering aid are adopted."
It is obvious that the present system of distribution needs
to be re-examined to insure that the funds are being expended in
a manner that best meets the needs of the low and mi ddl e- i ncome
students of tliis country. It is hoped that this study has helped
in some small way to advance that goal.
^California Student Aid Commission, K£St^ Pj_^ the ^
Administration and Coordina tion of Publiclx I^Qil^l^jgili-i— —
Cal ifornTi~,~Trnal Report , Phase I l_, (Sacramento,
California,
December \31^Y
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